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ABSTRACT
Laboratory experiments were performed in order to 

investigate the influence of some hazardous fluids on the 
dielectric permittivity of soils at frequencies commonly 
used in ground-penetrating radar surveys. The scattering 
parameters of soils, both dry and saturated with water, 
methanol and benzene, were measured with a two-port 
network analyzer and, the real relative dielectric 
permittivity and loss tangent was calculated. The 
dependence of permittivity on porosity was tested, and 
air-gap error corrected data were compared to two models. 
One model, a recursive algorithm presented by Shen et. 
Al.(1985) in Geophysics, failed blowing up for porosity 
values over 50% and high grain permittivities. The other 
model, the Bruggeman-Hana i-Sen formula, shown in other 
experiments to accurately predict the permittivity values 
of dry and water-saturated soils, regardless of lithology 
or porosity, is valid for benzene-saturated Flint sand 
and montmorillonite. The BHS formula is probably valid 
for predicting the permittivity of methanol-saturated 
soils, too. However, a three-phase BHS model would be 
more accurate, as it would take into account the volume 
of methanol lost to evaporation during measurements.
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INTRODUCTION

As recently as the late seventies and early 
eighties scientists (Benson et. Al. . 1979, Horton et.
A 1 . , 1 98 1 ) h a v e  d i s c o v e r e d  the u s e f u l n e s s  of 
ground-penetrating radar (GPR) in hazardous waste 
studies. This nondestructive geophysical technique 
delineates subsurface structure and compositional changes 
by transmitting 3-1000 MHz electromagnetic (EM) waves 
into the ground and detecting waves reflected back to the 
surface by substances with a high electrical impedance 
contrast from the surrounding material. Unlike the 
majority of electromagnetic methods which use the 
diffusion of EM fields inside a medium to characterize 
its behavior, GPR measurements, performed at radio 
frequencies, rely on the EM wave equation to characterize 
how EM waves will propagate through the medium. EM waves 
propagating through a medium are partially reflected and
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partially transmitted at interfaces where a contrast in 
complex impedance exists.

Complex electrical impedance is related to the 
relative dielectric permittivity of the medium. Soils 
were saturated with water, methanol, and benzene to 
determine their dielectric permittivity, and if 
dielectric permittivity is, indeed, influenced primarily 
by the fluid content and dry bulk density of the soil in 
the measured frequency range of 10 to 1300 MHz. The 
ultimate goal was to determine the feasibility of 
identifying soils saturated with these contaminants in 
the field with GPR.

Using a laboratory technique similar to that 
described by Freeman (1979), the relative dielectric 
permittivity of a substance was calculated indirectly, by 
measuring with the HP 8507A two port network analyzer 
system, the magnitude and phase of reflected and 
transmitted EM waves as they travel through a soil 
sample. The parameters which characterize how an EM wave 
will propagate through a sample are called scattering, or 
S, parameters. The S ^ a parameter characterizes the 
"Forward, reflected" S- parameter, or that part of the EM 
wave incident from port 1 and reflected back at the 
sample to port 1. S2ia is tIie "forward thru " parameter,
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or that part of the EM wave Incident at port 1 and
transmitted to port 2. The ^22a anc3 Sl2a Parame"ters are 
the "reverse reflected " and "reverse thru” parameters, 
respectively, and represent the reflected and transmitted 
EM waves incident from port 2.

F i r s t , using the rules established by Adam 
(1969), and using the HP 8503 S-parameter test-set, the 
error from the imperfect network analyzer was determined. 
The magnitude and phase of incident and reflected EM 
waves from ports 1 and 2 were then measured to determine 
the S-parameters of air. These values were then used to 
correct for the imperfections in the internal circuitry, 
termination fixtures, and coaxial cable using the derived 
error equations. After these corrections were made, 
samples of clays, sandy soils, loamy soils, organic 
soils, and residual soils, dry, and saturated with pure 
concentrations of such pore fluids as distilled water, 
methanol, and benzene, were measured using a method 
de scribed by H e w l e t t - P a c k a r d  in their HP 8 5 0 7 A 
Applications Pac. The samples’ S-parameter values, SIla, 
S22a, S21a and S12a were calculated from equations taken 
from the "AIM" program in the HP 8507A Applications Pac, 
after these equations were rederived and checked with 
those of Kruppa and Sodomsky (1971). These S-parameter
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values were then used in the dielectric permittivity 
calculâtions.

First, the system of instruments used in laboratory 
measurements and laboratory techniques will be discussed. 
Next, error corrected S- parameters will derived, and 
dielectric permittivity calculated. Results for 
laboratory samples will be presented, and a discussion of 
the types of errors existing in the system will ensue. 
The final portion of this thesis will discuss the ability 
and limitations of a two-phase Bruggeman-Hanai-Sen 
model to predict the dielectric permittivity for soils 
saturated with hazardous fluids, and what future 
directions for research should be so that results can be 
applied to ground-penetrating radar studies.

The following discussion assumes the reader has 
some knowledge in EM wave theory. However, for the 
interested reader, a thorough review of EM wave theory, 
as well as a detailed description of "what is " 
dielectric permittivity, can be found in Appendix A.
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METHOD: HIGH FREQUENCY DIELECTRIC 
MEASUREMENTS

General Description of Instruments
Used

Dielectric permittivity measurements can be done 
using either time domain reflectometry or frequency 
domain methods. Frequency domain techniques have several 
advantages over the time domain, the primary one being 
that data need not be subjected to Fourier analysis nor 
iterative processing (Freeman,1979). Frequency domain 
measurements are also easier to perform. For these 
reasons measurements were done in the frequency domain.

Two instruments, the HP 8507A Network Analyzer 
system and the HP 9845B computer are needed for 
automated, error- corrected S-parameter measurements in 
the microwave frequency range. FIGURE 1 is the complete 
network analyzer system, broken up into its individual 
units, where A shows the network analyzer(HP 8505A), B 
shows the storage normalizer (HP8501A), and C shows the 
S-parameter test set (HP8503A). Figure 2 shows the 
HP9845B computer, controlling the automation process, and 
figure 3 shows a block diagram of how the units of the
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Figure 2: Photo of HP 9845 B computer controlling
dielectric permittivity measurements.
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digitized data

S Normalizer
traces averaged 
and magnitude 
and phase values 
digitized

Computer
Performs error
correction
calculations
Calculates relative
dielectric
permittivity

From error- 
corrected sample 
S-parameter data

N Analyzer
R F 

SOURCE

S-parameter test
set

error correc—
f- i ons to
S-parameters

Figure 3: Block diagram of 8507A network analyzer system.
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8507A system interact. Hewlett-Packard (1976) explains 
in great detail the function of every switch in the 8507A 
system. As a brief explaination of the 8507A system will 
be given, reading the operation manuals is strongly 
recommended.

The network analyzer is a two port device, 
utilizing RF waves with frequencies from 500 KHz to 1.3 
GHz. The network analyzer consists of two units : the
s o u r c e ,D , where the signals originate, and the 
processor,E, where the output signal is processed and 
displayed on the CRT. In this experiment the source 
inputs and outputs RF waves of -10 dBm. Three input 
cables and one output cable, connect channels B, A, R (R 
for Reference) and RF to the S-parameter test set, and 
enables the measurement of all four S-parameters.

The processor primarily displays the output signal 
using a three channel system and a CRT , which is capable 
of displaying dB magnitude and phase of the output 
voltage signal in polar or rectangular form. Using the 
channel 1 and 2 control switches the very signature of 
the output wave can be controlled. The two channels 
together permit magnitude and phase to be simultaneously 
displayed on the C R T . The "mode" switch of the 
processor, which determines whether the input to the
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channel will be the magnitude or phase of the wave , and 
whether it will be in polar or rectangular form, was set 
such that channel 1 measured magnitude and channel two 
measured phase, both in rectangular form. The ”input " 
switch permits one to adjust from where the channel input 
is coming, either from input signal A or B or the ratio 
of A/R to B/R. The channel readout section indicates 
either marker parameter values, adjusted by a knob to the 
desired frequency where the value is digitally displayed 
on the CRT and channel readout, or reference offset. The 
reference offset compares a marker value to a reference 
line, and is used to reposition a trace which would 
otherwise be located off the CRT. Hence the true marker 
value would be equivalent to the CRT displayed marker 
value added to the reference offset. The "channel 3 
electrical length” readout and "length" buttons read out 
and readjusts the electrical length for a flat phase 
response(assuming a rectangular display) when the coaxial 
cable is terminated by different fixtures. Electric 
length, for a given frequency, is the length, in 
wavelengths, the material being measured appears to be. 
In the presence of a vacumn the electrical length is 
equal to the physical length. However, as the velocity of 
waves decrease with increasing dielectric permittivity of
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a s u bstance, wavelengths become shorter, and the 
material, measured in terms of wavelengths, appears 
electrically longer than its physical length. As the 
physical length of the internal circuitry, as well as the 
external coaxial cables, vary in length, this ability to 
change the electrical length so that test and reference 
channels are equal electrical length is Important for 
accurate phase measurements.

The ^-parameter test set consists of many RF 
switches. Remotely controlling these switches, the 
network analyzer measures parameters called S or 
Scattering parameters, which characterize the ratio of 
input voltage waves to reflected and transmitted output 
voltage waves. S-parameters are sample-specific and help 
characterize the sample electrically. One advantage to 
using the S-parameter test set is that it enables the 
m e a s u r e m e n t  of reflected and tra n s m i t t e d  waves 
simultaneously(Freeman,1979). The switch controls which 
parameter is being measured. The "forward" setting 
measures a forward reflection ( )  or transmission (2^) 
coefficient, depending on the chanel selection of the 
8505A processor. If processor channel A/R is selected 
then the incoming signal is the ratio of waves from 
source A to Reference. The reflection parameter, or
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the magnitude and phase value of the EM wave incident 
from, and reflected to, port 1, is measured when the 
"forward" switch is selected; while the transmission,
the magnitude and phase value of the EM wave incident 
from port 1 and transmitted to port 2, is measured when 
the processor B/R channel is selected. If the "reverse" 
switch setting is used and the processor setting is B/R, 
then S 2 2 • representing the magnitude and phase of the EM 
wave originating from and reflecting back to port 2, is 
being measured. The p a r a m e t e r , representing the
magnitude and phase of the EM wave transmitted to port 1 
from port 2, is measured when the "reverse" switch is 
used, and the processor channel is set to A/R. FIGURE 4 
is a diagram of how the signals actually travel through 
the test set's internal circuitry. Besides the switch, 
cables are connected to the R, A , B , and RF input and 
output channels of the network analyzer. Coaxial cables 
,test devices, and sample holders are connected to ports 
1 and 2 in the front of the test set, and are where the 
actual measurements occur. The "set-up" section further 
along in this chapter will discuss the manner in which 
these fixtures are connected to the test set.

The HP 8501A storage normalizer averages data for 
enhanced signal output. This instrument performs the
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Figure 4 : RF signal path for S-oarameter measurements. 
FROM HP, 1976.
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electrical analogy to seismic stacking, where signal to 
noise ratios are enhanced by Vn, n being the number of 
stacks or averaging. Data is averaged when the 
"averaging on" button is pushed for a channel. Data was 
stacked 16 times, improving the signal- to-noise ratio by 
four times. The storage normalizer also digitizes data 
when the "storage on" button is pushed in for channels 1 
and 2 of the network analyzer. Digitized and averaged 
data is transmitted through a Byte Fast Hand Shake (BFHS) 
to the 9845B computer where it is processed even further 
by a computer program based on the HP 85030B Accuracy 
Improved Measurements(AIM) Program. The program, among 
other things which will be discussed at a later time, 
makes all measurements automated. Connected to the 
network analyzer system is an AC powerline conditioner, 
which assures clean 120 volt, 60 cycles AC voltage.
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Experimental Set-Up

Because of the precision needed for dielectric 
permittivity measurements it is strongly recommended 
that the HP 85030 Network analyzer system be set up in 
accordance with Hewlett Packard(1976) specifications, 
whenever possible, as any deviation may give false 
results or damage the instruments. Use of HP accessory 
coaxial cables and fixtures is recommended by the 
manufacturer (and is necessary for utilizing HP's AIM 
package). However, as precision sample holders were 
needed in order to measure soil samples, 14 mm diameter
GR 900 air lines were used instead of APC-7 HP lines. In 
order to attatch the sample holder, HP 8120-2292 two 
foot, semi-rigid coaxial cables were used, instead of the 
rigid cable recommended by Hewlett Packard. In addition, 
precision GenRad Corporation fixtures, open , load, and 
short t e r m i n a t i o n s ,  were used in p l a c e  of HP 
terminations. The cable set-up is as follows :

Two coaxial cables, terminated by type N male 
ends, are used for the symmetry of the system, as 
recommended by Freeman( 1979) . One end of the cable is 
connected to each port via an APC 7 connector. On the 
other end a GenRad 900-QNJ adaptor is connected. To this
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adaptor a 50 Ohm load (GenRad 900-W50), an open with a 
capacitance of .168pF (GenRad 900-WO), and a short 
(GenRad 900-WNE) are connected at different times during 
the calibration process, as in FIGURE 5a and b.
No additional adaptors are needed for thru and sample 
measurements as a sample holder, 10 cm (900-LZ10), 5 cm
(900-LZ5), or 3 cm (900-LZ3), is placed in between the 
QNJ adaptors of both cables, illustrated in FIGURE 6a and 
b. The ratio of the inner conductor to the outer 
conductor in the empty sample holder establishes an 
impedance of 50 Ohms, and the inner conductor is placed 
so that it fits into the inner conductor of the adaptor. 
For the pre-measurement set-up both coaxial cables, with 
adaptors, should be attatched, and the instruments 
allowed to warm up for at least an hour. The AC power 
line corrector should be turned on first, then the HP 
8505A network analyzer, to prevent power surges and fuses 
from blowing. It is also important to note that the 
switches of the network analyzer, normalizer , and S- 
parameter test set, need not be set at any particular 
position as they are controlled remotely by the 9845B 
computer.

The AIM package prepared by 
Hewlett-Packard was not designed to utilize the Storage
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NETWORK ANALYZER

OUTPUT

8503A 
K  S-PARAMETER 

A lB ^  TEST SET

— — — OPEN

— — &  ^  — — H U  SHORT

TERMINATION

Figure 5a: S-oarameter test set with open, short, and load 
terminations. From HP, 1976.

F i g u r e  5b: C l o s e - u p  of ooen , load , and short
terminations.
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8503A 
L S-PARAMETER 

A I B Ï  TEST SET

SAMPLE

Figure 6a: Schematic of sample holder connected to 
S-parameter Test Set.

Figure 6b: Photo of how coaxial cables and sample holder 
are connected to the S-parameter test set for thru 
measurements. Right is close-up of sample holder used 
for samole and thru measurements.
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Normalizer in measurements. Thus, since the normalizer 
was needed to increase the accuracy of the network 
analyzer, it was necessary during measurements to deviate 
somewhat from the instrument settings used in the AIM 
program.

When all the instruments of the network analyzer 
system are used, the WIDTH setting of the 8505A source, 
which controls the start-stop band must be set to a 
linear, full, start-stop band instead of CW + A F, the 
continuous wave setting. Although the CW + A F WIDTH 
enables to measure data at very precise frequencies, the 
storage normalizer can only function with a start-stop 
WIDTH of 1. The decision to use the storage normalizer 
was made because the precision lost in frequency 
information was to be gained by stacking data. Another 
deviation in the source settings was in the SCAN TIME 
setting. Instead of the fastest sweep time .001 
seconds/sweep, a scan time of .01 to .1 seconds/sweep was 
used to avoid the ”rounding” of data peaks and troughs 
which occurs if the sweep is too fast. The other major 
deviation from the AIM program occurred in the 8505A 
processor settings. The scale of the traces on the CRT 
were maximized in efforts to reduce measurement error. 
So, instead of a fixed SCALE setting, set to the minimum
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magnification, SCALE was re-adjusted for maximum 
magnification through an algorithm which will be 
discussed in the "automation process" section.
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Calibration of the Network Analyzer

"Prepping” the network analyzer system is mandatory 
for receiving good data. First and foremost, the 
instrument should be warmed up for a minimum of one hour, 
and all fixtures are connected securily, hand tight, and 
consistently (i.e screwed on the same direction so 
results are repeatable). Directivity error occurs when 
some vectors, representing an ”incremental piece” of the 
voltage wave, point in another direction other than down 
the axis of the coaxial cable. Mismatch error is caused 
by placing at the end of the coaxial cable a termination 
with a different impedance than the characteristic 
impedance of the system. The mismatch causes waves to be 
partially reflected and transmitted at the termination, 
which in turn interferes with, through destructive or 
constructive interference, the incident waves. The 
purpose of calibration is two-fold: it serves to correct
for directivity and mismatch errors, and it serves to 
correct for the electrical length added to measurements 
from the internal circuitry and external fixtures. 
Directivity and mismatch errors are calibrated out of 
sample data by measuring the ratio of input to output 
signal when a load, open, and short are placed on the end
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of the coaxial cable in a proceedure discussed in a later 
”Error-Calculat ions” section. A phase shift in data 
occurs by increasing the distance a signal must travel 
when a coaxial cable and sample holder are added to the 
port. Two acceptable ways exist for correcting phase 
shift. One approach involves the measurement and direct 
conversion of electrical length to a phase, which is then 
added to the measured phase value. The other approach 
involves adjusting the electrical length so that phase is 
"zeroed" at the end of the coaxial cable. Both methods 
are worthy of discussion. The latter method, recommended 
by Hewlett Packard for their AIM program (HP,1980) 
is described in great detail on page 28 of their 
Application Note 219. Basically, a short is placed at 
the end of the coaxial cable, with polar magnitude and 
phase MODE settings used, and electrical length is 
adjusted for the smallest cluster. (Adjusting for the 
smallest cluster using the polar magnitude and phase 
settings is equivalent to adjusting electrical length for 
the flattest phase response using the regular magnitude 
and phase settings.) The value of electric length for the 
smallest cluster is the electric length of the internal 
circuitry and coaxial cables. This value is subtracted 
from the system to make sure the total phase shift at the
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end of the cables is zero. Once the added electrical 
length of the cable is compensated for, the phase at the 
end of the coaxial cable should be zero. This proceedure 
is repeated for port 2, and for thru forward and thru 
reverse (without sample holder) measurements. This 
calibration method has several disadvantages. First, 
calibration must be manually done before any sample 
measurements can be done. Also, there is no compensation 
for the added electrical length caused by adding a sample 
holder (as long as 10 cm ) , and subsequent calculations 
must be done to compensate for it. The one big advantage 
of this method is that the operator can immediately asses 
the accuracy of his/her system from the values of the 
open and short terminations. If calibration is 
successful an open should have a dB magnitude and phase 
of zero, while a short should have a dB magnitude of zero 
and a phase shift of ± 180 degrees. The magnitude and 
phase of both thru measurements should be the same, 
having a dB magnitude and phase of zero.

The calibration method used in this thesis is based 
on a method recommended by Olhoeft (pers. com.). This 
method involves the more direct approach of taking total 
phase measurements, calibrating with an open, load, and 
short terminations for both ports and for all frequencies.
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Forward and reverse transmissions are calibrated with 
an empty sample holder with teflon caps (used later to 
hold soil samples within sample holder), for all 
frequencies, in order to discern its effect on phase 
from the phase shift caused by the dielectic properties 
of the sample . As long as the total phase is measured 
for all terminations and sample measurements the effect 
of the added phase from the internal circuitry is 
constant and can be compensated for in S-parameter 
calculations. Calibration is more time-consuming;
however, the process is more accurate as it takes the 
effects of the sample holder into account. The calibration 
proceedure can also be automated by the 9845B computer, 
so the operator need only connect the proper termination 
at the computer's prompt. Appendix B describes the 
calibration process used in this dielectric experiment, 
and what exactly the 9845B computer does, and lists the 
i n s t r u m e n t s  us e d  in S - p a r a m e t e r  m e a s u r e m e n t s . 
Calibration using the 9845B computer takes approximately 
20 minutes.
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Propagation of EM 
waves down a coaxial cable

T h e  b a s i c  c o a x i a l  c a b l e  c o n s i s t s  of an 
inner and outer conductor with a known dielectric 
between them. EM waves in an ideal lossless coaxial 
cable propagate at a velocity of

v = c/Ver '
(1)

The wave length of the signal, X, is proportional to 
frequency, with 

X -c /fVer ' .
(2)

Charge travels inside of the conductors, which 
appear as infinitely long wires. By analyzing a small 
segment of an transmission line, an equivalent circuit 
can be derived: Since a magnetic field is generated
around the length of the conductors, through which AC 
current is flowing, in accordance with the Biot-Savart 
L aw, it can be modelled as an inductor. However, 
since true inductors have measureable resistance, a 
resistor is put in series. Also, the two conductors, 
separated by the dielectric medium over a constant
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distance, act as a capacitor in parallel(Adam,1969). 
FIGURE 7 shows the equivalent circuit for an elemental 
piece of coaxial cable. As a result of Kirkoff's Law, 
impedances in series and admittances in parallel can be 
a d d e d .  By u s i n g  a s hort c i r c u i t , c o n n e c t e d  
at the end of the coaxial cable, the circuit impedance is

Z = ZR + ZL = R +jwL (FIGURE 8a),
(3)

where Z= impedance in Ohms 
R= resistance in Ohms 

w= angular frequency (radians/sec)
L= inductance (Henry).

Admittance can be measured by creating an open circuit 
at the end of the cable, as in FIGURE 8b.

Y = G+jwC
(4)

The wave number of an EM wave travelling down the 
cable is simply the square root of the product of the 
impedance and admittance, or
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Figure 7: Equivalent circuit of a coaxial cable.
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Figure 8a:
Measuring impedance of the equivalent circuit of a 

simolified coaxial cable.

OPEN
CIRCUIT

W v

Y

Y= G-+jtu C

Figure 8b: Measuring admittance of the equivalent circuit 
of a simplified coaxial cable.
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k= VZY = V(R+jwL) (G+juC) = a 4- j6 (Adam, 1969)
(5)

Note that Adam (1969) wrote his book using the old
terminology, where what he was calling the propagation
constant, y has been redefined so that y ( new 
te r m i n o l o g y )  = jy (old t e r minology) = jk (new 
terminology) (IEEE Std. 211, 1977).

The characteristic impedance of the system is
defined as:

ZQ = VZ/Y = /(R+jwL)/(G+jwC) Ohms,
(6)

and commonly is 50 0 for most RF systems(Adam, 1969).
Since the transmission line is not infinite,

as initially assumed, the circuit is modeled with a load 
impedance. If ZlQad * ZQ then not all the EM energy 
propagated along the coaxial cable will be transmitted. 
Recalling from the solution of the EM wave equation,
E = Eq * Yt, and that the only component of the
electric field is the normal component, the voltage wave 
applied to the transmission line is
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V = Vo ejut
(7)

and the applied current is,

! = Iq

(8)
The resultant voltage and current waves will propagate 
along the coaxial c a b l e , with some signal being 
transmitted and some being reflected. These waves are 
represented by:

V = V1eYt + V2e yt 

I = I^eY^ + I^e Y^
(9)

with travelling opposite to From this expression
an expression for the load impedance can be derived:

zL = <V1+ V2 )Z0/(V1-V2 )
(10)

Just as it can occur in the earth, attenuation can 
occur in the transmission line. Attenuation can be 
caused by several types of losses :
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1. conductor losses (skin effects)
2. dielectric losses
3. hysteresis losses
4. mismatch losses
5. losses due to radiation

(Adam,1969). The first three losses are losses caused 
by a d s o r p t i o n  of e n e r g y . The fourth is loss 
caused by reflection and transmission of energy. 
Conductive losses are critical in the low MHz frequency 
range because at high frequencies current can only travel 
along the surface layer of the conductor. At skin depth 
only 1/e of the current density flows through the 
conductor. Skin depth of the conductor is defined 
similarly to that of the earth model:

<5 = J2/i*\ia (m. )
(11)

where a is the conductivity of the conductor (Mhos/m).

Losses in complex permittivity, attributed to the 
imaginary ", occur when diffusion processes begin to 
become significant, as they do in more conductive 
mediums. Dielectric losses occur when a material is
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placed in between the conductors of one coaxial cable. 
Dielectric losses are expressed by the loss tangent, 
where tan 6 - e^'/e^ . Mismatch losses occur when a
transmission line is terminated with a load not equal to 
the characteristic impedance, or if there is a 
discontinuity present . Discontinuities will cause 
microwave energy to radiate out of the line. According 
to the Power Transfer Theorem (Schwarz and Oldham, 1984), 
maximum power occurs when =Z0 , where Z d e n o t e s  the 
complex conjugate of the characteristic impedance. When 
the load is mismatched then not all power is delivered 
along the transmission line and some signal is 
transmitted and part is reflected (Adam,1969). As in the 
earth model, the parameter describing how a wave behaves 
at an electrical discontinuity inside the coaxial cable 
is the reflection coefficient, r. Unlike the earth 
model, only EM waves norma l l y  incident on the 
discontinuity have to be considered because of the 
transmission cable appearing to have and infinite length 
compared to its small cross-sectional area.

F = Er / E ±

(12)
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where is the energy incident travelling through the 
transmission line, and E^ is t h e  r e f l e c t e d  e n e r g y  
t r a v e l l i n g  in the opposite direct ion(FIGURE 9) 
(Adam, 1969) . It is important to note that the incident 
and reflected waves travel in the same coaxial 
cable but in opposite directions. T has both a 
magnitude and a phase, the latter being dependent on 
the terminating impedance, and on its distance from the 
point of measurement. If the phase of both the reflected 
and incident energy is just right a resonant cavity can 
be established within the coaxial cable, in which waves 
constructively interfere with each other increasing their 
amplitude. Resonance of the sample holder is a problem 
which will be discussed in detail in a later "Problems 
and Pitfalls" section.
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FIGURE 9

E
O—

Zl > Z0

Er

Mismatched termination causing partial reflection and 
partial transmission.
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Derivation of Error Corrected S-parameters

The S-parameter error corrections in the dielectric 
permittivity program, created to automate S-parameter 
measurements, are based on the work originally done by 
Kruppa and Sodomsky (1971). These error corrections
correct for imperfections in the network analyzer's 
internal circuitry due to mismatch, directivity, and 
frequency tracking errors ; they also correct for 
imperfect l o a d , open and short terminations, and 
attenuation losses caused by imperfect coaxial cables. 
Error caused by using a sample holder with imperfect 
impedance is also removed using S-parameter corrections. 
Figure 10 is a flow graph describing the flow paths of EM 
waves within the circuitry of an ideal network analyzer 
and along the coaxial cables. The following flow diagram 
is based on the rules presented by Adam ( 1969) in his 
b o o k , Microwave Theory and Applications. It is 
representative of what happens to an incident wave 
originating from port 1 ( i) or port 2 (o). In this flow
diagram r represents the absolute reflection coefficient, 
and E^ is the incident EM wave energy, and Er is the 
r e f l e c t e d  e n e r g y . r is d e t e r m i n e d  by the type
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Flow graph of incident and reflected energy, port 1.

B

A

Flow graph of incident and reflected energy, port 2.

Figure 10: Flow graph of incident and reflected energy 
within the internal circuitry of the s-parameter test 
set.
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of termination placed on the port. When an open 
termination is placed onto a port, A and B appear 
disconnected. r is 4-1 because the wave is 100% reflected 
at A. When a short is placed onto the port, A and B 
appear connected by a short circuit (i.e and ideal 
lossless wire). Thus, because 100% transmission occurs 
from A to B, r=-l. r=0 for a 50 Ohm load because the
wave is absorbed by a termination of matched impedance
and is neither reflected nor transmitted. Looking at the 
flow graph of Figure 10, when a signal is incident at , 
the incident port, part of the signal is reflected at 
node a^ and reflected along path a n d  o u t  to t h e
output port (Er ) at b^. P a r t  of t h e  EM w a v e  is 
transmitted along The type of termination on the
port will determine r and consequently the path along
S21i~S12i loop the wave will travel.

Determining the error coefficients for port 1, E^ is 
redefined to represent the error incident into the 
system, and E^ is the error going out of the system.
For a matched 50 Ohm termination, r=0 and so there is
no contribution from a^ since all the transmitted wave is 
absorbed. Thus all the output to E^ is along the 
reflected ray path S^ü* Using Rule 1 from Adam (1969) 
on page 94, which says that coefficients of flow graph
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branches are multiplied: E iSiii=Er - Rearranging,
Slli = Er/E i ' or using the AIM notation presented by 
Hewlett Packard (1980),

Sllm(ld) ~ Slli ™ Er/Ei '
(13)

where the m(ld) subscript signifies the value of the 
measured load for port 1. In the case of the short the 
wave incident from is broken up into its transmitted 
and reflected parts at node a^ , and to the transmitted 
wave at a^ a and B appear connected by an ideal wire 
so that the wave travels along S21i from A to B,
"looping” around S22i then back to E^. Error 
contributions are two fold: from the reflected wave which 
traveled along ^, and from the transmitted wave which 
traveled around the loop. Thus E^= + loop
contribution. From Rule 3 (Adam, 1969) the loop 
contribution is equal to the coefficient of the ray path 
entering the loop,times the reflection coefficient,divided 
by one minus the self-looped parameter, S 2 2 ir* Since 
the returning wave travels down it is multiplied by
the looped contribution, i.e.,
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Er~ (ElS21iS12ir)/(1'‘s22ir)
(14)

However, since r= - l ,

Er " ~ (EiS21iS12i)/(1+S22i)
(15)

Combining terms yields :

Er” E iSlli " (Eis21iS12i)/(1+S22i}
(16)

or.

(17)
When an open termination is placed on port 1 again
there is contribution from two ray paths. However,
because total reflection occurs at A the wave loops
around in the direction opposite to that of the short.
The loop term can be expressed as:
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(Er̂ S2 ^£S^2 Î*) / (̂ ■”‘̂ 22î *̂  f which 

is equal to ^ i^2lisl2i^/ ^1'~S221^ since r = l .

Combining terms yields,

Er = E iSlli + E iS21iS12i/(1-S22i) or

S21iS12i 

(1"S22i)_
(18)

Thus, when measured on the network analyzer, short, 
open and load values will have magnitude and phase 
values proportional to the ratio of the reflected voltage 
wave to the incident voltage wave. Ideally a short 
measurement will have an absolute magnitude of unity 
and a phase of ± 180° . The wave appears completely 
transmitted, the reflected voltage being equal to zero, 
because returning waves are 180° out of phase with 
incoming waves. An open also should have an absolute
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magnitude of one and a phase of 0° • Waves appear 
c o m p l e t e l y  r e f l e c t e d  b e c a u s e  r e f l e c t e d  ene r g y 
constructively interferes with incoming energy. The 
absolute magnitude of an ideal load should be zero, 
being a matched termination.

The error corrections for port 2 are 
derived in the same manner(FIGURE 10b):

S22m(ld) = SH o  = Er/Ei
(19)

S22m(sh) = Sllo “ (S21oS12o)/(1+S22o}
(20)

S22m(op)== Sllo + (S21oS12o)/(1"S22o}

(21)
Figure 11 is the result of putting the entire flow graph 
together for the entire system, where the mid-section of 
the diagram represents the cascaded flow graph of 
unknown parameters. The corrections presented by 
Hewlett Packard (1980) are slightly different than 
equations (18) and (21) because HP modelled the 
open termination with a small fringing reactance. 
Instead of r being 1,

r -e- jB = COS e - jSIN 6
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iii

—  PORT 2FOR UNKNOWN S- 
PARAMETERS

Figure 11: Flow graph for the corrected S-parameters in
the AIM system.
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(22)
where 6= 2TAN 1 (trfCZo/l X 105)

(23)
and f= frequency in MHz

C= capacitance in pico Farads = .168 pF 
ZQ= characteristic impedance = 50 Ohms 

and 5 X 10^ is a conversion factor. Using this 
fringing reactance term, equations (18) and (21) become:

Sllm(op) ~ S11i + (S21iS12i)/(1/r ~ S22i}
(24)

Sllm(op) “ Slli + (S21iS12i)/(e"*B S22i}
(25)

Similarly,

S22m(op) “ Sllo + (S21oS12o)/(eje S22o)
(26)

Referring to the flow graph of FIGURE 12, 
f o r w a r d  and reverse thru t r a n s m i s s i o n s  may be 
derived in a similar manner. According to the flow 
graph a forward thru transmission originates at A 
and exits the system at B. Note for thru calculations
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UNKNOWN

S -  p a r a m e t e r s

Flow graph of thru, FORWARD

U N K N O W N

S -P A R A M E TE R S

Flow graph of thru, REVERSE. 

Figure 12: Flow graph of thru measurements
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nodes c and d, which include the unknown parameters, 
are treated as one node. Likewise are nodes e and f. 
The incident wave travels along S2l±r e n t e r s  the loop 
with S22o and in series, and exits at S12o e The
error equation can again be expressed in terms of 
branches in series and loops :

Er = (EiS21iS12o)/(1-S22oS22i)
(27)

or

S21m(thru) = (S21iS12o)/(1_S22oS22i}
(28)

Referring to Figure lib, the error equation for the 
reverse thru is constructed similarly:

S12m(thru) = (S21oS12i)/(1~S22iS22o>•
(29)

Solving for equations
(13),(17),(25),(19),(20) ,(26), (28) and
(29) simultaneously yields corrected S-parameters

Sllx'S22x'S21xl2x' "here x = i or o.
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Port 1 equations are:

S11i “ Sllm(ld)
(30)

S22i
e (Sllm(op) " Sllm(ld)) “ (sllm(ld) " Sllm(sh))

*Sllm(op) Sllm(sh)^
(31)

S12iS21i

(l+ej6)(Sllm(op)-Sllm(ld))(Sllm(sh)- Sllm(ld))

(Sllm(sh) Sllm(op)}
(32)

Port 2 equations are

sllo " s22m(ld)
(33)
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ej6(S22m(op) ” S22m(ld))” (S22m(ld) " S22m(sh))
22o

(S22m(op) S22m(sh)}
(34)

.38(1+e ) <S22m(op)”S22m(ld) } (S22m(sh)""S22m(ld)5
S12oS21o

(S22m(sh) S22m(op)}
(35)

See Appendix C for the detailed solution of these 
equations.
It is interesting to note that when and S ^  , l o a d ,
open and short, are measured from the network analyzer 
they are measured in terms of Magnitude and Phase. 
However, in order for these above error corrections to 
work, all values must be converted and calculated for in 
their real and imaginary parts. Thus, the resulting 
c o r r e c t e d  S- p a r a m e t e r s  are c o m p l e x  n u m b e r s .
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Solving for Unknown Scattering Parameters

O n c e  e r r o r  c o r r e c t i o n s  a r e  s o l v e d ,  the 
unknown parameters can be determined. Using the same 
flow graph rules as before, refer back to Figure 10. 
Because the wave at a^ is a composite of signal from S2ii 
and q ^ 2 2 î '

al = S21i + a4S22i
(36)

Likewise, when the input wave enters from port 1, a^ 
receives signal contribution from only a2S22oe Thusf

a3 = a2S22o
(37)

Using some of the relationships derived in the previous 
section, expression for S ^ m , the forward reflection for 
the measured sample, and S^^, the forward thru 
measurement of the sample, can also be derived:
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Sllm " Slll + S12ia4
(38)

S21m = S12oa2 *
(39)

One can also note using the flow graph that 

a4 = Slla al + S21a a3 '
(40)

and a2 = S21a a^ + S22a a3 .
(41)

Rearranging these equations and solving equations (36) 
- (39) yields the following results:

a2 = S21m/s12o
(42)

a3 " S22o(S21m/S12o)
(43)

and.
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a4 " (Sllm ” Slli)/S121s
(44)

Substituting these results into equation (36) and 
solving for a^,

(45)

When a signal is introduced from port 2, using the 
bracketted (b) terms, another set of equations can be 
derived from the flow graph:

bl = S22i b4
(46)

b3 = S22o b2 + S21o
(47)

S12m = S12i b4
(48)
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S22m " S12o b2 ^ Sllo
(49)

and the unknown parameters can be expressed also in 
terms of "b's."

b4 - bl Slla + b3 S12a
(50)

b2 ~ bl S21a + b3 S22a
(51)

Equations (42), (44), (50), and (51) are used to 
solve for S ^ a and S^2a from four equations 
with four unknowns. Plugging into these equations all 
the "a" and "b" values yields :

lia*
Sllm"Slli

S21iS12i

S22o(S22m”Sllo)

S12oS21o

S22oS21mS12m

21iS12oS21oS12

D
(52)
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S12m
S12a:

S21oS12i

S21m
S21a:

S21iS12o

(53)

(54)

22a"
S22m Sllo'

S21oS12o

S22i(Sllm“Slli)

S21iS12i

S22iS21mS12m

<S21iS12oS21oS12i>

D

(55)
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where

D= 1 '  ® 2 2 i
s21is12i

,+ s 22c
S22m-SHo
s12o S21

/ \ /  s 1 2 m  \
•“ S  — X.— r .

s21i s12o s21os12i

(56)
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Calculation of Dielectric Permittivity

Nicholson and Ross(1970) present a method from 
which the dielectric permittivity of a sample is cal
culated from the sample's S-parameters. Before the S- 
parameters of the previous section can be input into the 
dielectric permittivity calculations thru measurements
S21a and s12a mus"t be adjusted for the length of the 
sample holder, depending on the method of calibration. If 
the network analyzer is calibrated using the method 
recommended by Hewlett Packard(1977) , and the thru 
calibration is measured without the sample holder, then 
the S-parameters from the above section can be used as 
is, and plugged directly into the permittivity equations. 
H o w e v e r , in this thesis the calibration m e t h o d , 
recommended by Olhoeft (pers.com.) was used for reasons 
which will be discussed in detail in the next section.

Since the thru calibration included using an empty 
sample holder for calibration, the length of the sample 
holder was inherently calculated into the S- parameter 
measurements, and the effects of the sample holder must 
be adjusted for in the dielectric permittivity 
calculations. The S-parameter values, S ^ ^  and S^^, 
found by using the latter calibration method, must be
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converted to a magnitude and phase. Next, the length of 
the sample holder, L, is converted to a phase, #s , where,

*s= L X f (Hz) X 360 / (2.998 X 1010 cm/s).

Then #s is subtracted from the phase of ^21a and S12a 
and reconverted into real and imaginary parts. Once in
this form they may be used in the following dielectric 
calculations.

Now with corrected S-parameter values, working 
from the forward direction:

V1 - S21a + Slla
(57)

V2 " S21a Slla
(58)

where and ^  are complex because S^^^ and are
complex.

X = (1 - v1v2 )/(v1 - V2 )
(59)

F = X ± (X2 - 1)e5
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(60)

Note an ambiguity arises from the r term since the 
square root can be positive or negative. The absolute 
value of r must be less than 1 or.

< 1 (Freeman et Al., 1979),

so the appropriate radical must be chosen

(61)

Z = (Vx - n / u  - v 1d
(62)

C2 = - r(c/wd)(ln(l/z))]2

(63)
where c is the speed of light (cm/s)

d is the sample holder length (cm), and 
w = 2irf, where f is in Hz.
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c1 = ( i  + n 2/ ( i  -  n 2
(64)

From the values of and C2 the re l a t i v e  d i e l e c t r i c  
permittivity can be easily calculated:

e 1 = Re (C2/C1)*5 , and
(65)

er" = Im (C2/C1).5
(66)

(As an asside, vr ' and vrH are equal to Re(C2C1)e5, and 
Im(C2cl)*5 , respectively.)
For the reverse calculations, S22a would be substituted 
for , and S^2a for S2 . If a sample has been
properly corrected and is homogenious, dielectric 
permittivity should be the same for both cases. Any 
discrepancy between the two values would be caused by 
scattering from inhomogenieties, and thus comparing the 
two calculations is a way of assessing the degree of 
inhomogeniety. Discrepancy between the forward and 
reverse permittivities could also be caused by an 
incomplete error correction. Reversing the position of
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the sample holder before remeasuring the sample is a good 
way to check for incomplete error corrections.
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Automating Measurements: Programming the HP 9845B

If one were to calibrate and measure manually 
S-parameter values, cycling through 500 data points for 
one sample, from frequencies between 0.5 and 1300 MHz, 
measurements might take a few days for each sample. 
However, with the HP 9845B computer sampling 500 
frequencies and controlling the settings of the 
instruments, samples take only 25 minutes each to 
m e a s u r e , p r o c e s s , and calculate the dielectric 
permittivity of data. Virtually all of the 8505A network 
analyzer system is remotely controlled by the computer. 
In their manual HP (1976) discusses those controls not 
programmable. Calibration takes approximately 20 minutes 
and need only be done once a day, before any sample 
measurements occur. The operator of the program need only 
to connect the proper terminations, or sample, at the 
given prompt.

The dielectric permittivity program, "85O7A", is 
broken down into several modules, allowing the operator 
to calibrate and measure new samples or retrieve old data 
for further perusal. Figure 13 is a flow chart of all 
the major modules in the program. The automated
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Figure 13: Flow chart of 8507A program.
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calibration process follows the proceedure for manual 
calibration, mentioned in the CALIBRATION section. 
However, since the computer cannot "see" when electrical 
length has been adjusted for flat phase response, or
anticipate when each trace has been magnified for the 
maximum accuracy, a reiterative subprogram, READ, has 
been created, resetting length and scale, until all 
conditions have been met. Calibration begins with the 
50 Ohm LOAD being connected to port 1. The REFerence 
OFFSETS of both channels, magnitude (CHI) and phase(CH2), 
are set to zero, and the SCALES of both channels are set 
to 1, the minimum magnification. Length is adjusted 
for a flat phase response to avoid the problem of phase 
"wrap-around" on the CRT . If electrical length is
improperly set, a phase shift greater than + 180 degrees 
will wrap around the CRT, as in FIGURE 14. ELECTRICAL
LENGTH is set to -90 cm initially to minimize
wrap-around because the coaxial cables have an electric 
length of about 90 cm at these frequencies. The computer 
analyzes the position of the phase on the CRT to see if 
there are any abrupt changes in the slope of phase, its 
magnitude and sign, indicating phase wrap-around. After 
the first abrupt switch in phase, signified by an abrupt 
change in the sign of phase, + 360 degrees will be added
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PLUS 3BCWLUS 720'

a. Positive slope wrap-around on CRT.

k  MINUS 360°

Negative slope wrap-around on CRT ,+ 1000
-1000

c. Resultant phase, when wrap-around is corrected (not 
to scale). Phase is zeroed by adjusting the 
electrical length to add or subtract the equivalent 
phase from the system.

Figure 14 : Wrap-around : a description.
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to subsequent phase values to find the total phase shift 
along the frequency range. After the second abrupt 
switch in phase another + 360 degrees, or a total of 720 
degrees, is added to phase. If, for instance, wrap 
around occurs three times on the CRT the phase value at 
the last frequency would have ± 1080 degrees added on to 
it. A positive 360° will be added to phase if the phase 
slope is positive. 360 degrees will be subtracted from 
phase if the slope is negative. Once phase is corrected 
for wrap-around, READ will then determine, from each 
corrected phase value, the electrical length. Thus, for 
500 phase values, 500 values of electrical length will be 
determined by:

[(phase value at f(MHz)][2.998 X lO1  ̂ (cm/s)]
LENGTH (cm) = ------------------------------------------

(f in Hz)(360 degrees)
(67)

The modal value, or the most common value, of the 500 
values of electric length will be the value to which 
LENGTH (in cm) is readjusted. After the initial computer 
guess of -90 cm, LENGTH will be further adjusted until no 
wrap-around occurs. If the phase trace is sufficiently
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flat, as with the Short and Open terminations, READ will 
proceed to evaluate the REFerence OFFSET position. READ 
calculates the average values of magnitude and phase, and 
offsets each trace by their average in order to center 
the traces vertically on the CRT. The minimum and 
maximum values of magnitude and phase are then used to 
re-SCALE the magnification of the traces without their 
going off the CRT. The maximized traces on the CRT are 
re-evaluated, checking to see if LENGTH, REFerence 
OFFSET, and SCALE can be readjusted to yield a more 
highly magnified, and thus a more precision, trace. When 
these parameters can no longer be adjusted for the Load 
on port 1, the computer will leave the loop and do 
subsequent calibrations on the Open and Short of port 1, 
Load, Open and Short of port 2, and both Thrus with the 
empty 3 cm sample holder (SEE FIGURE 15 AND TABLE 1). 
READ also is instrumental in the measurement module, 
maximizing traces for S ^ m , S22mr S21m' anc* S12m sample 
measurements.

Raw data from the calibration and measurement 
sections are then processed by the process module. 
Basically, this module performs the error corrections, 
S-parameter, and dielectric permittivity calculations
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TABLE 1
CALIBRATION PROCEDURE FOR AUTOMATED MEASUREMENTS

1. Warm up instruments for minimum of 1 hour before
calibration.

2. Calibrate with load, open short, both ports, and 
through (use empty sample holder with teflon
inserts), following all the prompts of the computer.
Make sure all terminations are connected in the 
proper manner, tightly screwed on, and consistently.

3. Calibration filename is to be recorded under month, 
day, year (MMDDYR)

4. Measure the dielectric permittivity of air with
teflon inserts, using the 3 cm sample holder. 
Results should be 1 + 0 . 1  .If not determine 
source of error and redo measurement.

5. Measure the dielectric permittivity of Flint Sand, 
using the 3 cm sample holder and teflon caps.
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discussed in previous sections using the complex 
mathematics found in the subprograms P_r, Cmult, Cdiv, 
Clog, and Csqroot. Phase data for each frequency is 
processed by converting the final Electrical LENGTH value 
to a phase and adding it to the sum of the OFFSET phase 
and measured (MKR) phase values. Electrical LENGTH is 
converted to a phase by:

(LENGTH(cm))(Frequency(Hz))(360 deg)

^length “
2.998 X 1010 (cm/s)

(68)
and,

*total *length^*offset^*meas
(69)

Magnitude for each frequency is processed by adding the 
OFFSET magnitude value to the measured magnitude; the 
total magnitude value is then converted from dB's to 
absolute magnitude by:
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ABS magnitude = 10 EXP (total magnitude (dB)/20)
(70)

Total absolute magnitude and total phase for S-parameters 
of all measured frequencies are then converted to real 
and imaginary terms by the subprogram P_r (polar to 
rectangular).
Next error corrections are performed and the unknown 
S-parameters, ^22a' S21ar S12af are deter
mined, and these values used in forward and reverse 
permittivity calculations(FIGURE 16). Calibration almost 
entirely eliminates mismatch and directivity errors. 
H o w e v e r , figure 17 shows how permittivity values 
oscillate around their true value of one, indicating that 
not all error has been removed. Values are within 2% of 
their true values, never the less.

The module CHOOSE allows dielectric data to be 
displayed in different ways. Data can be listed to give 
actual values of real and imaginary permittivity, and 
loss tangent values ; or it can be plotted as a function 
of frequency. CHOOSE also stores and retrieves data and 
measures new samples. Appendix D is a complete listing 
of the computer program.
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Figure 16: Flow chart of Process subroutine.
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Loading and Measuring Samples

After calibration is complete, the S-parameters of 
free space and unsaturated Flint sand are measured to 
determine if the system is working properly. The 
relative dielectric permittivity of air is about unity. 
Since the Flint sand is 99% quartz composition, colloidal 
free, consisting of extremely well sorted, well rounded 
grains, the relative dielectric permitt iviy should 
approximately:

er ~ 1e92d
(71)

where d is the dry bulk density (Olhoeft and Strangway, 
1975) . The soil samples must be loaded in a consistent 
manner, with teflon inserts,shown in figure 18, which are 
teflon rings about .5mm thick designed to fit between the 
inner and outer conductors of the sample holder, must be 
used to prevent the sample from spilling out. Appendix E 
outlines the procedure for connecting and maintaining 
the quality of sample holders important for measurements.
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Sample Measurements

Sample measurements will fall into four broad 
categories in order to classify the effect of each 
variable on dielectric permittivity. First, air will be 
measured using the teflon caps and 3 cm and 5cm sample 
holders, to determine how much an influence the teflon 
(Er ' = 2.1) (von Hippel, 1954) , has on measurements, and 
whether its influence on data varies when different sized 
sample holders are used. Next, measurements of dry 
soils, of various compositions,densities, textures, and 
sorting, will be done to determine how permittivity 
varies with lithologie properties. Since dielectric 
permittivity properties are greatly influenced by pore 
fluid content, the next step would be to measure the 
dielectric permittivity of these soils completely 
saturated with distilled water. The Flint sand and 
montmorillonite will then be completely saturated with 
distilled water benzene, and methanol Hopefully, the 
proceeding four types of measurements will help predict 
the dielectric response of field samples . Table 2 
outlines the type of sample measurements and the 
procedure for saturation of samples.
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TABLE 2
SAMPLE MEASUREMENTS

I . Types of samples
A. Calibration with air, 3 cm sample holder, with and

without teflon.
B. Calibration with air, varying sized sample holders

2. Using 5 cm sample holder, with teflon inserts
3. Using 3 cm sample holder, with teflon inserts

C. Measurements on flint sand, dry, 3 cm sample 
holder

D. Measurements on dry soils of varying composition
1. Clays

a. Brick clay, Brighton, NY
b. Adobe, Deming, NM
c. Loess, Kansas City, KA
d. Fire clay, Golden, CO

2. Sandy Soils
a. Glacial sand, Yeats County, NY
b. Wind blown sand, Webster, NY
c. Dune sand, Au Train, MI
d. Sandy soil, Irondequoit, NY

3. Gravelly Soils
a. Gravelly soil, Rochester, NY
b. Glacial soil, Penn Yan, NY

4. Loamy Soils
a. Heavy blue loam, Pittsford, NY
b. Silt loam, Avon, NY
c. Sandy loam, Irondequoit, NY

5. Fossiliferous soil, Ontario, NY
6. Green sand, Birmingham, NJ
7. Residual Soils

a. Residual soil, hornblende schist, Mitchel
County, NC

b . Residual soil, siliceous oolite. State
College, PA.

8. Organic Soils
a. Peat, Sommerset England
b. Peat moss, Oka, Quebec
c. Muck, Wayne County, NY
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TABLE 2 CONTINUED
E. Clean Flint sand completely saturated with:

1. distilled water
2. Benzene
3. Methanol

F. Montmorillonite completely saturated with:
1. distilled water
2. benzene
3. methanol

II. Procedure for measurements in part I
A. Procedure of section I.C and D.

1. Take Flint sand, or soil, and dry for a 
minimum of 1 day, in accordance with the 
proceedure outlined by the Commission of 
Standardization of Laboratory and Field 
Tests ( 1972) , in vacumn oven set at 50 
degrees °C.

2. Once dry, making sure soil is broken up into 
its o r i g i n a l  texture, load sample in 
accordance with proceedure outlined in Table 2

B. Procedure for section I.E.
1. Take oven-dried evacuated sand sample and load 

it placing the white teflon cap and red solid 
cap on bottom of sample holder and securing. 
Fill sample holder, in accordance with Loading 
proceedure, Table 2. Put top white teflon in 
place but do not securely fasten.

2. Weigh and dry sample in sample holder.
3. Place sample, holder and all, in dessicator. 

Evacuate chamber slowly to avoid popping 
teflon cap and sucking sample into pump.

4 . Backfill dessication chamber with liquid, 
filling dessicator slowly to prevent knocking 
over sample holder. Allow liquid to saturate 
for about 30 minutes.
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TABLE 2 CONTINUED
5. Take saturated soil out of dessication chamber 

and secure teflon cap.
6. Weigh sample in sample holder, after excess 

fluid has been wiped off, and determine the 
weight of the water as well as percent moisture 
and wet bulk density.

% moisture=weight of fluid / weight of dry sample
wet bulk weight of saturated soil (g)
density =  --

volume of sample holder (cm )
C. Procedure for section I. F.

1. Weigh montmorillonite powder, and fluid to be 
added to it.

2. Add fluid and mix in well. As benzene is 
carcinogenic mix under a flue hood.
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PROBLEMS AND PITFALLS

I n a c c u r a c i e s  C r e a t e d  by S a m p l e  H o l d e r

The sources of error can be categorized into three 
groups : error from imperfect directivity and mismatch
corrections, error from a resonating sample holder and 
imperfectly fitted sample, and errors from system 
limitations. Although directivity and mismatch errors 
were not entirely corrected, these errors are negligible 
w h e n  c o m p a r e d  w i t h  o t h e r  s o u r c e s  of e r r o r .

Resonance of the Sample Holder

Resonance occurs when a wave, propagating through a 
medium, changes in amplitude as the frequency of the 
waves a p p r o a c h e s , or coincides with, the natural 
frequency of the medium (IEEE, Std. 211). Resonance can 
occur anywhere along the coaxial cable and sample holder; 
however, only sample holder resonance greatly influences 
results. The sample holder is connected, at either end, 
to a coaxial coable, the junction of which can cause EM 
waves to be partially reflected and transmitted.
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Resonance occurs when, at certain frequencies, an EM wave 
passing through the first junction is partially reflected 
at the second junction. At such a frequency the sample 
holder acts as a resonant cavity, bounded on one side by 
a SHORT, and on the other side by an OPEN. Resonance of 
the sample holder occurs when the wavelength travelling 
through the medium, X, is

X (cm) = 4L/n
(72)

where n is 1, 3, 5, ....  and L is the sample holder
length in centimeters(Adam, 1969). The wavelength is 
dependent on frequency and the dielectric permittivity of 
the material through which the waves are travelling. 
Recall that ,

X (cm) = Vm (cm/s)/ f(Hz) ,
(73)

where is the velocity of the medium.
For a 10 cm sample holder "filled" with air (er s i),
Vm = c, the speed of light, and the primary resonance of 
the sample holder (first harmonic at n=l ) will occur at 
about 750 MHz :
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A = 4 X 10 /I

f = (2.998 X 1010 cm/s / 40 cm) s 749.5 X 106 Hz.res
(74) .

A 5 cm empty sample holder would first resonate at 1500 
MHz, well above the measurement range of 0.5 - 1300 MHz. 
However, when a dielectric of er = 2.85 , common to a
clean, dry sand, is placed within the 5 cm sample holder 
resonance would occur at 888 MHz. When a 3 cm sample 
holder is used instead of a 5 cm sample holder, resonance 
for a sand with the above dielectric value would occur at 
1480 MHz. However, when the same sample is saturated 
with water, and its resultant dielectric permittivity is 
19, resonance will still occur within the measurement 
range, roughly at 600 MHz. Also, rejecting bad data
points effected by resonance is not a solution: even if
it were possible to eliminate data points effected by 
primary r e s o n a n c e , other data points at higher 
frequencies would be effected by resonances of higher 
harmonics. Thus, if primary resonance occurs at 750 MHz 
it would not be practical to eliminate half the data set. 
As common sense dictates, using a sample holder
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smaller than 3 cm may result in the measurement of a 
nonrepresentative sample, there is no easy way to avoid 
the problem of resonance. One possible solution would be 
to model for resonance, then remove its effects from the 
data. However, given the frequencies most commonly used 
in GPR surveys, data effected by resonance was truncated.
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Skin Effects

At low frequencies EM waves do not travel only 
along the surface of the inner and outer conductors of 
the sample holder. As a consequence, treating the sample 
holder as an equivalent circuit, consisting of a real 
inductor in parallel with a capacitor, is no longer an 
accurate assumption. Because of these skin effects the 
characteristic impedance of the sample holder changes. 
The error in characteristic impedance increases with 
decreasing frequencies. At 1 MHz the error in ZQ is 1.2 
percent, and decreases to 0.1 percent at 100 MHz. The 
equation describing the error in characteristic impedance 
is :

ZQerror =[50 X [1 + (1-j)0.000568/Vf GHz]0 * 5 - 50]
(75)

which is expressed as a percentage of 50 Ohms (GenRad, 
1968). Corrected impedance can be expressed as:

Zc = zc [1 + [(1-j)0.000568/Vf GHz]] 0,5
(76)

Although 1.2 % is not a great amount of error in
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characteristic impedance it could still introduce some 
error in dielectric permittivity values at the low 
frequency by effecting length, and thus phase values. 
However, this was not a major source of concern in the 
experiment, as other sources of error proved to be more 
significant. One approach to correct the problem of skin 
effects would be to adjust electrical length values in 
the 1 to 100 MHz range, since the greatest error occurs 
there. Electric length can be corrected by:

Lc = Lq + (0.0284/Vf GHz) ,
(77)

where the second term being expressed as a percentage of 
Lo (GenRad, 1968). Since ground-penetrating radar 
measurements seldom use frequencies lower than 80 MHz, 
where the skin effect error is the greatest, length 
corrections were not implimented.
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Air Gap and Other Problems with the Sample Holder

When measuring the permittivity of soils, both 
saturated and unsaturated, some errors are introduced by 
the physical set up of the sample holder. Probably the 
largest source of error in the experimental set up was 
caused by air gap error. Air gap error occurs when large 
pockets of air or "fluid” exist adjacent to the inner or 
outer conductors when the sample holder is incompletely 
filled. Huang and Shen (1983 ) found that air gaps of 
only 10~^ inches could introduce an error of up to 60% in 
complex permittivity when highly conductive rocks were 
measured. Since the conductivity of air was much lower 
than the conductivity of the rocks they were measuring, 
Huang and Shen (1983) found that the air acted as an 
insulator. . They also found that when they put a highly 
conductive saline solution into the air gaps, reducing 
the contrast in conductivity, the air gap error became 
neglible. In this experiment the air gap error for dry 
soils is believed to be less significant than in the 
Huang and Shen (1983) paper for two reasons. Soil samples 
are easier to fit into the sample holder than rock 
samples, as soil conforms to the shape of the available 
space. Since the soil is easier to work with, the
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presence of the air gap between the inner conductor and 
soil should be on the order of 10”  ̂to 10~^ cm. Also, the 
conductivity of most of these soils dried are on the 
order of 10“  ̂ mhos/m, which, given the combination of low 
conductivity and a low conductivity ”fluid, ” air should 
have a negligible air gap error according to figure 6 of 
Huang and Shen (1983). Even with the assumption that the 
air gap does not exceed .01 cm , when samples are 
saturated with fluids of higher conductivity than air, 
such as distilled water, methanol , and benzene, a 
siqnifican error would result. Huang and Shen (1983) 
suggest two methods to remove the effects of the air-gap. 
Adding a saline solution to the sample holder was one way 
of assuring a good electrical contact between the sample 
and sample holder. The other method would be to 
calculate the effects of the air gap, using the algorithm 
presented by Huang and Shen(1983). As the objective of 
measurements was to measure samples in the least 
adulterated form, no saline solution was added, and error 
corrections were performed on all the data sets. Assuming 
a two phase system, that is samples are either completely 
dry or completely saturated, equation (25) in Huang and 
Shen (1983) can be modified to:
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[ln(bV a ’)]/[ln(b/a)]
*
6 re =

Cl/6*rm]-[lA*rf ][ (In(aVa) + ln(b/b' ) )/ln(b/a) ]

(78)

*where 6 rm = £ ' r - jeHr and is the measured relative
complex permittivity, found by equations (76) and (77),
* _ *£ rc is the corrected complex relative permittivity, e
is the complex relative permittivity of the "fluid"
saturating soil grains, be it air, water, benzene, or
methanol, a is the radius of the inner conductor in cm,
b is the inner radius of the outer conductor (cm), aV. is
the inner radius of the soil sample, presumed equal or
larger than a, and bj_ is the outer radius of the soil
sample, presumed equal or smaller than b (FIGURE 19).

*  *In equation (78) e e rf, a, and b, are known
or can be determined. a ' and b* are variables input into 
the equation, based on the estimated size of the air-gap. 
From equation (78) error corrections to loss tangent and 
conductivity can be made. Corrected loss tangent, tan 6, 
is calculated from:
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Figure 19: Cross-sect ion of sample holder with sample.
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tan <SC = -erc" / 6rc
(79)

Recalling that e" is the imaginary part of the complex 
permittivity (Farads/m) equal to -o/w , corrected 
conductivity is determined by:

=  - E to

(80)

Another source of error was introduced when the 
thin teflon inserts were used to hold samples in the 
sample holder. The presence of teflon inserts, although 
thin compared to the length of the sample, also 
influenced the data. The dielectric permittivity of 
teflon is about 2.1 ( von Hippel, 1954), and if a
substance of great dielectric contrast from that of the 
teflon is measured a small but noticeable error results. 
The thickness of the teflon compared to the length of the 
sample holder (and consequently the soil sample) is 
another factor to consider when determining how much 
error is introduced by the teflon inserts. Data taken 
from the 3 cm sample holder will be effected more by the 
teflon than data from a 10 cm sample holder. When air
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was measured with the teflon inserts in a 3 cm sample
holder a 7 % error was introduced to data. However, when 
a 10 cm sample holder was used the influence of the 
teflon on the sample was insignificant. (Unfortunately, 
if a 10 cm sample holder were used then data would be 
effected by the more serious problem of resonance.) When 
dry sands were measured in the 3 cm sample holder the 
influence of the teflon was less noticeable than for air 
because the permittivities of dry sand vary from about 
2.2 to 2.7, which is closer to the value of 2.1 for
teflon. Graphs showing the influence of the teflon on the 
various sample holders are discussed in the DATA and 
RESULTS section.

When samples were saturated with fluid while in the 
sample holder other problems became apparent. If one is 
not careful in handling the sample holder fluid can leak 
out of it, changing inadvertantly the moisture content of 
the sample. Also, moisture gets everywhere when the
sample is saturated, including inside the inner conductor 
and in the coupling rings of the sample holder. Excess
moisture in the coupling rings, as well as inside the 
inner conductor can change the apparent weight of the 
sample holder and saturated sample, thus influencing 
moisture content results. Drying the sample holder before
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determining its weight is difficult, but possible. Also, 
after the saturated sample is measured the sample holder 
must be rinsed out and dried out completely for the next 
sample.
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System Limitations

The greatest error introduced by the network 
analyzer system is at the low and high frequency limits 
of the instruments. Errors at the high and low frequency 
limits of the instrument reduce the effective frequency 
r a n g e , over which permittivity can be accurately 
m e a s u r e d , to 10 0-1100 MHz. Two limitations in 
instrumentation are responsible for the inaccuracies. 
First, uncertainty in the frequency reading exists : The
9845B can read frequency directly from the network 
a n a l y z e r , the 8505A , but not from the storage
normal izer, where data from the analyzer is sent to be 
averaged and digitized. The 9845B computer can read
magnitude and phase data from the normal izer, and can 
only approximate the measurement frequency by an 
algorithm created by Hewlett-Packard in its AIM package. 
However, this algorithm is flawed as it is based on a 
starting frequency of 0.5 MHz and a stopping frequency
of 1300 MHz ,while the network analyzer source, in the 
mode used to assure proper sweep time for permittivity 
measurements, could only go as low as 12 MHz and
sometimes not even as low as that, depending on the 
"mood” of the machine. Although the AIM algorithm has
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been modified to start at 12 MHz the algorithm is most 
inaccurate at the low and high frequency ends. Also, 
reading frequency information from the network analyzer 
is not a feasible option as it would require data points 
being sent one at a time to the computer and normal izer, 
while the normal izer can only transmit data in a byte 
fast hand shake, 500 data points at a time. Not using 
the storage normalizer would result in more error in data 
throughout the entire frequency range, having to wait a 3 
second settling time for each measurement, which would 
result in a sample processing time of about a sample a 
day.

The other problem , which may be related to the 
frequency problem, is the normalizer's tendency to send 
spurious data for the first two and last few data points. 
This problem occurs occasionally and for no apparent 
reason, despite having a surge protector on line. A few 
bad data points in the set can effect phase averaging 
calculations used in setting electrical length and scale 
of phase data. If LENGTH and SCALE readings are off then 
wrap-around could occur and really mess up phase and thus 
permittivity measurements. No way exists to solve this 
problem, unless a cause is found , except to recognize 
when spurious data is being sent and restart measurements
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at that point in the program. Unfortunately, this 
requires that the operator know what data should look 
like and have some knowledge of the program structure. 
The picture is not completely bleak, however, as bad data 
points usually end up in causing wrap-around, a problem 
which is easily picked up by looking at the CRT. Figure 
20 is a graph of a trace on the CRT when wrap-around is 
occurring and the system is suffering from a few spurious 
data points at the high frequency end. Note how both the 
magnitude and phase values near 1300 MHz are zero.

Another source of error worth mentioning about the 
system comes from using old, no longer rigid coaxial 
cables, or connecting fixtures improperly. Cables that 
are no longer good will cause readings to change 
significantly if you move them even slightly during 
measurements. To determine if cables or fixtures are a 
source of error many measurements should be done using a 
standard sample, such as air or a quartz sand, connecting 
fixtures consistently, to see if results are repeatable. 
The repeatability of the results will determine the error 
introduced by the operator's technique.
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Figure 20: Wrap around on the CRT.
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RESULTS

Data were collected from dry soils of various
compositions, from the same soils completely saturated
with d i s t i l l e d  water, and from flint sand and
montmorilIonite completely saturated with Benzene,
methanol, and distilled water. As a first approximation
of the samples dielectric properties, the raw data was
used to plot real dielectric permittivity and LOG loss
tangent versus the LOG of frequency. Next an error
analysis was done on the data at 100 MHz, and each data

_2set was evaluated for the effect of an air gap of 10 to 
10-3 cm b e t w e e n  the sample and inner and outer 
conductors. Data were corrected for air-gap error in 
accordance with the corrections presented by Huang and 
Sen (1983). Data were then compared with a theoretical 
model, constructed by a recursive version of the 
Bruggeman-Hanai-Sen (BHS) formula (Shen et. Al., 1985).
From previous works (Sen e t . A l . , 1981; Sen e t .
Al. , 1983 ) the BHS formula was shown to fit data for 
reservoir rocks, both dry and saturated with various 
solutions like brine-rich water and oil. Thus, it was 
expected that the BHS model would fit air gap corrected 
data for dry and water-saturated soil samples. However,
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as the permittivity of soils saturated with benzene 
and methanol was never measured, the BHS model would be 
tested to see if it is, indeed, a universal model which 
can be applied for all substances.
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Testing the System

The first step in evaluating the data was to 
determine the resolution of the system and the error 
introduced by using the teflon inserts. Figures 21 
through 24 are plots of the real permittivity and LOG 
loss tangent of air versus frequency for 3 and 5 cm 
sample holders, with and without teflon inserts. The 
line superimposed on the real permittivity plot 
represents the ideal, non colloidal value for the sample, 
which is 1 for air, and the other number on the right 
hand part of the graph is the averaged permittivity value 
of the real data points. Note that for all four plots, 
the permittivity is not exactly one, as it should be, but 
rather values oscillate around a value slightly higher 
than one. The oscillatory response and slightly elevated 
values are a result of system errors not being completely 
eliminated, and the maximum resolution of the instrument 
being reached. Air has negligible loss, with er” = 0
However, the measured LOG loss value for air was about 
-2. Thus, this measured value represents the maximum 
resolution the system. Values of LOG loss tangent below 
-2, which correspond to soils with conductivities lower 
than 1(T4 mhos/m, are nonsense. The only valid LOG loss
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Figure 21: Permittivity of free space, 3 cm sample holder, 
no teflon.
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Figure 22: Permittivity of free space, 3 cm
holder, calibrated and measured with teflon.
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Figure 23: Permittivity of free space, 5 cm sample holder, 
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tangent values are those above instrument resolution, for
—4those samples having conductivities greater than 10 

mhos/m. When compared with values from other experminents 
(Sen et. Al., 1983; Shen el Al,1985), data behaved the 
same way. Figures 23 and 24 show that the teflon inserts 
have a negligible influence on the data taken with the 5 
cm sample holder. The teflon does influence, minimally, 
the data taken with the 3 cm sample holders, creating a 
maximum error of about 7% . However, this comparison
was done using air, which has a relatively high 
dielectric contrast (er =1 for air, er= 2.1 for teflon), 
compared to dry soils (er about 2.7). Since the contrast 
in dry soil permittivity compared to air, the influence 
of dry data is probably negligible. The influence of 
teflon on water-saturated data was not tested because the 
permittivity to water is so dominant (er = 7 9.4 at 100
MHZ) that even if permittivity values were lowered by 1 
or 2 the effect would be negligible since the overall 
value is so large.
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Figure 25 is a plot showing another problem 
influencing data: resonance of the sample hlder, which
begins at about 750 MHZ for this sample. Since GPR uses 
frequencies primarily in the 80 to 400 MHZ range, 
frequencies above 750 MHZ were not too important in the 
experiment, and data were truncated at the frequency 
resonance began to occur. Figure 26 is a plot of flint
sand, plotted as real permittivity and Log loss tangent 
versus frequency for a 3 cm sample holder. Figure 26 also 
shows that the system is accurate. The solid line on 
the plots represent the ”ideal” permittivity value or 
1.92d f where d is the dry bulk density of the sample, and 
is 2.7. Since Flint sand is almost a pure quartz sand 
with no colloidal material er should be 1.92 to the 
power of the dry bulk density. Measured values actually 
are slightly lower. The teflon inserts may be the cause 
of this, or these results may be simply due to 
experimental error, but are most likely a combination of 
both.
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Pry Samples: Real Permittivity and Log Loss Tangent 
Varying with Log Frequency

Figures 27-46 show real permittivity and LOG loss 
tangent vary with LOG frequency for twenty soils. Plots 
are presented in this format to determine if any one 
dominant polarization process is occurring, and if the 
shape of the LOG loss tangent can be explained by a 
Cole-Cole distribution. The number labeled to the right 
of the real permittivity plot is the average permittvity 
value at 100 MHz. Like the previous set of plots, the 
solid line represents data measured in the forward 
direction, while the dotted line represents data measured 
in the reverse direction. These samples, presented in 
this format, have not yet been corrected for potential 
air gap errors. The 1.92d value of dry samples appears 
at the base of permittivity plots. Permittivity response 
of dry soils to increasing frequency differs subtly with 
soil composition, and thus data can be catagorized, based 
on composition, into four groups. The sandy soils, 
consisting of dune sand, glacial sand, wind blown 
(eolian) sand, gravelly soil, sandy soil, and glacial 
soil (figures 27-32) came closest, of the four groups, to 
their ideal non-collo idal value. Of these samples Dune
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FIGURE 30 : Gravelly soil, 3 cm, dry, d=l 496
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FIGURE 31: Glacial sand, 3 cm, dry. d=l.3785
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FIGURE 32: Glacial soil, 3 cm, dry, d=l.491
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FIGURE 33: Sandy loam, 3 cm, dry, d=l.501
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FIGURE 34: Silt loam, 3 cm, dry, d=l.04
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FIGURE 35: Heavy blue loam, 3 cm, dry, d=1.01
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FIGURE 36: Brick clay, 3 cm, dry, d=.9634
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39: Adobe, 3 cm, dry, d=l.212
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FIGURE 40 : Peat moss, 3 cm, dry, d=0.131
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FIGURE 41 : Peat, 3 cm, dry, d=0.323
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FIGURE 42: Muck, 3 cm, dry, d=0.553
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43: Fossiliferous soil, 3 cm, dry, d=l.43
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FIGURE 44: Residual soil siliceous oolite, 3 cm, dry, 

d=l.194
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FIGURE 45: Green sand, 3 cm, dry, d=l.33
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FIGURE 46: Residual soil hornblende, 3 cm, dry, d=l.1735
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sand (figure 27) approached the ideal value. This is 
probably because dune sand is well sort e d , with 
s u b r o u n d e d , predominantly quartz grains, and is 
apparently lacking in colloidal material. Surprisingly, 
the average permittivity value of 2.67 for wind blown 
sand deviated significantly from the anticipated 2.52 
v a lue. Wind blown sand appears to have a similar 
composition as dune sand, with the exception of its 
containing a small amount of fine grained muscovite. 
Muscovite, like all platey phyllosilicates, commonly has 
a charge imbalance within its lattice, which may have a 
similar effect on permittivity as clays. The glacial, 
sandy, and gravelly soils probably had some colloidal 
material in them because they, too, deviated from the 
expected value. The glacial sand of figure 31 also had an 
interesting permittivity response, with its forward 
permittivity value not matching its reverse curves below 
300 MHz. This feature was originally thought to be 
caused by scattering within the sample, as glacial sand 
was poorly sorted, ranging from silt to gravel sized 
grains. However, scattering should not be a factor until 
wavelengths are about ten times the size of grains. At 
100 MHz, at an average real permittivity value of 2.3, 
wave lengths are much longer than the 2 to 3 mm grains.
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Also, if scattering did occur in glacial sand, then the 
same pattern should be present in the gravelly soil— but 
it is not. The discrepancy between the forward and 
reverse directions can probably be attributed to 
incomplete error correction. A single wrap-around 
undetected could cause this problem. The permittivity 
value of the samples believed to be relatively 
colloidal-free range from 2.6 to 2.8, while those samples 
b e l i e v e d  to c o n t a i n  c o l l o i d a l  p a r t i c l e s  had 
permittivities around 3.1.

The loamy soils (figures 33-35), consisting of 
sandy loam, silt loam, and heavy blue loam, as expected, 
showed a worse correlation between the ideal, non 
colloidal value and actual values. Obviously the simple 
model presented by Olhoeft and Strangway (1975) can not, 
and should not, be used to predict the behavior of soils 
having even the smallest percentage of colloidal 
material. Yet, in one sense, the line representing the 
ideal, non colloidal value can be used as a rough 
estimate to gauge the amount of colloidal particles in 
these soils, or at least determine their presence. 
Permittivity values of the loams ranged from 2.4 to 2.9 
in this group, which does not differ much from the sandy 
soils group.
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The other two groups, the clays and the orgalnc 
soils, did not correlate at all with the simplified 
model, indicating that they were,indeed,composed of 
highly colloidal particles. Unlike the loams, the 
forward and reverse measurements of the clays (Figures 
36-39), such as brick clay (figure 36), were not close in 
value. This discrepancy is probably caused by the 
electrically charged clays attenuating signal, and not by 
scattering since wavelengths are much larger than clay 
particles.

Peat moss, peat, and muck (figures 40, 41, and 42, 
respectively) had permittivity responses similar to the 
clays except, because of their great porosities (up to 
91%), their overall permittivity values ranged from about 
1.24 to 2.2. The charge on the individual particles of 
the organics was quite noticeable, especially when soil 
particles tended to adhere to the inside of a dry glass 
beaker.

Some of the more dramatic results occurred when 
measuring residual soils. Although fossiliferous soil 
(figure 43) appears to be composed of mostly clay-free 
sand, the actual value of the permittivity was much 
different from the simplistic, non-colloidal model. 
Forward and reverse permittivity values were often
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much different, especially at the low frequency end. As 
seen with colloids, relative permittivity values can be 
greatly influenced by the presence of charged particles. 
Fossiliferous soil contains carbonates, which although 
not colloidal, may have a charge imbalance capable of 
distorting signal. The other carbonate-rick soil, 
siliceous oolite (figure 44), displays a similar 
behavior. Both the greensand and residual hornblende 
(figures 45-46) also have higher than expected values. 
Greensand is predominantly composed of a platey mineral 
b e l o n g i n g  to the p h y l l o s i l i c a t e s ,  g l a u c o n i t e .  
Glauconite, which is rich in magnesium (Mg) and iron 
(Fe), is similar to biotite, and has a charge imbalance 
within its internal crystal lattice, and along its basal 
cleavage plane. Water molecules, as well as cations of 
valences +l and +2, are ionically bonded to the basal 
plane joins crystal lattices. Of all the dry samples 
only the permittivity of greensand decreases with 
increasing frequency. Hornblende, besides having a 
double-chained silicate structure that is electrically 
imbalanced because of lattice substitutions, alters to 
kaollnite in the presence of free water. However, 
despite its electrical imbalance, the permittivity of the 
hornblende soil does not decrease with increasing
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frequency. T h u s , the response of greensand with 
increasing frequencies is probably due to its high Fe and 
Mg content.

By looking at the LOG of the loss tangent for 
these samples is one way of determining which feature of 
the permittivity curve is responsible for its behavior. 
Conduction losses are responsible for the magnitude of 
LOG loss tangent values, while the slope of the LOG loss 
tangent versus LOG frequency, determines if there is one 
dominant polarization process occurring. When the slope 
of the curve is one, i.e. when ( 1-a =1) then one type of 
polarization, interfacial, orientational, or molecular, 
is dominant. When (1—a) = 0 numerous processes are
occurring, counteracting the influence of each other.

All the dry s a m p l e s , with the exception of 
greensand, show that more than one type of polarization 
is occurring, although, a gentle slope in the plot could 
easily be obscured by the oscillatory nature of data 
points, caused by reaching instrument resolution. LOG 
loss tangent values are low, even in the case of the clay 
and organic soils. The average value of the LOG loss 
tangent for all the dry plots, except greensand, is -1.7, 
just above instrument resolution. Converting this figure 
to a conductivity by the relation, er" = - (tan 6 )er ' ,
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conductivity is:

0  (Mhos/m) = -w(er")eQ
(81)

where w is the angular frequency in radians/s, 
e^" is the imaginary relative dielectric permittivity, 
and eo is the permittivity of free space equal to 
8.854X10-*^ farads/m. At a frequency of f=100 X 106 
Hz, and average real permittivity of 2.7, w = 2irf = 
6.2832 X 108 rad/s, loss t a n g e n t  is . 01995, and 
conductivity is, a = 3 X 10-4 Mhos/m. Converting that to 
a resistivity, where p = 1/a , pav is about 3,333 Ohm-m. 
Even the clays had a high resistivity. LOG loss tangent 
values varied from -1.4 to -1.9 for the clays, and showed 
a similar LOG loss tangent response for the sandy soils.

The LOG loss tangent of greensand, on the other 
hand, did not oscillate like the rest of the dry samples. 
The LOG loss tangent gently decreased with increasing 
frequency. As the slope of the LOG loss tangent curve is 
gentle, the dominance of any one type of polarization is 
difficult to determine. From the average LOG loss tangent 
value of -.91, conductivity is 22.6 X 10*~4 m h o s / m ,  a n d  
r e s i s t i v i t y  is 433 ohm-m. This difference in
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conductivity is probably related to the high iron and
magnesium content of greensand. Thus, from the LOG loss 
tangent response, one can be fairly certain that the 
permittivity of greensand is influenced primarily by the 
conduction losses, caused by high conductivity, and is 
not greatly influenced by the water and charge imbalance 
in its internal lattice. Also, note in figure 45 the 
LOG loss tangent plot of greensand diverges at high 
frequencies, which is probably caused by the scattering 
of EM waves. Because greensand is so conductive,
conduction losses at these frequencies are significant. 
Wavelengths are smaller than they would be for a non
conductive soils with the same real dielectric 
permittivity. Around 1300 MHz wavelengths are about ten 
times the size of grains, meaning that scattering is
feasible.
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Soils Saturated with Distilled
Water: K* and LOG Tan & Versus LOG Frequency

When dry soils were completely saturated with 
d i s t i l l e d  water their pe r m i t t i v i t y  values were 
drastically altered. Figures 47-67 show that real 
permittivity plots of samples were more similar to pure 
water, regardless of lithology. For the majority of 
samples values start out high and either remain constant 
or gradually decrease with frequency until resonance 
occurs. Permittivity values, measured at frequencies 
after primary resonance, are obscured by the resonating 
sample holder and so can not be determined without 
creating a resonance model and removing the effects of 
resonance from data.

Real permittivity values for the sands (figures 
47-53) ranged from 17
to 30. Permittivity was fairly constant for the sandy 
soils, then increased as resonance began. The overall 
conductivity was greater for soils saturated with 
distilled water than dry, which is reflected in the 
overall greater magnitude of LOG loss tangent values. 
LOG loss tangent values decreased gradually with
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FIGURE 48: Dune sand, 3 cm, completely saturated,
Wd=l.911
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Figure 50; Sandy soil, completely saturated, Wd= 1.834
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Figure 51: Glacial sand, 3 cm, completely saturated,
Wd=l.796
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Figure 52: Glacial soil, 3 cm completely saturated,
Wd=l.978.
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Figure 
Wd=l.988
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Figure 54: Sandy loam, 3cm completely saturated, Wd=1.932
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Figure 56: Heavy blue loam, 3 cm, completely saturated
Wd=l.830
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Figure 57 : Peat moss, 3 cm, completely saturated 
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Figure 58: Peat, 3 cm, completely saturated, Wd=1.015
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Figure 59: Muck, 3 cm, completely saturated, Wd=l.12
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Figure 60: Adobe, 3 cm, completely saturated, Wd=l.486
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Figure 61: Brick clay, 3 cm, completely saturated, Wd=l.48
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Figure 62: Loess, 3 cm, completely saturated, Wd=l.589
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x 25.0-1------------------------------------------

— 24.0-

LOG F requency/MHz

Fiaure 6 4: Foss 11iferous soil, 3 cm, completely
saturated, Wd=l.90
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Figure 66: Greensand, 3 cm, completely saturated, Wd=l.83
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Figure 67: Residual soil hornblende, 3 cm, completely
saturated, Wd=l.747
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Increasing frequency and clustered around -1, meaning 
conductivity was about 10 mhos/m. Note in figure 47 
the permittivity of Flint sand remains constant until 
about 800 MHz, when the frequency begins to approach 
resonance. Also, below 100 MHz the forward and reverse 
permittivity measurements are different, and can be 
attributed to error at the low frequency limit of the
8507A system. The divergence in the LOG loss tangent 
curve at 800 MHz, on the other hand, is brought 
on by the beginning of resonance, and not by scattering, 
since flint sand is a low loss material and wavelengths 
would be too large at 800 MHz. The gentle slope of the 
LOG loss tangent curve for flint sand can probably be
attibuted to orientational polarization of water 
molecules, as flint sand is colloidal-free. Conduction
losses are, predictably, higher in the water saturated 
flint sand than in the dry sample. Those sandy soils
suspected of containing some clays, like glacial soil 
(figure 52) had conductivity values only one and a half 
times greater than flint sand. The log loss tangent 
plots decrease gradually, and is probably caused by the 
orientational polarization of water molecules, and not by 
interfacial polarization. Interfacial polarization is 
most likely not occurring as the percentage of clay in
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these samples appears to be very small. Had these 
samples contained a larger percentage of c l a y , 
conductivity, and thus conduction losses, would have been 
much greater.

Of the loamy soils (figures 54 - 56), sandy loam 
and silt loam behaved like the sandy soils, with 
permittivity remaining about constant before blowing up 
at resonance. However, their conductivity is about twice 
that of the sandy soils. The heavy blue loam (figure 56) 
showed a decrease in permittivity before resonance. The 
conductivity of heavy blue loam is .04 mhos/m, nearly 
four times greater than the clean sands, indicating 
large conduction losses.

Although the shape of the permittivity curves for 
peat moss, peat, and muck (figures 57-59) is similar to 
the clean sands, permittivity values are drastically 
higher for the organic soils. Values ranged from 33 to 
60 with peat moss (figure 57) having the highest value. 
Because of their high permittivity, resonance began at 
about 600 MHz for these samples. Note that the real 
permittivity peat moss is very high, almost as high as 
water. Since peat moss is 91% porous, its permittivity 
values can not help but be greatly influenced by water. 
The plot of LOG loss tangent for these samples also
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showed a definite slope, which probably indicates 
interfacial polarization. Orientational polarization is 
probably also occurring, and it is difficult to tell 
which is the dominant process. The high porosities of 
t h e s e  sa m p l e s  may also e x p l a i n  why t h e i r  wet 
permittivities are nearly as high as water. Their 
conductivities ranged from .02 to .01 mhos/m, meaning 
DC conduction losses are great.

Permittivity curves of the clays (figures 60-63) 
decreased with increasing frequency, like the heavy blue 
loam, until resonance. Overall, conductivities were 
higher, ranging from .02 to .06 mhos/m. The LOG loss 
tangent is distinctly sloped, which is probably the 
result of interfacial polarization polarization of the 
clays dominating over orientational polarization of the 
water molecules. DC conduction losses are also apparent.

For the most part the residual soils (figures 
64-67) behaved like the sandy soils, with permittivity 
increasing with frequency. Like the sandy soils, the 
LOG loss tangent curve was gently decreasing, which is 
most likely caused by the orientational polarization of 
water molecules.

The d ifference between the two groups was 
permittivity values for the silicate and carbonate-rich
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group were higher by about 10. This discrepancy may be 
caused by lithology, however, the porosities of the 
residual soils are 5 to 10 percent greater than the sandy 
soils, which given the high permittivity of water, 
probably has a great influence on their permittivities. 
Greensand (figure 66) was, again, the exception to the 
rule. Permittivity values decreased with increasing 
frequency, but unlike the clays, the loss tangent curve 
was not as steep. The conductivity value of greensand 
was .1, ten times greater than the average conductivity 
of the sand group. DC conduction losses are large and 
the shape of the LOG loss tangent curve probably caused 
by orientational polarization as the accumulation of 
charge along the surface of glauconite is probably less 
than that of the clays. Appendix F lists tables of the 
raw permittivity and loss tangent data for dry and 
saturated samples.
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1 and LOG Loss Tangent versus Porosity

Data for all dry samples and wet samples were 
plotted in the form of real permittivity and LOG loss 
tangent versus porosity at 100 MHz frequency. Data was 
presented in this manner to emphasize the dependence of 
permittivity on porosity, which is a function of the 
sample's dry bulk density, at high frequencies. Porosity 
can be calculated from the measured dry bulk density by:

<f> (volume fraction) = 1- (Dbd/Sgh)
(82)

where Dbd is the dry bulk density of the sample (g/cm3), 
and Sgh is the grain density, or the density of a sample 
assuming zero porosity. Sgh values are lithology 
dependent, and were measured in an independent experiment 
(Johnson and Olhoeft, 1981). Raw data seemed to cluster
very well, with the permittivities of dry samples 
decreasing with increasing porosity, and with the 
permittivity of water saturated samples increasing with 
increasing porosity. The permittivity of dry samples 
decrease with increasing porosity because the volume of 
air, which has a permittivity of 1, is Increasing.
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Likewise, since the volume of water, having a 
permittivity of 79.4 at 100 MHz, is increasing, its 
influence on the effective permittivity is increasing. 
Next, measured values of er 1 and LOG loss tangent were 
corrected using equation (77). The "fluid" permittivity 
values used were either taken from Olhoeft (1981) or 
calculated. For air, methanol, and benzene, e 1 e q u a l s  
1, 33.8, and 2.287, respectively (Olhoeft, 1978). Since
these are low loss fluids, er” is assumed to be zero in 
all three cases . The Cole-Davidson distribution 
(Olhoeft, 1981), which is a modification to the Cole-Cole 
formula, was used to calculated e * and er" values of 
water since its loss is not negligible. For distilled 
water:

er * - jer” = n2 + ---------------  +
(l+ja)T1) (1"Q)

with n2 = 1.8
6g = 295.68 —1.2283T + 2.029 X 10_3T2 - 1.41 X 10“6T3 

= 4.2

e - n

1 + j<$T

(83)
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a = .012
i1 - 5.62 X 10"15 e ll88/kT 
% 2  - 4.2 X 10-14 sec
T = temperature in °K, at room temperature equal to 294 
w = 2irf, with f in Hz.
and k = 8.6176 X 10~5 eV/°K, which is the Boltzmann 
constant.
From equation (83) e^' and were determined to be
79.4 and .43, respectively. From Gen Rad (1968), values 
for a and b from equation (78) were determined to be 
.3102 cm and .7144 cm respectively. Real permittivity and 
LOG loss tangent data was corrected for air-gap error, 
using air-gaps of .001 and .01 cm. Next, theoretical 
values of er ' were gene r a t e d  using an algorithm 
presented by Shen et. Al. (1985). The algorithm is based
on the Bruggeman-Hanai-Sen formula (Sen et. al, 1983), 
which has been shown by the authors to work for dry and 
water saturated samples. Real error corrected data 
points were compared with the theoretical model in order 
to test the accuracy of the model, which would be later 
used to explain the results of methanol and benzene 
saturated flint sand and montmorillonite samples. 
According to Shen et. Al. (1985) the theoretical value of
real permittivity can be calculated from:
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(84)
where er ' ( n ) is the t h e o r e t i c a l  r e a l  r e l a t i v e  
permittivity on its nth iteration,
erg is the grain permittivity, i.e. the real relative 
permittivity assuming zero porosity, e  f is the f l u i d  
permittivity, having the same values used in the error 
correction routine, $ is the porosity, and C is a factor 
depending on the salinity of the soil and the shape of 
the grains. since low salinity sample were measured, 
C=l/3 + */6. This model relies on knowing ^rf \  and 
determining erg' from the GRIM formula of equation (11) 
of their paper. According to Shen et. A l . (1985)
convergence of a value for e ' should occur by the 5th
iteration. However, in the process of applying this
algorithm, it was found that 1) erg' v a l u e s  m u s t  be 
determined independently from the algorithm, otherwise 
values become nonsense, and 2) the algorithm blows up for 
porosities greater than 50% and/or when the quantity 
(erf' -£rg') is large and negative. As the algorithm was
originally designed to predict the permittivity of
s o u r c e - r o c k  s a n d s t o n e s  and l i m e s t o n e s ,  it is
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understandable how the second problem could have been 
overlooked. The porosities of the soil samples varied 
from 30% to 91%. Thus, only a narrow range of grain 
permittivity values could be used in the algorithm 
without it blowing up, and they had to be determined 
independently for each sample. To get around this
problem the real measured permittivity, Ermeas' ? v e r s u s  
porosity was plotted. A range of grain permittivity 
values were then entered, based on an educated guess, and 
the theoretical permittivity value plotted as a function 
of porosity. The grain permittivity value is taken from 
the theoretical curve that intersects the measured value. 
In this manner erg' was graphically determined. Using 
this value the algorithm could be used without having it 
blow up. Figures 68-73 are the conglomeration of the raw 
data, the error-corrected data, and theoretical model for 
the dry samples. Shown in figure 68, the raw data of all 
the dry samples, plotted as error bars, fit between the 
two model curves, with the exception of greensand. 
The upper curve represents the Shen recursive model, 
plotted using a grain permittivity value of loess, or 
7.7, while the lower curve is the same recursive model, 
plotted using a grain permittivity value of pure quartz, 
4.5. These two grain permittivity values were used
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Figure 
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68: K ' and LOG loss tangent vs. porosity of dry
Shen Model, air gap of .001 cm.
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70: K * and LOG loss tangent vs. porosity of dry
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71: K ; and LOG loss tangent vs. porosity of dry
BHS model, air gap of .01 cm.
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Figure 
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72: Raw data vs. BHS model with Kg of quartz
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Raw data vs. BHS model with Kg of Loess
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because soil compositions ranged from pure quartz to pure 
clays. These values seemed to be good endmembers for all 
the d a t a , except g r e e n s a n d , which had a grain 
permittivity value of 12.4, and so was not expected to 
fall between the curves. In this graph error-corrected 
data, shown as circles, were corrected for an air-gap 
error of .001 cm. In other words, for a and b equal to 
.3102 and .7144 respectively, aj_ and b_|_ would have values 
of .3112 and .7134 cm. Note that there is not much 
difference between raw and error-corrected data, as 
anticipated. This is due to using soil samples with low 
permittivities, predominantly between 1.2 and 3.3, and 
low conductivities, between 10 ^ and 10 ^ mhos/m. Note 
that for greensand, with e ' is 3.7 and a is .02 mhos/m, 
the error correction is the greatest. However, the error 
correction made for air tends to shift data points 
higher, so data fits the model worse. Also, note that for 
a grain permittivity value of quartz, 4.5, the model
becomes unstable for porosities exceeding 90% . WHen a
grain permittivity of loess, 7.7,is used, the model blows 
up when porosities exceed 70%. Figure 69 shows the same 
dry samples, with models using erg' =4.5 and 7.7, with an 
air gap correction of .01cm instead of .001 cm. Note 
that the error correction is significant in all samples,
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and is especially great in greensand. Error corrections 
for .01 cm also seemed to shift the data outside the 
region surrounded by the model curves.
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Bruggeman-Hanai-Sen Model

Because the algorithm presented by Shen et. A l . 
(1985) blew up for large porosities its accuracy became 
suspect. Shen e t . A l . ( 1985) derived their recursive 
formula from a two phase Bruggeman-Hanai-Sen (BHS) 
formula, which calculated permittivity directly from 
porosity. The BHS formula had been tested and shown to 
work by Sen et. Al. (1983), and so was used to test data. 
The BHS formula is expressed as,

* *
6 theory-6!

6*
1

* *
£ r E 2

*
6 theory

(85)
where C=l/3 for spherical grains, 4> is the porosity as a

*volume fraction, and e theory *s theoretical complex 
permittivity, real relative permittivity can be directly 
calculated. The computer model calculates porosity is 
calculated from input e • values by:
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♦ = C (E j-g '-E r . '  ) / ( E r g ' - £ r f  ' ) 3C Er f  V t j - '  ) ] C •

(86)

A minimum and maximum value for Er ' is found by taking
the minimum and maximum value of e and e 1 (Olhoeft,rr rg
pers. com.). These values become the starting and 
stopping points in a FOR—NEXT loop where E^' is input in 
to equation (86) and + is determined for the range of 
real permittivities. Although the standard grain 
permittivity of quartz was used for all the samples, 
colloidal and non-colloidal alike, the data fit the BHS 
model b e t t e r , especially the wet samples. The 
direct-method plot not only fits data better, but is
stable for any porosity value, unlike the recursive 
algorithm. The raw data in figure 70 is corrected for an 
air gap of .001, while the data in figure 71 is corrected 
of an air gap of .01. The lower curve is plotted with a 
grain permittivity of 4.5, while the upper curve is
plotted with a grain permittivity of 7.7. Again, data 
points corresponding to sandy soils correlate well with 
the model derived using the grain permittivity of quartz. 
Appendix G is a complete listing of the program used to
plot raw data, error-corrected data, and both the BHS and
Shen models. Because the BHS formula has been shown to
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accurately predict theoretical permittivity for most dry 
substances, and since the raw data fits the model curve 
very veil, air gap error must not exceed .001 cm. Figures
72 and 73 show how the uncorrected data its the BHS model 
well. Figure 72, a plot of all the sandy soils, uses the 
grain permittivity of pure quartz. Note how many samples 
are intersected by the line, and how the rest cluster 
around it. Those measured values plotting furthest from 
the line correspond to samples that probably have a small 
percentage of colloidal material, and whose grain 
permittivity values fall between 4.5 and 5.6. Table 3 
lists the grain permittivity values for these samples, as 
well as their porosities and dry bulk densities. Figure
73 shows how well raw data for colloidal-rich soils 
correlates well with the model, which uses a grain 
permittivity typical of loess, 7.7. The one anomalous 
value, greensand, has a grain density of 12.4, and so 
probably should be modeled separately.

Figure 74 is a plot of the samples saturated with 
distilled water plotted against the recursive model 
curves. Raw data points have been corrected for an 
air-gap of .001 cm, as determined by dry measurements. 
Note how there is poor correlation between the recursive 
model and the raw data points. Error correction tends
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TABLE 3
Grain Permittivities, Dry bulk Densities. Grain 

Densities, and Porosities of Soil Samples
SAMPLE Dbd sgh Porosity Karain

Flint Sand 1.522 2.65 .426 4.5
Flint Sand 1.537 2.65 .420 4.7
Wind blown sand 1.417 2.69 .473 5.6
Brick Clay .962 2.75 .65 5.0
Adobe 1.212 2.3 .473 4.8
Loess 1.084 2.66 .592 7.7
Fire Clay 1.412 2.66 .469 7.6
Sandy Soil 1.463 2.67 .452 5.2
Glacial Sand 1.379 2.66 .482 4.5
Dune Sand 1.523 2.59 .412 4.6
Glacial Soil 1.348 2.71 .503 6.7
Gravelly Soil 1.496 2.68 .442 5.9
Sandy Loam 1.501 2.66 .436 4.9
Heavy blue loam 1.01 2.54 .602 7.5
Peat Moss 1.31 1.57 .917 8.2
Peat .323 1.37 .734 4.9
Muck .553 1.66 .667 6.3
Fossiliferous Soil 1.43 2.74 .478 8.2
Greensand 1.33 2.93 .547 12.4
Hornblende Soil 1.174 2.85 .588 8.2
Silt Loam 1.04 2.66 .609 6.0
Siliceous Oolite 

soil 1.194 2.61 .543 7.1
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K' RND LOG LOSSTRNGENT VS. POROSITY,WET SAMPLES 100 MHZ
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Figure 74: K' and LOG loss tangent vs. porosity of water 
saturated soils, SHEN model, air gap of .001 cm.
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to shift data points down slightly, making the fit even 
worse. However, it should be noted that data points 
cluster well around a line parallel to the model line. 
Figure 75 shows how a line can be drawn through colloidal 
data points parallel to the model line of grain 
permittivity equal to 7.7. This is seen again, more 
distinctly, in figure 76, for sandy samples. Theoretical 
values for real permittivity were determined by the BHS 
formula and figures 77 and 78 were generated. The raw
data fits the calculated values much better than the 
recursive model, although real values are still low. 
Figure 77 models for a .001 cm air gap, while a .01 cm
air-gap is corrected for in figure 78. Since the BHS 
formula is assumed to be valid for most water-saturated 
samples the data must be off. To fit the model the
permittivity of data points must increase by about 10. It 
should be noted that the model is a two-phase mixing 
model, which assumes that only distilled water and soil
grains are present. However, if soil samples were not
completely saturated, as originally assumed, then the two 
phase model, consisting of air, water and grains would be
necessary to fit the data. If air, having a permittivity
of 1, were present in the samples then there would be
less water present to elevate the measured permittivity
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Figure 75: Water saturated raw data vs. BHS model for Kg
of quartz (Kg=4.5) 60
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Figure 76: Water saturated raw data, BHS model for Kg of 
loess (Kg=7.7).
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Figure 77: K ' and LOG loss tangent vs. porosity of water 
saturated soils, BHS model, air gap of .001 cm.
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Figure 78: K* and LOG loss tangent vs. porosity of water 
saturated soils, BHS model, air gap of .01 cm.
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values to the predicted two phase model. A check was run 

on the data, calculating porosity two different ways by:

<j>- 1- ( Dbd/Sgh )

(87)

and,
4= Vb/Vg = Weight H O /(p^o %

(88)

If samples were completely saturated then the porosity 
values in equations (87) and ( 8 3 )  would be identical. 
However, as it turned out f most samples were 5 to 10% 
unsaturated, with clays falling at the upper end of the 

s p r e a d . Apparently, the saturation proceedure was 

insufficient, and the teflon inserts too snugly fit, to 
saturate the soils c o m p l e t e l y . A two phase BHS

model and correction would thus be invalid, and a three 
phase BHS model and air gap correction would be necessary 
to fit the wet data. Equations (78) and (85) would be 

modified to:
[ln(b'/a')]/[ln(b/a)]

*
£ c = — .

(1/e )-[ln(a'/a)/e _ ln(b/a)]-[ln(b/b')/s _ln(b/a)]m r y
(89)
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and (Huang and Sen, 1983),

e Pi *
E -£g

P2 e -e 1 P3 - * * -£ £ 2

*
/  f _

* *
/  f'G g_

* *
_C f"E 1_

* *
- E f"E 2_

where

pi = 6(l-S)/[9(l-p)6(l-6)+p(4-36)J 

p2 = -1/3

gl = 9( l-p)6(2-S) 4- p(4-66)

g2 = e*g [ (9(l-p) (21$2-3<$4.2)4-p( 10-36) ]

g3 = e*g2 C9(l-p)<$(l-5)4.p(4-3<$) ]

wl = [ (g22-4glg3)/4gl2J0e5

w2 = -g2/2gl 

*G  ̂ = w2 4- wl

155

(90)
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c  ̂ = w2 + wl 

*
t 2 —  w2 — wl

( E g  + 2£*1 )[(l-<)E*g + i£*1 ][<E*g + (2-4)£*1 ]
P3  --------------------------------------------------

* * * * *
® ( 6 g — E ^ ( G J — E 2  )

( G g  4- 2e 2) C ( 1 - i  )G g  4- <$E 2 3 C ̂ G g  +  ( 2 — 6)6 2 ]
p4 = --------------------------------------------------

*  *  *  *  *
G 2 9 1  (G g - E  2M g  2 - c  1 )

and where * is porosity
e* is complex dielectric permittivity for three phases 
*

g ^ is the dielectric permittivity of the saturating 
fluid

*
e g is the dielectric permittivity of the grains 
p is the fraction of platey grains
and 6 is 1-L, where L is the depolarization ratio 
of the platy grains in the direction of the minor axis 
(Kenyon and Baker, 19A4).
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Appendix H is a table of the raw data, corrected data and 
theoretical values, based on the BHS model.

Figure 79 shows the model used for air gap 
correction for dry samples, plotted for the average 
conductvitity of 10~4 mhos/m. The smallest air gap 
determined by dry data falls around .001 cm. Note how 
for real relative permittivity values between 2 and 3 the 
air-gap correction is negligible. If the air gap was .01 
cm, soils with permittivities of 3 could result in a 10% 
error. Figure 80, also for dry samples, varies the 
conductivity while the air gap remains .01cm. As the dry 
soil conductivities range from 10~6 to 10~4 , the 
influence on conductivity for an air gap of .01 cm on 
soils of low permittivity is negligible. Greensand has a 
conductivity of .02 mhos/m, and at a permittivity value 
of 3.7, the error is significant. As the soils were dry, 
only two phases , air and soil, existed, so the 
corrections implimented in figures 68-71 are valid. 
Figures 81 and 82 show the model air-gap correction 
curves for wet samples. For permittivity values in the 
range of 20 to 30, an air gap of .001 is significant, 
although not great, because the conductivity of distilled 
water is higher than air. Combining a high permittivity 
soil with a high conductivity soil, especially when the
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Figure 79: Correction model for air, varying air gap
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fluid in the air gap is not too conductive, can be a 
lethal combination, error-wise, and an error of 50% could 
occur. Based on the findings for two-phase models, if 
figures 77 and 78 were corrected for a three phase air 
gap model instead of two, the error correction would 
probably be significantly greater, shifting data closer 
to the model BHS line.
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Flint Sand Saturated with Methanol and Benzene

Figures 83-86 are real relative permittivity and 
LOG loss tangent versus LOG frequency plots of flint sand 
saturated in methanol. Figure 83 is a plot of the dry 
sample, while figures 84-86 are the same sample saturated 
with methanol. The same soil sample was saturated three 
times , and holes were drilled into the teflon inserts, 
in efforts to assure complete saturation. The first two 
trials entailed a saturation time of two hours under a 
vacumn, while the third sample was saturated for a day. 
All three samples retained about the same amount of 
methanol. Figures 84 - 86 are similar in appearance,
with average permittivity values around 10 , and with
forward and reverse permittivity values diverging at the 
high frequency end, with the forward permittivity 
decreasing slightly, and the reverse premitt ivity 
increasing. Such a response may be indicative of 
scattering; h o w e v e r , grain sizes are too small 
to cause scattering at even these frequencies. 
The sample measured in figure 86 was weighed immediatelly 
after the experiment. The methanol saturated sample lost 
.25g of methanol, or about 20% to evaporation during the 
short time of measurement ! So, again, the sample was not
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completely saturated, Thus, air pockets could be 
present, and if they are on the order of .5 cm then the 
pockets of air could be causing scattering. LOG loss 
tangent values show that methanol is a fairly low loss 
material. More loss occurred than in the dry sample; but
less loss occurred than would have if distilled water
were being used. Figure 87 (air gap of .001 cm) and 88
(air gap of .01 cm), illustrating real permittivity and 
LOG loss tangent as a function of porosity, are
reminiscent of the water saturated samples, falling short 
of the expected theoretical values. If the evaporation 
of the methanol could be prevented, or if a three phase 
model had been implimented, the data looks like it would 
fit the model, although it is hard to tell with only one 
measurement.

Aware of the rapid evaporation rate, permittivity 
measurements on benzene saturated flint sand were done. 
Figures 89 to 92 document the results: As the real
permittivity of pure benzene is 2.287, measured 
permittivity values were not expected to be too different 
from the dry flint sand of figure 89. Flint sand was 
evacuated and allowed to saturate for two days, and then 
the sample was quickly weighed and measured. The 
presence of benzene within the flint sand only elevated
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Figure 88: K * and LOG loss tangent vs. porosity of meth
anol saturated flint sand, BHS model, air gap of .01 cm.
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K' AND LOG LOSS TANGENT FOR BENZENE SATURATED
BENZENE SATURATED FLINT SAND, USING BHS MODEL AND AN AIR-GAP OF .001c*.
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Figure 91: K ’ and LOG loss tangent vs. porosity for flint 
sand saturated with benzene, BHS model, air gap of .001
cm K ' AND LOG LOSS TANGENT FOR BENZENE SATURATED AT 100 MH
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Figure 92: K' and LOG loss tangent vs. porosity for flint 
sand saturated with benzene, BHS model, air gap of .01 
cm.
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real permittivity values by a little, as expected shown 
in figure 90. But, again, after remaining relatively 
constant, the forward and reverse permittivities diverged 
at the high frequency end —  a tell-tale sign of 
scattering, and that evaporation was occurring during the 
measurements. Because benzene is a low loss material, 
the LOG loss tangent did not differ much from the dry 
flint sand. Only . 15g of benzene, or about 7% of its 
total weight, was lost to evaporation. The plot of real 
permittivity versus porosity seems to fit the BHS model 
much better than the methanol in figure 92, and actually 
intersects the model curve. However, the .001 cm error 
correction is probably more accurate.
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Montmorillonite Saturated with Methanol and Benzene

G i v e n  the a l m o s t  pure q u a r t z  c o m p o s i t i o n  
of flint sand, it is not surprising that data would fit 
(or at least appear to fit) a model based on the physical 
mixing properties of two substances, since quartz is 
chemically inert when mixed with methanol and benzene. 
However, little, if any documentation exists, studying 
how well the BHS formula predicts the permittivity of two 
substances that are not chemically inert. For this 
reason the influence of water, methanol, and benzene on 
montmorillonite was studied. In attempts to minimize 
evaporation, the fluid was added directly to the powdered 
montmorillonite, stirred in , and the sludge scooped into 
the sample holder.

Figures 93 through 95 show the real permittivity 
and LOG loss tangent curves for water, methanol, and 
benzene mixed with montmorillonite versus LOG frequency. 
When water was mixed with montmorillonite, it was almost 
immediately adsorbed by it. In all, the sludge contained 
72% by weight water. As water does not readily 
evaporate, it was not expected that scattering would 
o c c u r . Figure 93 shows the forward and reverse 
permittivity values remaining the same up until
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Figure 93: Montmorillonite, saturated with 72% water by
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resonance. The permittivity value of water saturated 
montmorillonite follows the same pattern as other clays, 
having a value of about 45. The LOG loss tangent plot 
decreases slightly up until resonance, and the 
conductivity value is on the order of 10™"̂  mhos/m, like 
the other clays. Figure 94 plots the permittivity values 
of montmorillonite mixed with methanol. Obtaining a
uniformly distributed mixture was a difficult task, as 
methanol and montmorillonite tended to separate from each 
other. Permittivity values are elevated, as expected, 
because of the high permittivity of methanol, and at the 
high frequency end, scattering is o b s e r v e d , as 
evaporation is occurring. The fact that methanol 
probably separated rapidly from the montmorillonite 
probably increased the rate of evaporation. It is also 
interesting to note that the LOG loss tangent curve 
is slightly U-shaped, with loss tangent values decreasing 
then increasing again, and also that the mixture is 
more conductive than even the water mixture, having a 
conductivity of about .02 mhos/m. These losses may be 
completely due to DC conductivity losses, or there may be 
some chemical interaction between the methanol and 
montmorillonite.

The montmorillonite and benzene mixture was very
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difficult to obtained as they had a tendency to separate 
immediately after mixing. More than likely, the 
separated within the sampleholder. However, figure 95 
shows no evidence of scattering on the magnitude of the 
methanol sample. This is not to say some benzene did not 
evaporate, or that they did not separate. However, since 
the permittivity value of pure benezene is probably very 
close to that of montmorillonite (around 2.4), even if 
they separated there would not be much difference in 
permittivity values. Also, even if some benzene 
evaporated, the contrast between the air and 
benzene-montmorillonite mixture may not be sufficient to 
c a u s e  s c a t t e r i n g ,  as it is in the met h a n o l -  
montmorillonite mixture.

Results from the plot of the water- montmorillonite 
mixture versus porosity were disappointing (figure 96), 
as the mixture appears not completely saturated. This 
would not be surprising as some montmorillonites can 
adsorb up to 10 times their weight in water. The 
methanol- montmorillonite mixture (figure 97) plotted 
more closely to the BHS model curve, although it was 
still off by a great deal. Again, the soil was not 
completely saturated, and that the two phase BHS model 
would not be valid at anytime. Out of the three samples.
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Figure 96: K ' and LOG loss tangent vs.
montmorillonite mixed with 72% water by
model MONTMORILLONITE MIXED WITH 60% METHANOL

USING BHS MODEL AND AIR GAP OF .001cm
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only benzene (figure 98) fell on the model curve. Since 
dry montmorillonite and benzene have about the same real 
permittivity values, even if some evaporation occurred 
the data would fall close to the predicted two phase 
model value. Figures 99 and 100 are plots of flint sand 
and montmorillonite saturated with methanol and benzene, 
respectively, modelled with the BHS formula and an air 
gap of .001 cm. Figure 99 shows how both flint sand 
and methanol were not saturated, due to evaporation, 
while this feature is not apparent in figure 100 
because benzene has about the same permittivity of both 
soils when they are dry. Figures 101-103 are models 
showing the error correction for varying air gaps and 
conductivities of methanol and benzene. The benzene 
model (figure 103) is nearly identical to the air model 
because the conductivities of soils saturated with 
benzene are about the same as the conductivities of dry 
samples.
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MONTMORILLONITE MIXED WITH 64% BENZENE
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Figure 98: K* and LOG loss tangent vs. porosity
montmorillonite mixed with 64% benzene, BHS model, 
gap of .001 cm.
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BNP LOG LOSS TRN FOR METHANOL SATURATED SOIl ^
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Figure 99: K ' and LOG loss tangent for methanol saturated 
soils, BHS model, air gap of .001 cm.
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Application of Results to 
Ground-Penetrating Radar

The complex permittivity of a substance effects 
g r o u n d - p e n e t r a t i n g  radar (G P R ) in three ways. 
Conductivity losses, characterized by e", determine how a 
signal attenuates. The reflection coefficient, which 
determines how much of an EM wave is transmitted and 
reflected, is directly related to complex impedance by:

Z2"Z1 
r = ----------------

Z 2 +Z 1

(91)
which, in turn, is related to dielectric permittivity by 
the expression:

Z = (u*/e*)*5
(92)

The velocity of the medium is the third parameter 
effected by complex permittivity, influencing its 
response to EM waves from ground-penetrating radar. 
Assuming low loss materials, the velocity of the medium
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is approximated by:

Vra = c / C U V ' 53 •
(93)

GPR plots reflections as a function of two-way travel 
time. The greater the earlier in the record the 
reflection will appear. Thus, a latteral change in the 
velocity of a medium, brought about by a change in the 
effective dielectric permittivity locally, will result in 
the spacial change of the reflector on the record, 
illustrated in figure 104. The dielectric permittivity 
and LOG loss tangent values of benzene and methanol 
saturated soils, determined expermentally in the 
laboratory, can be used to predict how successful GPR 
will be in detecting these contaminants in the field. 
If these substances were spilled into an unconfined 
aquifer, having a porosity of 20%, would GPR be able to 
detect the region of the spill?

Most GPR systems utilize EM waves of 100 MHz. 
Resolution from GPR is so great that reflections from 
interfaces, having reflection coefficients greater than 
.05 (i.e r> .05), can be detected (Olhoeft, pers. com) . 
If we assume that the relative dielectric permittivity of 
the soil, water, methanol, and benzene are 3, 79.4 , 33.8,
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LOW VELOCITY ZONE RELATIVE TO UNSATURATED UNCONTAMINATED AREA

HIGH VELOCITY ZONE RELATIVE TO SATURATED UNCONTAMINATED AREA

WATER TABLE 
REFLECTION SPILL ZONE

WATER TABLE

UNCONTAMINATED ZONE

Figure 104: Spill within an unconfined a q u i f e r .
Dielectric permittivity of contaminant less than water. 
Note that curve represents reflection from water table 
seen by GPR on chart recorder.
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and 2.287, respectively, and that y* is equal to 1 for 
all substances, our scenario can be extrapolated, as seen 
in table 4. In the uncontaminated region of the aquifer 
GPR can detect a reflection at the interface of the 
saturated-unsaturated zone because the reflection 
coefficient, characterizing the contrast in their complex 
impedances, is 0.4 . When the water in the aquifer has
been contaminated locally with methanol, GPR still 
detects the saturated-unsaturated zone interface because 
r= 0.35 . H o w e v e r , the interface between the
contaminated and uncontaminated saturated zones, can not 
be delineated with GPR because T = 0.03. By realizing
that the water-saturated soil is more conductive than the 
methanol-water- saturated soil, one might identify the 
spill by the lack of attenuation that occurs within the 
region. Also, velocity increases as one moves from the 
uncontaminated water-saturated soil to the methanol/water 
saturated region. Thus, reflectors, located below the 
water table, will appear earlier in the record as GPR 
traverses the contaminated zone. A 0.3 reflection 
coefficient exists at the interface of uncontaminated and 
methanol contaminated soils in the unsaturated zone, 
meaning that the boundary of contaminated area could be 
delineated. Although the conductivity losses of both
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Zone 1

unsat. 
air/soil

sat.
water/
soil

sat.
water/
soil

unsat. 
air/soil

unsat. 
air/soil

unsat. 
air/soil

unsat. 
air/soil

TABLE 4-SCENARIOS FOR GPR 
Zone 2 e_, T

unsat.
air/soil
benzene
sat. 

water/ 
soil/ 
benzene
sat. 

water/ 
soil/ 
methanol
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air/soil/
methanol
sat.
water/
soil
sat. 
water/ 
soil/ 
methanol
sat. 
water/ 
soil/ 
benzene
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15 12
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slower

slower

slower
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* RELATIVE TO ZONE 1
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regions would be about the same, velocity would decrease 
as EM waves travelled into the contaminated region.

If the contaminant were benzene, instead of 
methanol, GPR would still be effective in delineating the 
zone of contamination. F = .13 at the interface of the
uncontaminated and benzene contaminated soil in the 
unsaturated zone, meaning that radar would detect a faint 
reflection at the spill boundary. Certainly, the water 
table, in both the contaminated and uncontaminated 
regions will create strong reflections. However, unlike 
the m e t h a n o l , sufficient contrast in dielectric 
permittivity exists between benzene and water to be able 
to delineate the region of the spill within the 
saturated z o n e . F = 0.06 , which is within the
resolution limits of GPR. Again, the presence of benzene 
would increase velocity, and reduce conduction losses, 
relative to the water-saturated zone.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE SUGGESTIONS

The greater than 50 measurements performed have 
shown that there is, indeed, a strong dependence of real 
dielectric permittivity on porosity, but the dependence 
is more complicated than the ideal, non-colloidal model 
of equation (71). The results from the dry samples have 
shown that the more intricate two-phase
Bruggeman-Hanai-Sen model can accurately predict, from a 
range of grain permittivities and a known fluid
permittivity, the real permittivity of dry soils, 
regardless of lithology. The BBS model, unlike the 
recursive model of Shen et. Al. (1985), which blows up 
for porosities greater than 50% and large grain 
permittivities, is stable for any porosity value. 
Although not conclusively proven for the water-saturated 
soil d a t a , results support findings from other 
experiments, which state the validity of the BBS model 
for water-saturated samples. Measured permittivity 
values for saturated soils were all low, compared to the
BBS model, but could be explained by their not being
completely saturated. Results were not predicted by the
two-phase BBS model because three phases existed within 
the samples. Bad all the pores been filled with water.
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data points would have been shifted towards the model 
curve, and probably would have fallen on or near it.

The BHS model also appears to be valid for those 
soils, as Flint sand and montmorillonite, saturated with 
methanol and benzene, although the number of samples run 
hardly seems conclusive. Results show that the closer to 
complete saturation the samples are, the more accurate 
the BHS model was in predicting permittivity values.

Certainly, the research in measuring soils saturated 
with hazardous substances has just begun, and many more 
sample measurements are needed to be done in the 
laboratory before results can be used to predict in-situ 
responses of soils to GPR. Knowing how difficult it is 
to completely saturate soils, especially with fluids with 
a high evaporation rate, some suggestions for future 
endevours would entail the study of three-phase systems, 
and comparing results to the three-phase BHS model of 
equation (140). The advantage of a three-phase model is 
that if samples are not completely saturated, or if fluid 
tends to evaporate rapidly, as in the case of methanol 
and benzene, the results could still be fitted to a 
model. Also, as the soils of many waste sites are often 
saturated with more than one hazardous fluid, a three 
phase BHS model would be more useful than a two phase
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model in predicting the dielectric permittivity of 
mixtures.
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APPENDIX A

DETAILED THEORY 
Definition of Dielectric Permittivity

Dielectric permittivity is an intrinsic electrical 
property of a substance. By definition, the relative 
dielectric permittivity, er , known also as the dialectic 
constant, k*, is the "ratio of the capacitance, C^, of a 
capacitor, in which the space between and around the 
electrodes is filled with material in question, to the 
capacitance, C , of the identical configuration of 
electrodes in a vacumn (GenRad,1970)," or

Er = e'/eo = cx/co
( A—1 )

where e ' is the real permittivity of the material and 
eQ = 8.854 X l O ~ ^  farads/m is equal to permittivity of 
free space. Note that in this paper the term relative 
dielectric permittivity is used, instead of dielectric 
contstant, because permittivity is NOT constant over a 
wide range of frequencies.

An ideal representation of relative dielectric 
permittivity can be modelled by a simple AC circuit with
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one capacitor, as shown in Figure A-l. If the circuit 
were in a vacumn, as in FIGURE A-la, then there would be 
no loss of current flowing across the capacitor. By 
Ohm's Law, V=IZ, where V and I are phasor quantities of 
value an<̂  V ^ 6 respectively (VQ and I0 b e i n g  the
amplitudes of their signals and e being their respective 
phase), and where Z is complex impedance. The complex 
impedance of a capacitor, Z^, is equal to l/jwCo , w h e r e  
i=V-l and w=angular frequency=2irf in radians/seconds, f 
being frequency in Hz. Using Ohm's Law, then, the 
current flowing through a capacitor is;

Ic = dQ/dt = V/Zc = 1uC0V,
(A—2 )

where Q is charge (coulombs), and where current lags 
voltage by 90° (Von Hippel,1954). However, FIGURE la 
assumes that a vacumn is present in between the plates of 
the capacitor. FIGURE lb shows the capacitance equal to 
Cx when a dielectric is present. In this model there is 
current loss desribed by;

Iloss = GV = V/R,
(A-3)

where G is the reciprical resistance, or conductance.
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V  -  V0 COS u>t - 9 0 c,

FIGURE A-la: Capacitor in a vacumn
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Figure A-lb: Capacitor with a dielectric placed in between 
plates
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and R is resistance in Ohms (Von Hippel,1954).
Thus the total current across the capacitor is:

1 = Ic * Iloss = <5“C0 + G)V .
( A—4 )

Since real loss can be measured, a more appropriate 
model would be an RC ciruit with a resistor either in 
parallel (FIGURE A~2a) or in series (FIGURE A-2b) with a 
capacitor. Using the circuit with the elements in parallel 
impedance is a complex quantity with:

= ( ■ —\ 1 + jwRC
(A—5 )

*Complex permittivity, e , w h i c h  d e s c r i b e s  the 
behavior of EM waves as they propagate through a medium, 
is defined as:

c =e ' - je” = e* - j (a/M)
(A—6)

Complex permittivity is described by the combination of
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FIGURE A-2a

I 0COS cut-

0) v 0 COS wt - <P R p |  c,

Loss m o d e l l e d  by p a r a l l e l  RC c i r c u i t

FIGURE A-2b

— —~ei

Rs

Vq COS — 4)

I COS out

Loss modelled by resistor and capacitor in series
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the effective real permittivity, e * , and the loss
factor, e" , the imaginary term. From the imaginary term 
of equation (A-6) , o/w , where a is the effective
conductivity in mhos/m , complex permittivity is 
frequency d e p e n d e n t . G e n e r a l l y , the loss term, 
characterizing conduction losses, or charge transport 
processes, tends to dominate at low frequencies. One 
exception is water, in which losses occur both at low and 
high frequencies. At RF frequencies the real term 
becomes significant in the determination of complex
permittivity, where charge polarization processes begin 
to dominate. The loss term may, or may not, become
negligible at high frequencies, depending on whether the 
effective conductivity of the medium is large or not. In 
a conductive medium the loss term can not be ignored.
Total current across the capacitor can then be expressed
as :

1=(jwe' + we")<C0/e0 )V = jwe*rC0V
(A—7 )

where the relative complex permittivity is:

e*r = £*/eo = Er'-jer"
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(A-8)
and where s^'= er , and er" is the relative loss 
index (Von Hippel, 1954) . The loss tangent, tan 6 , is
the ratio of the loss current to the current charging the 
capacitor, or

tan <5 = = 1/wRC = £"/&'= '
(A—9)

(Von Hippel,1954). Expressing it another way, loss 
tangent is the tangent of the phase angle difference 
between the applied voltage and resulting current when a 
dielectric is placed between the plates of a capacitor.

When a current is applied to the earth, as 
it is in many electrical studies, the earth behaves as a 
dielectric and can also be modelled as an RC circuit. The 
model, presented by von Hippel (1954), is simplistic in 
that it only models accurately at moderately high 
frequencies, where dielectric polarization, or charge 
separation, is the predominant electrical process. A 
simple, "real earth" model, presented by Olhoeft(1976), 
has another branch with an additional resistor, seen in 
figure (A-3). The conductance term, G, models the 
conductivity losses from charge transport, characterized 
by the loss term, c"^, which dominate at lower
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FIGURE A-3

v w

Y - Y . +  Yb+Ye =  J ujC, + G + R2  + l / j t u C 2

Real earth equivalent circuit. From Olhoeft (1985)
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frequencies. The sum of capacitances and determine 
the low frequency limit of £'r » caused by polarization of 
molecules. The resistor and capacitor in series, &2C2 ' 
determines the time constant of relaxation, t, or the 
rate at which the relaxation of molecules o c cur, 
dissipating energy (Olhoeft, 1976) . The c a p a c i t a n c e  
term determines the high frequency limit of e ' r , c a u s e d  
by charge separation at the atomic level. The admittance, 
Y, of this circuit is expressed by:

where Z is the impedance of the circuit in Ohms. 
Letting the time constant, t , equal this becomes :

Y = G + iwC^ + jwC2/( 1 + jwx)

Since the admittance of a capacitor in free space is 
Yo=nwCQ , with C0=e0A/d, and A the cross sectional area 
of the void between the plates and d the distance 
separating the plates of the ”capacitor”, then taking the 
ratio of Y/Yq results in the equation:

R0+l/jwC
(A—10)

(A—11)
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Y/Yo = Cx/Cq + (C2/C0 )/(l+jWT) + G/jwCQ .
(A—12)

The first term, ci^c0 * should be familiar: it is the
high frequency limit relative dielectric permittivity 
derived by Von Hippel (1954). Using the definitions 
presented in Olhoeft (1985), c =Cx/C0 , where

er-di^Vr

er0= (C1-4-C2)/C0 , where

Er0 = l^ o Er

and aDC=e0G/C0=Gd/A , where aDC is DC conductivity 
in mhos/m, the right side of equation (A-l2) becomes

V  - *r"-
1+v v

(A—13)
and is equated to the expression on the left side of 
equation (A-13), where er '-jer” is the complex relative 
dielectric permittivity. Equation (A-13) resembles a 
specific form of the cole-cole distribution, an
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electrochemical model empirically derived from actual 
dielectric permittivity and loss tangent data.

Er < r Er -

V  - lEr" = Er«
l+UtiT)1"0

(A-14)
where 1-a is the "distribution breadth parameter" with 
limits of 1-a = 1 and 0. When 1-a = 1 the Cole—Cole
distribution results from only one dominant electrical 
process. One of several possible processes, such as
orientational polarization, molecular relaxation, or 
interfacial polarization, can dominate the electrical 
response of soils. Molecular relaxation occurs when the 
distorted electric fields of molecules resume their 
original, unstress field. Orientational polarization 
occurs when molecules, aligned to an external field,
rotate back to their original position. This process 
most commonly occurs when water molecules are subjected 
to an external electric field. Interfacial polarization 
occurs when charge separates and accumulates along the 
surface of minerals in response to an external electric 
field. Clays, and colloidal materials in general, 
display this property. Interfacial polarization occurs
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predominantly within the 10^ to 10® Hz r e g i o n ,  w h i l e
orientational polarization begins to dominate around 10®

12to 10 Hz, and molecular polarization begins around 1O^2 
Hz (Olhoeft, 1985).

W h e n  1-a is e q u a l  to zero the C o l e - C o l e  
distribution is infinitely broad, and numerous processes 
are occurring simultaneously. Within measurement 
frequencies of 10 to 1300 MHz, all three processes, 
molecular relaxation, orientâtional polarization, and 
interfacial polarization can be occurring such that each 
process counteracts the effects of the others. (Olhoeft, 
1976). From equation (A-14) the behavior of complex 
permittivity with frequency can be deterined. The 
expression for the loss tangent becomes:

tan 4 = Er"/er ' + 0DC/u6o6r'
(A—15)

and represents the phase shift between voltage and 
current waves in the circuit model (Olhoeft, 1976).
Like the simpler model presented by von Hippel(1954), 
loss tangent is a measure of energy dissipation. Note 
the second term of equation (15), caused by molecular 
relaxation, may or may not contribute to the loss tangent
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at high frequencies, depending on the conductivity of the 
medium. Ideally, according to the cole-cole distribution 
the slope of the curve of log loss tangent versus log 
frequency should be 1-a for wt < 1 and -(1-a) for wt > 1 
(Olhoeft, 1976). However, relaxation may not necessarily 
be visible in rocks.
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The EM Wave Equation and Propagation through
Media

At lower frequencies ( 1 to 1000 Hz) , where the 
majority of EM methods are performed, developing the 
electromagnetic theory of a method would entail a 
discussion of diffusion equations describing how energy 
input into the medium would generate currents and induce 
anomalies in the field. However, at high frequencies 
diffusion processes play a lesser part in EM theory, and 
a medium can be best measured by how EM waves propagate 
through it. Thus, the EM wave equation would best 
describe the behavior of the medium.

When dielectric permittivity measurements are done 
in the field it becomes impossible to characterize 
electrical properties without describing magnetic 
properties. The electric field strength, E is defined 
as a "force per unit charge (Von Hippel, 1954)," and can 
be expressed in the simple relationship of another form 
of Ohm's Law, assuming the transport of free charge only,

J - aE
(A—16)
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2where J = free charge current density (amp/m )
E = electric field strength (volts/m)

a = electrical conductivity (mhos/m).
The electric flux density, or dielectric displacement, D 

2(coulombs/m ) , is related to the electric field strength
by:

D  =  €o E
(A—17)

The magnetic analog of this equation, the magnetic flux 
density, B, is related to magnetic field strength, H, by 
the equation:

B—VqH,
(A-18)

where B is expressed in Telsas 
H in Ampere-m 

and uo = magnetic permeability of free space 
= 4ir X 10*7 (henry/m ) 

v'= magnetic permeability of the material (henry/m)

Both equations (A-17) and (A-18) assume that no losses
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have occurred, either from conversion of EM wave energy 
to thermal energy or loss from magnetic hysteresis. 
Equations (A-17) and (A-18) would yield the familiar form 
of one of Maxwell's Equations relating both fields:

V X B/vo = J + e03E /at.
(A—19)

However, hysteresis and polarization of charge occur in 
every medium. Consequently, an electrical polarization 
term, P, is added to equation (A-17) to describe how 
charge polarizes when an external field is applied. 
Equation (A-17) is modified to: D = c^E + P = eE

(A—20)

Likewise, the magnetic dipole moment factor , M, 
accounts for hysteresis in m a t e r i a l s . Equation 
(A-18) becomes:

B = v0H + = uH
(A-21)

where y is the effective magnetic permeability of the 
material in henry/meter(Schwarz and Oldham, 1984). Thus 
equation (A-l9) can be modified to:
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V X B / u  = J + edE/at
(A-22)

or,

v x H = j+ ao/at = jt,
(A-23)

where JT is the total current density, consisting of the 
free carrier conduction term and dielectric displacement,

oE + 6 aE/at
(A—24)

(Olhoeft, 1985). Expressing equation (23) another way:

V X H = ctE + e 3E/at
(A—25)

Likewise, Maxwell's second field equation, Faraday's 
Induction Law in differential form,

V X E = - dB/dt,
(A-26)

becomes :
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V X E = -y 3H/dt
(A—27)

Taking the Curl of equation (A-27) yields :

V X (V X E) = -y (V X aa/at)
(A-28)

By differentiating equation (A-25) with respect to time 
and distance, assuming that the physical properties of
the earth depend on neither time nor position, and by
multiplying all terms by y, yields:

-ay 3E/at - e y 32E/3t2 = y V X 3H/3t
(A—29)

To eliminate H from the final expression, equation
(A-29) is subtracted from equation (A-28), yielding:

-V X (V X E) = ay 3E/3t + e y d2E/dt2
(A—30)

Using the property that V X (V X E) = V(V * E) - V2E , and
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recognizing that the divergence of the electric field is 
zero in the absence of any sources, equation ( A-30 ) 
becomes :

V2E = ay dE/dt + e y d2E/3t2
(A—31)

which is the EM wave equation (Keller and Frischknecht, 
1966). If a plane-wave argument is assumed, and if there 
are no lateral changes in resistivity, since air acts as 
a perfect insulator, preventing the flow of electric 
current across the air-earth interface, any current 
induced in the earth from a time-varying magnetic field 
would parallel the air-earth interface, and would 
propagate only in the vertical direction, perpendicularly 
from the air-earth interface. Keller and Frischknecht 
(1966) orient their coordinate system such that the x 
direction is along the direction of current flow. With 
no current flow in the y and z directions, the electric 
field component in these directions is also zero. Hence, 
Ey = Eg = 0 , and equation (A-31) becomes:

32Ex/3z2 = ay 3Ex/3t + e y 32Ex/3t2
(A-32)
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The plane wave solution of equation (A-32) is:

Ex (z,t) tr pjwt+YZ _ F j (fcit-kz) Exe ” Ex e
(A—33)

where Ex is the magnitude of the horizontal component of 
the electrical field, a is the electrical conductivity, 
k is the wave number , and y is the propagation factor. 
The propagation factor, and consequently k, can be 
determined by taking the derivatives of equation (A-33), 
and substituting the values into equation (A-32):

2Y = jyw (a+jwe )

6 and a are the attenuation and phase constant , 
respectively, where

(A-34)
Y=jk

(A—35)
and k2=(a + jB) 2

(A—36)

B =  a>[ii£/2[ ( 1 + a (nepers/m)
(A—37)
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a = û>[ yc/2 [ ( l+c2/e2w2 )0 e 5-fl ] ] 0 * 5 (radians/m).
(A—38)

The phase velocity of an electromagnetic wave in 
the medium is:

vp= w/a= Xf (m/sec)
(A—39)

where c = speed of light = 2.998 (m/sec) 
f = frequency in Hz 

and X = wavelength (m) = 2ir/a
(A—40)

An important difference exists between equation(A-40) and
the common expression used to calculate the velocity of
the medium, = c/[(er )e5]. The latter expression for

*phase velocity ignores the imaginary part of er , w h i c h  
is the term accounting for the conduction losses in a 
material. If a soil is a high loss material, as 
iron-rich soils, then the latter expression becomes a 
poor approximation of equation (A-40). From the real term 
in the exponential expression in equation (A-31), 
attenuation is 1/e at distance z=l/8, which is called the 
skin depth or attenuation length,
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6=1/3 (m)
(A—41)

(Olhoeft, 1985). In other wordsf the EM wave travelling
through a medium decays exponentially by:

A = 20 log e® = 8.683 (dB/m)
(A—42)

(Horton et al, 1981), where A is the attenuation per 
meter of E^(z,t). Attenuation of EM waves is a function 
of intrinsic and scattering losses. Intrinsic losses are 
those losses caused by conduction processes occurring 
within the medium, which are greatly influenced by water 
content and salinity. Scattering of EM signal is caused 
by the presence of inhomogeneities within the host 
medium, such as those caused by differential packing and 
porosity,and irregularly shaped and sized grains. The 
presence of an interface can also cause scattering, 
depending on the contrast in permittivity between the two 
mediums. Scattering also depends on the scale of the 
inhomogeneity. Generally, Scattering 
losses are not important until
the wave length of the EM wave is approximately ten to 
three times 
the size of
the scatterer(Olhoeft, 1985). However, if grains are
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highly conductive, as in the case of iron-rich soils, 
scattering losses, for the same wavelength, would be 
significantly greater.

With frequencies in the MHz range, depth of 
penetration within the earth may range from a fraction of 
a meter in high-loss materials, as in clays, to two 
kilometers in dry salt domes, depending on skin depth . 
Ohm's Law presented in equation (A-16), assumes the 
transport of free charge only. To account for the 
polarization of charge, equation (A-16) can be modified 
to, J=(a-jwe)E. From this expression, it can be shown 
that two extreme cases of depth of penetration can occur. 
The most ususal case occurring in nature is when 
conduction currents are much greater than displacement 
currents, as in the occurance of metals. When aslO^ 
mhos/m then:

a 2 / ( e w ) 2  > >  1 ,

o  =  B  =  V t i v c r / 2  r a n d

<5 = V2/uu<t
(A—43)

(Stratton, 1941). The o t h e r  e x t r e m e  is when
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displacement currents are much larger than conduction 
currents, where :

( c r / e w )  2 < <  1  ,

as in the case of a medium that is slightly conductive 
( S t r a t t o n ,  1941 ) . The p h a s e  c o n s t a n t  can be 
approximated by the power series :

2a = uVue [ l-Ko/ew) /8+. . . . ]
(A-44)

and attenuation by:

6=a/2Vu/e
(A-45)

(Stratton, 1941). In more moderate situations, where 
diplacement currents are significant, but not dominant, 
skin depth is best described by equation (A-41) as the 
approximations of the previous four equations are not 
very accurate.

An EM wave will propagate through a medium, the 
signal attenuating with distance, until it reaches an 
interface across which there is a contrast in complex
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impedance. At the interface a portion of the signal is 
transmitted and a portion of the signal is reflected. 
The characteristic impedance, Z, of a medium is:

*  *Z = ju w/y = mu /k (Ohms)
(A—46)

*where u is the complex magnetic permeability in henry/m, 
equal to the relative magnetic permeability, ur , 
multiplied by the permeability of free space, u0 
(Olhoeft, 1985). Other ways of expressing complex 
impedance are:

Z = E/H = y / j w E  = Vu /e

(A-47)
(von Hippel, 1954). From equation (A-47) complex 
impedance is seen as being influenced by the dielectric 
permittivity; so at interfaces where the contrast in the 
dielectric permittivity is great partial reflection of 
the signal would be expected. Some examples where 
contrasts in dielectric permittivity, and thus complex 
impedance, occur are at interfaces of unsaturated- 
saturated soil boundaries, lithologie boundaries, and 
structural boundaries where p a c k i n g , sorting and 
cementation vary. How much of the EM wave is transmitted
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and how much is reflected depends on how great the 
contrast in complex impedances across an interface. If
there is a small contrast most of the signal will be 
transmitted. A large contrast will cause most of the 
wave to be reflected, as in the case of an ore-body The 
contrast in complex impedances is characterized by the
reflection coefficient, r, where:

r = (z2-z1)/(z2+z1)
(A—48)

assuming a wave incident perpendicularly (normally) to 
an infinite horizontal interface. The EM reflection 
coefficient is analogous to the seismic relfect ion 
coefficient. Total reflection results in F=l; T=0 for
total transmission, or when there is no contrast in
complex impedance and Z2 = z^. For waves not normally 
incident an EM version of Zoeppritz's Equations must be 
used. For further information Ulriksen (1982), von 
Hippel (1954), and Stratton (1941) are good references.
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Parameters Influencing Dielectric Permittivity

Water is one of the most important parameters 
influencing dielecric permittivity of soils in the 
RF and microwave region. Given its abundance and 
importance as a polar molecule, the influence of water on 
dielectric permittivity has been studied greatly. For 
instance, it was found by Von Hippel(1954) that a clean
sand and gravel completely saturated with water had a
permittivity vastly different value than it did 
unsaturated. He found that at 100 MHz the saturated sand 
and gravel had a permittivity (er = 22) more 
characteristic of water(e^ = 78) than of a sand and
gravel unsaturated(e^ = 2.5).

The bulk density of the material, d, which is
influenced by lithologie content, packing, sorting and 
porosity, is probably the next most influential 
parameter(Olhoeft,1985). However, at the high frequency 
limit near 18 GHz. the measured dielectric permittivity, 
eroo is almost exclusively determined by dry bulk density 
as the permittivity of water has about the same value as 
the host soil(Olhoeft and Strangway, 1975). Generally,
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in the absence of pore solution, the permittivity of a 
"clean " soil can be approximated by:

er 5 1.92d
(A—49)

where d is dry bulk density in g/cm^ (Olhoeft and 
S t r a n g w a y ,1975). In the presence of colloids, 
electrically charged, elongated particles, the behavior 
of permittivity is hardly predictable and is relatively 
unknown. EM waves are severely attenuated by the 
colloids, such as clays, because of two processes. 
First, signal is attenuated due to conduction (charge 
transport) losses, characterized by e", which occur in 
all materials, and especially in those materials with 
high conductivity. Secondly, because clays are highly 
colloidal, and a great amount of surface charge exists on 
every mineral, under the presence of an external field, 
charges polarize at the interface of mineral boundaries 
and move to oppose the external force. Thus EM waves 
appear to be "absorbed" by the clays because they 
encounter the strong opposing electrical force from the 
polarized clays and some EM energy is converted to 
thermal energy. IN such a high- loss material, the
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penetration of EM waves from ground-penetrating radar may 
not exceed a meter. A 10 percent clay content, for 
instance, can cause a reduction of depth of penetration 
by an order of magnitude(Olhoeft, 1985).
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APPENDIX B
INSTRUMENTS OF THE 8507A SYSTEM AND ACCESSORIES

HP 9845 B Computer
HP 8501A Storage Normalizer
HP 8503A S-parameter Test-Set
HP 8505A Network Analyzer (Two Port) .5-1300 MHz.
HP 98041A Disk Drive with 7906 Disk Interface 
California Instruments Dynamic AC Line Corrector, series 

1000
MANUAL CALIBRATION PROCEDURE

I. Turn on AC power line regulator, 8505A, 
8503A, 8501A, allow 1 hour warm-up time.

II. Connect all cables to the ports , as 
described in the set-up section.

III. HP 8505A SOURCE SET
A. OUTPUT to -10 dBm
B. VERNIER to 0
C. INPUT to -10 dBm
D. RANGE .5-1300 MHz.
E. MODE line full
F. WIDTH start-stop band 1
G. TRIGGER auto
H. SCAN TIME and VERNIER to fastest setting possible

without "smoothing effect " occurring (i.e so
that rounding of peaks and troughs on CRT is not 
occurring). setting roughly at .01 seconds with 
vernier to extreme ccw position.

IV. HP 8505A PROCESSOR
A. CHI : MODE mag, SCALE 20 dB/div
B. CH2: MODE phase, SCALE 180 deg/div
C. CH3 : ELECTRICAL LENGTH MODE X 10, both verniers 

on 0 (do not touch during calibration!!)
V. HP 8505A CRT

A. CH0, BW 1 KHz, video off
B. REFerence LINE POSitioN on so that line is on 0
C. CHI and CH2 traces centered and on top of REF 

LINE POSN.
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VI. HP 8501A STORAGE NORMALIZED

A . STORAGE on
B . LABELS on
C. MAGNIFIER XI
D. CHI and CH2 INPUT on
E. CHI and CH2 AVERAGING on, factor 16

VII. FORWARD, PORT 1 , S ^  MEASUREMENTS
A. 8503 TEST SET SWITCH forward

position, attatch load (open or short).
B. 8505A PROCESSOR

1. CHI MAG INPUT A/R
2. CH2 PHASE INPUT A/R
3. CH3 ELECTRICAL LENGTH A, adjust LENGTH 

for flat phase response.
4. CH2 phase scale maximized so that trace is

magnified but still completely on CRT.
5. press MKR button som marker value displayed.
6. if displayed balue is not to .1 degree 

then p res s REF button and OFFSET to 
approximate value of MKR reading.

7. press MKR button and add MKR value to REF
OFFSET to get phase. Be sure to clear REF
OFFSET button when done.

8. convert electrical length to phase by:
♦length = length(cm)*frequency(Hz)

2.99774 X 1010 cm/s
9. the corrected phase is the sum of the phase 

values of the MKR, REF and ♦length values.
10. CHI CALIBRATION

a. push MKR button and set SCALE to maximum 
magnification without trace going off 
CRT.

b. read MKR value
c. if MKR value not to .01 precision then 

press REF OFFSET button and set to 
approximate MKR value.
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VIII.

IX.

X.

XI.

APPENDIX B CONTINUED
d. press MKR button and find value. dB 

magnitude is REF OFFSET + MKR value.
e. c lear REF O F F S E T  v alue for next 

measurement.
1. Repeat VII for open and short terminations.

REVERSE , PORT 2, S ^  MEASUREMENTS
A. 8505A PROCESSOR

1. CHI set to B/R
2. CH2 set to B/R
3. CH3 set to B

B. 8503A TEST SET positioned at REVERSE
C. Repeat steps VII. 4-11.
S9. THRU FORWARD MEASUREMENTS, EMPTY SAMPLE 
HOLDER PLACED BETWEEN COAXIAL CABLES
A. 8505A PROCESSOR

1. CHI set to B/R
2. CH2 set to B/R
3. CH3 set to B

B. 8503A TEST SET, FORWARD position
C. Repeat steps VII. 4-11.
S12 THRU REVERSE
A. 8505A PROCESSOR

1. CHI set to A/R
2. CH2 set to A/R
3. CH3 set to A

B. 8503A TEST SET, REVERSE position
C. Repeat steps VII. 4-11.

CALIBRATION COMPLETE, BEGIN MEASUREMENT 
PROCESS
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APPENDIX C
S O L V I N G  F O R  S - P A R A M E T E R S  F R O M  M E A S U R E D

QUANTITIES

B eg in ni ng with the known measured S - p a r a m e t e r s s

llmCop)"5!!! + s21is12i

(e5B*"S22i)
(C-l)

Sllm(sh) “ Slli s21is12i

(1'fS22i)
( C—2 )

Sllm(ld)” slli
(C-3 )
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Solving for the error corrected S-parameters, rS22 i ,
and S2iisi2if equation (C-l) yields for S^^^,

S11i = sllm(ld)
( C—4 )

Solving for $221 an<̂  s21is12i equation (C-l) must first 
be rearranged:

-50 -50

Sllm(op)(e ~S22i)-Sllm(Id)(e "S22i)=s21is12i 

or

-50

(e “S22i) (Sllm(op)”sllm(ld) )==s21is12i

e Sllm(op)”e Sllm(ld)”S22iSllm(op)",‘s22isllm(ld)=S21is12i

6 CSllm(op)~sllm(ld) ;,'"s21is12i=s22isllm(op)-s22isllm(ld)
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e [Sllm(op)-sllm(ld)3~s21is12i=s22l[sllm(op)~sllm(ld)]

(C-5)

Using equation (C-2) to find an expression for S2iisi2i 

Sllm(sh)(1+s22i)-sllm(ld)(1+s22i) = ~s21is12i

Sllm(sh)-sllm(ld)+s22isllm(sh)-s22isllm(ld)=-s21is12i

Sllm(sh)~sllm(ld)+s221(sllm(sh)~sllm(ld)) = -s21is12i
(C-6)

Substituting into equation (C-5)
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e CSllm(op)~sHm(ld) :l+sllm(sh)'"sllm<ld) + 

S22iCsllm(sh)-sllm(ld)3 = s22icsllm(op)~sllm(ld)^

366 csllin(op)"sllm(ld) ̂ ~^sllm(ld)“sllm(sh) ]

= S22i[Sllm(op)'"sllm(ld) ]“S22iCsllm(sh)’sllm(ld) 3

S22i^sllm(op)”sllm(sh)^

S22i:
e [Sllm(op)”sllm(ld)]-[Siim(ld)-Sllm(sh)]

^Sllm(op) " Sllm(sh)^
( C—7 )

Substituting (C-7) into (C-6)
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S21iS12i~ tsllm(ld)-sllni(8h)3 ~ s221csllm(sh)~sllm(lcl)

S21iS12i -lcsllm(sh)~sllm(ld)1 ~s221

CSllm(sh)-sllm(ld)3 [sllm(sh)~sllm(ld)3

s211s121/l:sllm(sh)~sllm(ld) 3 ~

230

^Sllm(op)”sllm(sh)^
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CSllm(sh)~sHm(lcl)3 [sllm(op) “ Sllm(sh)3

CSllm(sh) Sllm(ld)3 -1CSllra(sh) Sllm(op)3

S21iS12i=C1+e ]CSllm(op)™sllm(ld) ],:sllm(sh)"Sllm(ld) ]

Sllm(sh) s llm(op)
(C-8)

Port 2 calculations are identical, except variables

Sllm(ld) ' Sllm(sh)' and Sllm(op) must be replaced with
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S22m(ld)' S22m(sh)' and S22m(op), respectively.

Alsor variables are replaced by S11q, S220 r s21oS12oe 

Thus from equations (C-4), (C-7) and (C-8), this yields

Sllo - S22m(ld)
(C-9)

S22o=e [S22m(op)"s22m(ld) ̂ ~^22m(ld)~^22m(sh) 3

[S22m(op) ~ S22m(sh)3
(C-10)

S21oS12o=C1+e ]CS22m(op)"S22m(ld)]CS22m(sh)_S22m(ld)]

S22m(sh) S22m(op)
(C-ll)
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APPENDIX D 
8507A PROGRAM LISTING FOR DIELECTRIC PERMITTIVITY 

MEASUREMENTS

10 OPTION BASE 1 ! 8507A Measurement Program
20 ! FOR USE ON THE HP9845B OR C COMPUTERS
30 ! PROGRAM WRITTEN FOR USE ON HP8507A NETWORK ANALYZER SYSTEM
40 ! PROGRAMMED BY DOR IA KUTRUBES AND GARY OLHOEFT
50 ! FINAL VERSION 3/6/86
60 COM Freq(500),Startfreq,Cap,Zo
70 OVERLAP
60 TEC
90 MASS STORAGE IS ":C"
100 EXIT GRAPHICS
110 ALPHA
120 Stopfreq*l300
130 Startfreq«12
140 Freqspan«2.515
150 FOR F«1 TO 500
160 Freq<F)=Freqspan*F
170 NEXT F
160 DIM Name*C80]
190 MAT Freq=Freq+ <St artfreq>
200 COM RsllldC500),Isllld<500>
210 COM Rsllop<500>,Is 1 lop(500)
220 COM Rsllsh<500>,Isllsh(500)
230 COM Rs221d(500>,Is221d<500>
240 COM Rs22op<500>,Is22op<500>
250 COM Rs22sh(500),Is22sh<500>
260 COM Rsl2thru<500),Is12thru<500)
270 COM Rs21thru(500>,Is21thru<500)
280 COM Rsllm<500),IsllmC500)
290 COM Rsl2m(500),Isl2m(500)
300 COM Rs21m(500>,Is21m(500>
310 COM Rs22m(500),Is22m(500)
320 DIM Rs (500,2,2),Is(500,2,2)
330 DIM Di el(500,2),Tand(500,2),Rmu(500,2),Tanm(500,2)
340 DIM Rsmn(2,2),Rsmx(2,2),Ismn(2,2>,Ismx(2,2)
350 DIM Dielmn(2),Dielmx(2),Tandmn(2),Tandmx(2)
360 LOCAL 7
370 ABORTIO 7
380 Choose : BEEP
390 OFF ERROR
400 EXIT GRAPHICS
410 ALPHA
420 PRINTER IS 16
430 PRINT PAGE
440 PRINT "CALIBRATE-
450 PRINT "MEASURE sample"
460 PRINT "PLOT data"
470 PRINT "GET data from disc"
480 PRINT
490 DS--M"
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500 IF O 0  THEN D$*HC “
510 IF Di elmx(1)< >0 THEN D*«"P"
520 EDIT "WHICH? C, M, P, or G ?",D*
530 IF UPCSCDSCl,1]>«"C" THEN Getcal
540 IF UPCSCDSt 1, 13 )*"F" THEN CALL Diel (Freq(*) , D i e 1 <*> , T a n d O )  >
550 IF UPC*(D*[1,1])="M" THEN Sample
560 IF UPCSCDStl,13>*HP" THEN Plot
570 IF UPC*(D*[1,1])«"G" THEN Getdat
580 GOTO Choose
590 !
600 Getcal: CAT
610 EDIT "Calibration FILENAME? <<* 6 chr)(or nothing to measure a new one>",C 
alfile$
620 Cap*.168 ! Open capacitance pF GR-900
630 Zo*50 ! 50-ohms Characteri st i c Impedance
640 C*1
650 IF LEN(Ca1f i l e S X l  THEN Meascal
660 IF LEN(Calf i1e * > >6 THEN 600
670 DISP "Reading Calibration ";Calfile*
680 ON ERROR GOTO Getcal
690 ASSIGN «1 TO Calfilet
700 READ #1 ;Freq(*>,Samplenc
710 READ #i;Rsllld(*>,Isllld(*>
720 READ #1;Rsllop(*>,Isllop(e)
730 READ #1 ;Rsllsh(*>,Isllsh(e)
740 READ #l;Rs221d(*>,Is221d(«>
750 READ #l;Rs22op(*>,Is22op(*>
760 READ #l;Rs22sh(*),Is22sh(*>
770 READ #l;Rsl2thru(*>,Is12thru(*)
780 READ #l;Rs21thru(*>,Is21thru(*)
790 ASSIGN «1 TO *
800 GOTO Choose
810 I
820 Measeal: CALL Read<"LOAD",Rsl11d(*>,Isl11d(*>,1,1>
830 CALL Read("OPEN",Rsllop(*>,Isllop(«>,1,1)
840 CALL Read("SHORT",Rsllsh(*),Isllsh(*),1,1>
850 CALL Read("LOAD",Rs221d(*>,Is22ld(*>,2,2)
860 CALL Read("0PEN",Rs22op(*),Is22op(*),2,2)
870 CALL Read("SHORT",Rs22sh(*>,Is22sh(*),2,2>
880 CALL Read("THROUGH (Empty Sample Hoider)“,Rsl2thru(«),Isl2thru(#>,1,2)
890 CALL Read("THROUGH",Rs21thru(*>,Is21thru(*),2,1)
900 LOCAL 7
910 EXIT GRAPHICS
920 StorecalIEDIT "Calibration FILENAME? (use date MMDDYY)",Calfilet
930 IF LEN(Calfi1 et)>6 THEN 920
940 Samplenc*3
950 At=VALt(Samplenc >
960 EDIT "Empty sample holder length (cm) * ",At 
970 Samplenc*VAL(At)
980 ON ERROR GOTO Create
990 DISP "Storing Calibration in ";Calfilet
1000 GOTO Assiqn
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1010 Create:OFF ERROR
1020 CREATE CalfileS,INT<17#R0W<Freq>*8/256>+5 
1030 Assi gn:ASSIGN #1 TO Calfile$
1040 PRINT #1 ;FreqC*),Samplenc 
1050 PRINT #l;Rsllld<*),I$llld<*>
1060 PRINT #l;Rsllop<*>,Isllop<*>
1070 PRINT *l;R*llsh<*>,Isllsh<*>
1080 PRINT #l;Rs221d<*>,Is221d<#>
1090 PRINT #l;Rs22op<*>,Is22op<*>
1100 PRINT #1 ;Rs22sh<*>,Is22sh<*>
1110 PRINT #l;Rsl2thru<e),Isl2thru<*>
1120 PRINT #l;Rs21thru<*>,Is21thru<*>
1130 ASSIGN #1 TO *
1140 GOTO Choose 
1150 !
1160 Sample:PRINTER IS 16 
1170 BEEP
1180 IF Samplen=0 THEN Samplen*Samplenc 
1190 AS=VALS(Samplen)
1200 EDIT "Sample holder physical length? (cm)", A*
1210 SampleneVALCAS)
1220 IF Samplen=Samplenc THEN 1290
1230 BEEP
1240 PRINT PAGE
1250 PRINT LIN(20)
1260 PRINT "WARNING Sample holder is ";Samplen;"cm, but system is calibrate
d for ";Samplenc
1270 BEEP
1280 GOTO Sample
1290 EDIT "Sample Name/Description? <<= 80 chr)(or nothing to piot/pri n t )“,Name 
S
1300 SmplfileS=NameS[1,MIN(6, LEN(NameS))3
1310 EDIT "Sample FILENAME? ( O  6 chr)",Smplfi leS
1320 IF LEN(Smplfi1e$)>6 THEN 1310
1330 CALL Read("SAMPLE",Rsllm(e),Isllm(*),l,l)
1340 CALL ReadCSAMPLE",Rsl2m(*),Isl2m(*),1,2)
1350 CALL Read("SAMPLE",Rs21m(*>,Is21m(*),2,1>
1360 CALL Read("SAMPLE",Rs22m(*),Is22m(*),2,2)
1370 LOCAL 7
1380 Process:DISP "Processing ";Smplfi1eS
1390 ON ERROR GOSUB Err
1400 EXIT GRAPHICS
1410 ALPHA
1420 PRINT SmplfileS
1430 PRINT NameS
1440 PRINT Samplen
1450 PRINT USING "2X,4A,3X,8(5A,4X>";"Freq","Rs11 a","Is11 a","Rs12a","Is12a","Rs
21a","Is21a","Rs22a","Is22a"
1460 FOR F«1 TO 500
1470 CALL Sp_calc(Rslla,Islla,Rs22a,Is22a,Rs21a,Is21a,Rsl2a,Is 12a,F )
1480 PRINTER IS 16
1490 PRINT USING "4D.D,8(S2DZ.4D>";Freq(F),Rslla,Islla,Rsl2a,Isl2a,Rs21a,Is21
a,Rs22a,Is22a
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! AIM Corrected S-Matri x

1500 Rs<F,1,1>-Rslla
1510 Rs<F,l,2)»Rsl2a
1520 RsCF,2,1)»Rs21a
1530 Rs<F,2,2)»Rs22a
1540 I*(F,1, l)*Islla
1550 Is(F,1,2>-Isl2a
1560 Is<F,2,1)-Is21a
1570 Is<F,2,2)«Is22a
1580 NEXT F
1590 !
1600 Perm calc:! SECTION TO CALCULATE DIELECTRIC PERMITTIVITY 
1610 PRINT PAGE
1620 PRINTER IS 0
1630 PRINT Name*
1640 PRINT u
1650 PRINT "

Relative to Free Space"

1660 PRINT " Freq Dielectric Magnetic Dielectric
i c "
1670 PRINT " MHz Real Loss Real Loss Real Loss

Loss"
1680 PRINT " Tangent Tangent Tangent
T angent"
1690 FOR F*1 TO 500

Rsl1a=Rs(F,1,1)
Islla=Is<F,1,1)
Rs21a=Rs(F,2,1)
Is21a=Is(F,2,1>
CALL Di e l_calc(Rs11 a,Isl1 a,Rs21 a,Is21a,Rk,Ik,Rmu,Imu,F, Samplen) 
PRINT USING "#,3DZ.D,4<3DZ.3D),4XH;Freq<F),Rk,-Ik/Rk,Rmu,Imu/Rmu 
Die!<F,1)«Rk 
TandCF,1>»-Ik/Rk 
RmuCF,1)*Rmu 
TanmCF,1)“ Imu/Rmu 
Rs22a*Rs<F,2,2)
Is22a=IsCF,2,2)
Rsl2a=Rs(F,1,2)
Is12a=Is <F,1,2)
CALL Di el_calc(Rs22a,Is22a,Rsl2a,Isl2a,Rk,Ik,Rmu,Imu,F ,Sampl en) 
PRINT USING "5<3DZ.3D>";Rk,-Ik/Rk,Rmu,Imu/Rmu 
Diel<F,2>«Rk 
Tand(F,2)»-Ik/Rk 
RmuCF,2)=Rmu 
Tanm(F,2>e Imu/Rmu 

NEXT F 
PRINT

1700 
1710 
1720 
1730 
1740 
1750 
1760 
1770 
1780 
1790 
1800 
1810 
1820 
1830 
1840 
1850 
1860 
1870 
1880 
1890 
1900 
1910 
1920 !
1930 P 1ot: PR INTER IS 16 
1940 ON ERROR GOSUB Err 
1950 DISP "Scaling"

1 2---
Magnet

Real
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I960 FOR N» 1 TO 2 
1970 FOR M * 1 TO 2
1980 MAT SEARCH Rs<*,M,N),MIN;RsmnCM,N)
1990 MAT SEARCH Rs<*,M,N ) ,MAX;Rsmx<M,N)
2000 MAT SEARCH Is<*,M,N),MIN;IsmnCM,N)
2010 MAT SEARCH Is<*,M,N) ,MAX;IsmxCM,N)
2020 NEXT M
2030 MAT SEARCH D ie1<*,N >,M IN;Die1mn<N>
2040 MAT SEARCH D ie1<*,N >,MAX;D ie1mx<N>
2050 MAT SEARCH Tand<*,N),MIN;Tandmn(N)
2060 MAT SEARCH TandC*,N) ,MAX;TandmxCN)
2070 NEXT N
2080 PLOTTER IS 13,"GRAPHICS"
2090 GRAPHICS 
2100 EXIT ALPHA
2110 Sum=SUM(Diel>/<ROW<Diel)*COL(Diel))
2120 Dmn=INT <Sum)-l 
2130 Dmx«INT(Sum)+2
2140 Fmn*1 !PROUND(LGT(FreqC1)>,-!)-.1
2150 Fmx=PROUND(LGT(FreqC500)),-!>+.1
2160 Kp 1ot: LOCATE 10,110,50,90
2170 SCALE Fmn,Fmx,Dmn,Dmx
2180 LINE TYPE 1
2190 PEN 1
2200 FRAME
2210 AXES 1,1E6,6,Dmn
2220 AXES 1E6,1,Fmn,0
2230 LINE TYPE 10
2240 PEN 2
2250 FOR F*1 TO 500
2260 MOVE LGTCFreqCF)),DielCF,1>
2270 DRAW LGTCFreqCF)),DielCF,2> ! Rel Diel permittivity
2280 DRAW LGTCFreqCF)),DielCF,1)
2290 NEXT F
2300 LINE TYPE 1
2310 CALL InvertCDie1C*),TandC#),FreqC*), Fmn, Fmx)
2320 LOCATE 10,110,10,50
2330 SCALE Fmn,Fmx,-3,0 
2340 PEN 1 
2350 FRAME
2360 AXES 1E 6 ,1,Fmx,0 
2370 AXES 1,1E6,6,-3 
2380 PEN 3 
2390 LINE TYPE 10 
2400 FOR F * 1 TO 500
2410 MOVE LGTCFreqCF)),LGTCABSCTandCF ,1>>>
2420 DRAW LGTCFreqCF)),LGTCABSCTandCF,2))) ! Loss Tangent
2430 DRAW LGTCFreqCF>>,LGTCABSCTandCF,1>>>
2440 NEXT F 
2450 LINE TYPE 1
2460 LOCATE 0,10,50,90 ! Left vert scale 
7476 SCALE 0.10,Dmn,Dmx
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2480 PEN 2
2490 CALL Label < 10, Dmn, 8, 0, VALS<Dmn)8,"-" >
2500 CALL Label(10,Dmx,8,0,VAL*(Dmx>&"-")
2510 CALL Label<1,(Dmn+Dmx)/2,5,90,"Relat ive"&CHR*(13)&CHR*(10)&"Di electric"&CH 
R$(13)8.CHR$(10>t" Permittivity")
2520 LOCATE 110,120,10,50 ! Right vert scale 
2530 SCALE 0,10,-3,0 
2540 PEN 3
2550 FOR 1— 3 TO 0 STEP 1
2560 CALL Label<0,1,2,0,"-"tVALSCI>>
2570 NEXT I
2580 CALL Label(7.5,-1.5,5,-90,"LOG Loss Tangent")
2590 LOCATE 10,110,0,10 ! Lower horz scale 
2600 SCALE Fmn,Fmx,0,10 
2610 PEN 1
2620 CALL Label<0,7.5,5,0,"1")
2630 CALL Label<1,7.5,5,0,"10")
2640 CALL Label(2,7.5,5,0,"100")
2650 CALL Label(3,7.5,5,0,"1000")
2660 CALL Labe 1((Fmn+Fmx)/2,2.5,5,0,"LOG Frequency/MHz")
2670 LOCATE 10,110,90,100 ! Upper horz scale
2680 SCALE 0,10,0,10
2690 CALL Label<5,5,5,0,Name»)
2700 BEEP 
2710 T$="Y"
2720 EDIT "Hardcopy? <Y/N)",TS
2730 IF T$ = "M " THEN CALL Model<Freq<*),Fmn,Fmx,Dmn,Dmx)
2740 IF T*="M" THEN 2700
2750 IF TS<>"Y" THEN 2800
2760 SERIAL
2770 DUMP GRAPHICS
2780 OUTPUT 0
2790 OUTPUT 0
2800 OVERLAP
2810 PLOTTER IS 13,"GRAPHICS"
2820 DISP 
2830 GRAPHICS 
2840 EXIT ALPHA 
2850 Lo«45
2860 Lm»10
2870 Lz-10
2880 Ll-Lm 
2890 L2=Lo+RATIO*Lo 
2900 Rat i ©«RATIO 
2910 L3-Lm 
2920 L4«Lo+Lo 
2930 PEN 4
2940 LOCATE L1,L2,L3,L4 
2950 SCALE 0,1,0,1 
2960 MOVE .5,.48 
2970 LORG 5
2980 LABEL USING "K";Smplfi1e*
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2990 FOR N-l TO 2
3000 FOR M=l TO 2
3010 Ll»L«n + RATI0*Lo*<M*2>
3020 L2=Lo+RATI0#Lo*<M*2>
3030 L3*Lm*Lo*(N«l)
3040 L4 = Lo + Lo*<N»l )
3050 LOCATE LI,L2,L3,L4
3060 SCALE 1,500,RsmnCM,N),Rsmx<M,N)
3070 PEN 1
3080 FRAME
3090 PEN 2
3100 MOVE 1,Rs<1,M,N>
3110 FOR F * 1 TO 500
3120 DRAW F,Rs<F,M,N> ! Real Smn
3130 NEXT F
3140 SCALE 1,500,IsmnCM,N),IsmxCM.N)
3150 PEN 3
3160 MOVE 1,Is(1,M,N)
3170 FOR F«1 TO 500
3180 DRAW F,Is(F,M,N) ! Imag Smn
3190 NEXT F
3200 IF M«N THEN Label
3210 SCALE l,500,Dielmn<M),Dielmx<M)
3220 PEN 4
3230 MOVE l.Diel<1,M>
3240 FOR F * 1 TO 500
3250 DRAW F,D i e 1< F ,M ) ! Dielectric Constant
3260 NEXT F
3270 SCALE 1,500,-4,0
3280 PEN 5
3290 MOVE 1,LGTC.01+ABS<Tand<1,M)>)
3300 FOR F«1 TO 500
3310 IF ABSCTandCF,M))>0 THEN DRAW F,LGTCABSCTandCF,M)>) ! Loss Tangent
3320 NEXT F
3330 Label :DEF FNRCX )=DR0UNDCPROUNDCX,-3>,3)
3340 LOCATE L1,L2,L3-Lz/2,L3
3350 SCALE FreqC1),FreqC500),0,10
3360 PEN 1
3370 LORG 5
3380 CALL LabelCFreqC1>,5,5,0,VALSCFNRCFreqC1)>>)
3390 CALL LabelCFreqC500>,5,5,0,VAL$CFNRCFreqC500)>>>
3400 CALL LabelC10,10,5,0,Mj">
3410 CALL LabelC100,10,5,0,"|
3420 CALL LabelC1000,10,5,0,“ |
3430 CALL LabelCCFreqC1)*FreqC500)>/2,2,5,0,"Freq/MHz")
3440 LOCATE LI-Lz,L 1,L 3 ,L4
3450 SCALE 0,10,RsmnCM,N),RsmxCM,N)
3460 PEN 2
3470 CALL LabelC10,RsmnCM,N),8,0,VALSCFNRCRsmnCM,N>>)t" ">
3480 CALL Label(10,RsmxCM,N>,8,0,VAL$(FNR(RsmxCM,N)>>&" ")
3490 SCALE 0,10,0,10
3500 OUTPUT ES USING "#,K,D,D";"Real S",M,N
3510 CALL Label Cl.5.5.90,ES)
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3520 
3530 
3540 
3550 
3560 
3570 
3580 
3590 
3600 
3610 
3620 
3630 
3640 
3650 
3660 
3670 
3680 
3690 
3700 
3710 
3720 
3730 
3740 
3750 
3760 
3770 NEXT N 
3780 T*="N"
3790 EDIT "Hardcopy? CY/N)",TS
3800 IF UPC*(T$)< >"Y" THEN Endplot
3810 SERIAL
3820 DUMP GRAPHICS
3830 OUTPUT 0
3840 OUTPUT 0
3850 OVERLAP
3860 !
3870 Endplot:T$«"N"
3880 EDIT "Store data?",TS 
3890 IF TS< >"Y" THEN Choose 
3900 ON ERROR GOTO Createf
3910 DISP "Storing "{Name*Cl,40];" in "jSmplfile*
3920 GOTO Assignf
3930 Createf: OFF ERROR
3940 CREATE SmplfileS,INTC<160+8*ROW<Freq>*18>/256>+4 
3950 Assi gnf:ASSIGN #1 TO Smplfile*
3960 PRINT #1 ; Name*,Samplen,Freq<*>,Diel(*),Tand(*>,Rmu<*>,TanmC*),Cal fi 1 eS, Rs< 
*>,Is(*>
3970 ASSIGN #1 TO *
3980 GOTO Choose
3990 I

LOCATE L2,L2+Lz,L3,L4
SCALE 0,10,IsmnCM,N),Ismx<M,N>
PEN 3
CALL LabelC0,IsmnCM,N),2,0," "&VALSCFNRCIsmnCM,N) )> ) 
CALL Label C0, IsmxCM.N),2,0, " "8,VAL*CFNRC IsmxCM, N) ) ) > 
SCALE 0,10,0,10
OUTPUT E* USING "#,K,D,D";"Imag S",M,N 
CALL LabelC4,5,5,-90,E*>
IF M«N THEN 3760 
LOCATE Ll-Lz,LI,L3,L4 
SCALE 0,10,-4,0 
PEN 5
FOR 1— 3 TO -1 STEP 1

CALL LabelC10,1,8,0,VAL*Cl 
NEXT I
SCALE 0,10,0,10
CALL Label(3,5,5,90,"LOG Loss Tan")
LOCATE L2,L2+Lz,L3,L4 
SCALE 0,10,0,10 
PEN 4
CALL Label(10,1,8,0,VAL*(FNR(Dielmn(M)))&" ")
CALL Label(10,9,8,0,VAL*(FNR(Di elmx(M)))&" ")
SCALE 0,10,0,10
CALL Label(8,5,5,-90,"Diel Perm")

NEXT M
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4000 Get dat: CAT
4010 EDIT "Sample filename ?",Smplfile*
4020 DISP “Getting "(Smplfile*
4030 ON ERROR GOTO Exitg 
4040 ASSIGN #1 TO Smplfile*
4050 READ #l;Name*,Samplen,Freq(*),Diel<*),Tand(*),Rmu<*),TanmC*),Calfi1 e*, Rs C * 
>,Is(*>
4060 ASSIGN #1 TO *
4070 Exitg:OFF ERROR 
4080 GOTO Plot 
4090 !
4100 Err: PRINT ERRM*
4110 RETURN
4120 End : PR INTER IS 16
4130 PRINT PAGE
4140 LOCAL 7
4150 END
4160 !
4170 Read:SUB ReadCT*,MagC*),PhaseC*),Port,Di r) ! Read data from 8505
4160 OPTION BASE 1
4190 COM FreqC*),Startfreq
4200 DIM P*1803
4210 Reread : OVERLAP
4220 Processor«716
4230 Source=719
4240 Suite h*720
4250 Normali zer*714
4260 INTEGER PIotm(500,3),PIotp(500,3)
4270 DIM Dbdi vC8>,Degdi vC8),DumC1024)
4280 DEC
4290 EXIT GRAPHICS
4300 ALPHA
4310 BEEP
4320 PRINTER IS 16
4330 PRINT PAGE
4340 DISP "Connect ";T * ;" to Port "; Port ;", press CONT"
4350 IF CT*="LOAD") OR CT*="OPEN") OR CT*="SHORT"> THEN PAUSE
4360 IF T*="THROUGH (Empty Sample Holder)" THEN PAUSE
4370 IF CT**"SAMPLE") AND (Port = l> AND (Di r = l> THEN PAUSE
4380 REMOTE 7
4390 REMOTE Processor
4400 REMOTE Normali zer
4410 REMOTE Switch
4420 REMOTE Source
4430 OUTPUT Switch USING "#,K";Dir
4440 CLEAR Normali zer
4450 CLEAR Source
4460 CLEAR Processor
4470 SOUTPUT Source;"M2O6V99W1S3T1FC0R3I1FA0FB1300FC6E"
4480 DISP "Measuring "&T*&" S "tVAL*(Port )8.VAL*(D i r >
4490 PLOTTER IS 13,“GRAPHICS"
4500 RESTORE Db
4510 DblDATA 20,10,5,2,1,.5,.2,.1
4520 MAT READ Dbdiv
4530 DATA 180,90,45,20,10,5,2,1
4540 MAT READ Degdiv
4550 Sc 1*1
4560 Sc 2*3
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4570 Offsetl*Offset2=Count*Length=Lt*0
4580 Length*-90 ! Standard cables
4590 SOUTPUT Processor;"C0B1C 1D 1 EC 1M2S1 EC 1R0EC100EC2D1EC2M3S3EC2R0EC2O0E
4600 SOUTPUT Processor USING 5720;Length
4610 SOUTPUT Processor;"Cl I";Port + 3;"EC2I " ;Port+3;"EC3I"; Port ;"E"
4620 PRINT "Count Offset 1 Offset2 Len Out Ave Sc 1 Sc2"
4630 MAT PIotm=(-l>
4640 FOR F * 1 TO 500
4650 PIotmCF,1)=F
4660 NEXT F
4670 PIotmC1,3)*-2
4680 PIotm(500,3)=8
4690 MAT PIotp*Plotm
4700 Out *5
4710 GOTO Data
4720 Dat *2 : Out *3
4730 Data: DISP "Averaging Phase "&T*&" S " 8.VAL* < Port ) &VAL* ( D i r ) 8, " DO NOT TOU 
CH KEYBOARD "
4740 Phasesc ale*0
4750 Count«Count+1
4760 SOUTPUT Source;"S"; Out ;"E"
4770 Average:Averages = 2 + 6*<Out< >5>
4780 PRINT USING "2D,X,2<5D2.2D),5C4D)"; Count,Offset 1,Offset2,Length,Out,Aver
ages,Sc 1,Sc2
4790 LINE TYPE 1
4800 LOCATE 0,100*RAT10*500/560,0,100
4810 GCLEAR
4820 SCALE 0,10,0,10
4830 PEN 7
4840 GRID 1,1,0,0
4850 Ao*I NT(LGT(Averages)/LGT(2) + .6)
4860 IF Count*! THEN GOSUB Getmag
4870 MAT Phase*<0)
4880 SOUTPUT Normali zer;"S2ERF";Ao;“C l I2A2C2I2A2ABTS"; I N T (2*Averages*.6);",MS

4890 DISP "Getting Data "&T*&" S"&VAL*(Port)&VAL*(Di r),Offset 1 ; Offset 2;Length
4900 ON ERROR GOTO 4930
4910 SOUTPUT Normalizer;"P4"
4920 SENTER Normalizer; Phase(*)
4930 OFF ERROR
4940 FOR 1=1 TO 500
4950 Plotp(I,2)*(Phase(I)+256)*459/512
4960 NEXT I
4970 MAT SEARCH PhaseC*),MIN;Inmn
4980 MAT SEARCH PhaseC*),MAX;Inmx
4990 Phasescale*(Inmn<-255)+(Inmx>255)
5000 IF Sc2<8 THEN Phasescale=Phasescale + (ABS(Inmx-Inmn)<200)
5010 GRAPHICS
5020 PEN 3
5030 MAT APLOT Plotp
5040 DISP
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5050 MAT Phase*<Degdiv<Sc2>/50)*Phase
5060 MAT Phase*C0ffset2>+Phase
5070 MAT SEARCH PhaseC*),MIN;Phasen
5080 MAT SEARCH PhaseC*),MAX;Phasex
5090 IF Phasesc ale THEN Phasescale
5100 Phaseoff set *0
5110 P h a s e d  > = Phase(l) + Phaseoffset+Length$Freq(1)/2.997925E4*360
5120 FOR F-l TO 499
5130 Lencor*Length*Freq(F+l)/2.997925E4*360
5140 Pd=PhaseCF+l)-PhaseCF)+Phaseoffset+Lencor
5150 IF ABSCPd)>100 THEN Phaseoffset«Phaseoffset-SONCPd)*360
5160 Phase(F+l)«Phase(F+l)+Phaseoffset+Lencor
5170 NEXT F
5180 01dlength*Length
5190 IF (Count >3) AND (Count<6> AND <Sc2<7) AND (PortODir) THEN GOSUB Length
5200 Test : IF OldlengthOLength THEN Data
5210 GOSUB Getmag
5220 IF Count<7 THEN Data
5230 IF Out*5 THEN Data2
5240 EXIT ALPHA
5250 PEN 2
5260 MAT APLOT PIotm
5270 LINE TYPE 1
5280 PEN 1
5290 LORG 2
5300 MOVE .1,9.5
5310 LABEL USING "K,X,K,X,K,X,K" ;T S V  S "&VAL*(Port >&VAL*(Dir),Offset 1,Offset
2,Length
5320 PEN 3
5330 LDIR 90
5340 MOVE 0,.1
5350 LABEL USING "3D2.D"; St artfreq
5360 FOR 1*1 TO 10
5370 MOVE I,.1
5380 LABEL USING "3DZ.D";FreqC1*50)
5390 NEXT I
5400 LDIR 0
5410 LOCATE 100*RAT10*500/560,RAT 10*123,0,100
5420 GCLEAR
5430 PEN 7
5440 FRAME
5450 SCALE 0,10,0,10
5460 LORG 2
5470 FOR 1*1 TO 9
5480 MOVE 0,1-.15
5490 PEN 2
5500 LABEL USING "3DZ.D"; Offset1+DbdivCSc1)*C1-5)
5510 MOVE 0 , I+.15
5520 PEN 3
5530 LABEL USING "3DZ.D"; Offset2+DegdivCSc2)*C1-5)
5540 NEXT I
5550 DISP "Converting from dB-Mag/phase to Real/Imag"
5560 MAT Mag-Cl/20)*Mag
5570 FOR F * 1 TO 500
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5580 M*I0"'Mag(F)
5590 P*Phase <F)
5600 CALL P_rCM,P,Mag<F>,PhaseCF>>
5610 NEXT F
5620 DISP
5630 SUBEXIT
5640 Phasescale:GOSUB Phaset
5650 GOTO Data
5660 Length: ! SETS ELECTRICAL LENGTH OF 8505 PROCESSOR
5670 DIM Length(500>
5680 MAT Length«Phase*C2.97925E4/360)
5690 MAT Length=Length/Freq
5700 CALL HistCLengthC*),Length)
5710 Force: SOUTPUT Processor USING 5720;Length 
5720 IM/1GE "C3M3R" ,4D, "E"
5730 Phaset:0ffset2*<Phasen*Phasex)/2 
5740 S2=ABSCPhasex-Phasen>/10
5750 Sc2*l+(S2<90)+(S2<45)+(S2<20)+(S2<10)+(S2<5)+(S2<2)+(S2<1)
5760 Offset2=PROUNDCOffset2,0-CSc2>4.5)>
5770 IMAGE “C 1S ",D ,"E“,"C2S",D,"E"
5780 SOUTPUT Processor USING 5770;Sc 1,Sc2 ! Change scale
5790 IMAGE "C1R",5D,"E","C2R",5D,"E"
5800 SOUTPUT Processor USING 5790;Offset 1*100,Offset2*10 ! Change REF offset
5810 RETURN
5820 Get mag:Magscale«0
5838 MAT Mag*<0)
5840 ON ERROR GOTO 5870
5850 SOUTPUT Normalizer;"PS"
5860 SENTER Normalizer; Mag(*>
5870 OFF ERROR
5880 FOR 1*1 TO 500
5890 Plotm<I,2)*<Mag<I)+256)*459/512
5900 NEXT I
5910 MAT SEARCH Mag<*),MIN;Inmn
5920 MAT SEARCH MagC*),MAX;Inmx
5930 Magscale*(Inmn<-255)+(Inmx>255>
5940 IF Sc K B  THEN Magscale=Magscale + (ABS< Inmx-Inmn)<200>
5950 MAT Mag=<Dbdiv(Scl)/50)*Mag
5960 MAT Mag*<Offset1)+Mag
5970 IF NOT Magscale THEN RETURN
5980 Magsc ale : MAT SEARCH MagC*),MIN;Magn 
5990 MAT SEARCH MagC*),MAX;Magx
6000 Off setl = (Magn+Magx>/2
6010 Sl-ABS(Magx-Magn>/10
6020 Scl*l+(S1<10)+(S1<5>+(S1<2)+(S1<1>+(S1<.5)+<S1<.2)+(S1<.1)
6030 Offset1=PR0UND(Offset 1,-1-CSc1>4.5))
6040 SOUTPUT Processor USING 5770;Sc 1,Sc2 ! Change scale
6050 SOUTPUT Processor USING 5790;Offset 1*100,Offset2*10 ! Change REF offset
6060 DISP "Averaging Mag "&T$&" S"8,VAL«(Port >tVALS(Di r)8<" DO NOT TOUCH K
EYBOARD "
6070 SOUTPUT Normalizer;"S2ERF";Ao;"ClI2A2C2I2A2ABTS";INTC2*Averages+.6);",MS

6080 GOTO Getmag 
6090 SUBEND 
6100 I
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6110 Di el_c*lc: SUB Diel c*1c(Rs11 a,Is11 a,Rs21a,Is21 a,Rk,Ik,Rmu,I mu,F ,Samp 1 e n ) 
6120 OPTION BASE 1 “
6130 COM Freq(*>,Startfreq
6140 CALL R_p(Rs12a,Isl2a,Mag,Phase)
6150 Phasec or*-Samp 1en*Freq(F)*lE6/2.997925E10*360
6160 Phase=Phase+Phasecor
6170 CALL P_r(Mag,Phase,Rs12a,Isl2a)
6180 CALL R_p(Rs21a,Is21a,Mag, Phase)
6190" Phase=Phase+Phasecor
6200 CALL P_r(Mag,Phase,Rs2la,Is21a>
6210 Vl_v2:Rvl*Rs21a+Rslla 
6220 Ivl*Is21a+Islla
6230 Rv2*Rs21a-Rslla
6240 Iv2*Is21a-Islla
6250 X: Rden*Rvl-Rv2
6260 Iden*Ivl-Iv2
6270 CALL CmultCRvl,Ivl,Rv2,Iv2,Rvlv2,Ivlv2)
6280 CALL Cdiv(l-Rvlv2,-Ivlv2,Rden,Iden,Rx,Ix)
6290 Cam:CALL Cmult <Rx,Ix,Rx,Ix.Rxsq,Ixsq)
6300 CALL Csqroot(Rxsq-1,Ixsq,Rl, 11 )
6310 Rgam1*Rx+Rl
6320 Rgam2=Rx-Rl
6330 Igaml«Ix+I1
6340 Igam2*Ix-Il
6350 IF ABSCRgaml)<*1 THEN 6390
6360 Rgam=Rgam2
6370 Igam*Igam2
6380 GOTO 6410
6390 Rgam=Rgaml
6400 Igam«Igaml
6410 Rnum=Rvl-Rgam
6420 Inum*Ivl-Igam
6430 CALL Cmult(Rvl,Ivl,Rgam,I gam,Rl,11>
6440 R 1 * 1-R1
6450 11 —  11
6460 CALL Cdiv(Rnum,Inum,Rl,11,Rz,Iz)
6470 W=2*PI*Freq(F)*lE6 ! Rad/s
6480 C*2.997925E10 ! C IN cm/s
6490 Cwd*C/(W*Samp1en>
6500 C2: CALL Cdiv<1,0,Rz,Iz,Rl,11>
6510 CALL ClogCRl,Il,Rln,Iln)
6520 CALL Cmult(Cwd,0,Rln,Iln.Rq,Iq)
6530 CALL CmultCRq,Iq,Rq,Iq,Rc2,Ic2)
6540 CALL Cmult(-l,0,Rc2,Ic2,Rc2,Ic2)
6550 Cl :Rl*l+Rgam 
6560 Il*Igam
6570 CALL CmultCRl,I1,R1,Il.Rnum,Inum)
6580 R3*l-Rgam
6590 13— Igam
6600 CALL Cmu1t(R3,13,R3,13,Rden,I den)
6610 CALL CdivCRnum,Inum,Rden,Iden,Rc1,Ic1>
6620 K: CALL Cdiv(Rc2,Ic2,Rcl,Icl.Rq,Iq)
6630 CALL Csqroot(Rq,Iq,Rk,Ik >
6640 Mu:CALL Cmult(Rc2, Ic2,R c 1,Ic1,R, I>
6650 CALL Csqroot(R,I,Rmu,Imu)
6660 SUBEND
6670 I
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6680 SUB P_r<M*g,Phase,X,Y> ! POLAR TO RECTANGULAR 
6690 DEC
6700 X=Mag*COS(Phase)
6710 Y*Mag*SIN<Phase)
6720 SUBEND
6730 SUB Cmult<A,B,C,D,X,Y>
6740 X=A*C-B*D
6750 Y«A*D+B*C
6760 SUBEND
6770 SUB Cdiv(A,B,C,D,X,Y)
6780 Q«C*C+D*D
6790 IF 0=0 THEN Q=lE-8
680Q X=(A*C+B*D)/Q
6810 Y=(B*C-A*D)/Q
6820 SUBEND
6830 SUB Csqroot <A,B,X,Y)
6840 DEC
6850 S*SQR<A'n2+Ba 2)
6860 Theta=SGN<B)*90
6870 IF A< >0 THEN Theta=ATN<B/A) +180*<A<0)
6880 X=SQR(S)*C0S(Theta/2)
6890 Y=SQR(S)*SIN(Theta/2)
6900 SUBEND
6910 SUB Clog(A,B,X,Y)
6920 RAD
6930 X=L0G<SQR<A~2+BA2> >
6940 Y=SGN(B)*PI/2
6950 IF A< >0 THEN Y = ATN(B/A)+SGN(B)*PI*(A<0)
6960 DEC
6970 SUBEND
6980 SUB R_p(X,Y,Mag,Phase)
6990 DEC
7000 Mag=SQR(XA2+YA2)
7010 Phase=SGN<Y)*90
7020 IF X< >0 THEN Phase=ATN(Y/X)+SGN(Y)*180*(X<0)
7030 SUBEND
7040 !
7050 Sp_ca1c: SUB Sp_calc(Rslla,Islla,Rs22a,Is22a,Rs21a,Is2la,Rsl2a,Is 12a,F)
7060 OPTION BASE 1
7070 COM Freq(*),Startfreq,Cap,Zo
7080 COM Rsll1d(*),Isllld(*),Rsllop(*),Isllop(*)
7090 COM Rsllsh(*),Is11sh(*),Rs221d (*),Is221d (*),Rs22op(*),Is22op(*>
7100 COM Rs22sh(*),Is22sh(*),Rs 12thru(*),Isl2thru(*),Rs21thru(*),Is21thru(*)
7110 COM Rsllm(«),Isllm(*),Rsl2m(*>,Isl2m(*),Rs21m(*>,Is21m(*),Rs22m(*),Is22m
<*)
7120 DEC
7130 S 11i:R s 11i =Rs111d 
7140 Islli«Isll1d
7150 S22i:B=2*ATN(PI*Freq(F)*Cap*Zo/5E5)
7160 Rejb=COS(B)
7170 Iejb=SIN(B>
7180 Rl=Rsllop-Rsll1d
7190 Il = Isllop-Isl1 Id
7200 CALL CmulKRejb, le jb, Rl , 11, R2, 12)
7210 R3=Rsll1d-Rsllsh
7220 I3=Isl11d-IslIsh
7230 Rnum=R2-R3
7240 Inum=I2-I3
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7250 Rden«Rsllop-Rsllsh
7260 Iden*Isllop-Isll$h
7270 CALL Cdi v<Rnum,Inum,Rden,I den,Rs22i,Is22i)
7280 S 12 i s21i:Rl=Rsllop-Rsllid
7290 Il«Isllop-Isl11d
7300 CALL Cmult <1+Rejb,lejb,Rl,11,R2,12)
7310 R3=Rsllsh-Rsllld
7320 13*Is1lsh-Is 111d
7330 CALL Cmult CR2,12,R3,13,Rnum,Inum)
7340 Rden=Rsllsh-Rsllop
7350 Iden»IslIsh-Isllop
7360 CALL Cdi v<Rnum,Inum,Rden,I den,Rsl2i $21i,Isl2i s21i)
7370 Sllo:Rsllo-Rs221d
7380 Isl1o*Is221d
7390 S22o:Rl=Rs22op-Rs221d
7400 Il*Is22op-Is221d
7410 CALL CmulKRejb, le jb, R l , 11, R2, 12)
7420 R3«Rs221d-Rs22sh
7430 13*Is221d-Is22sh
7440 Rnum*R2-R3
7450 Inum*I2-I3
7460 Rden*Rs22op-Rs22sh
7470 Iden*Is22op-Is22sh
7480 CALL Cdi vCRnum,Inum,Rden,Iden,Rs22o,Is22o>
7490 S12os21o:Rl=Rs22op-Rs221d
7500 Il«Is22op-Is221d
7510 CALL CmulK 1+Rejb,lejb,Rl,11,R2,12)
7520 R3=Rs22sh-Rs221d
7530 I3=Is22sh-Is221d
7540 CALL Cmult(R2,12,R3,13,Rnum,Inum)
7550 Rden=Rs22sh-Rs22op
7560 Iden«Is22sh-Is22op
7570 CALL Cdi vCRnum,Inum,Rden,Iden,Rsl2os21o,Isl2os21o)
7580 S21i sl2o:CALL Cmult(Rs22i,Is22i,Rs22o,Is22o,Rl ,11)
7590 CALL Cmult <1-R1,-11,Rs21thru,Is21thru,Rs21isl2o,Is21isl2o)
7600 S 12i s21o : CALL Cmult <Rs22i,Is22i,Rs22o,Is22o,Rl , I D
7610 CALL CmulKl-Rl,-Il,Rsl2thru, I s 12t hru, Rs 12 i s21 o , Isl2i s21o>
7620 D: Rl=Rsllm-Rsl1i
7630 Il«Isllm-Isl 1 i
7640 CALL CdivCRl, Il,Rsl2is21i,Isl2is21i,R2,12)
7650 CALL Cmult (Rs22i,Is22i,R 2 ,12,R3,13)
7660 R4*Rs22m-Rsllo
7670 I4*Is22m-Isllo
7680 CALL Cdi vCR4,14,Rsl2os21o,Isl2os21o,R5,15)
7690 CALL Cmult(Rs22o,Is22o,R5,I5,R6,16)
7700 CALL Cmult (1+R3,13,1+R6,16,Rnum1,Inuml>
7710 CALL Cmult <Rs21m,Is21m,Rsl2m,Isl2m,Rl,11)
7720 CALL Cmult (Rs21isl2o,Is21isl2o,Rsl2is21o,Isl2is21o,Rd,Id)
7730 CALL CdivCRl,Il,Rd,Id,R2,12)
7740 CALL Cmult(Rs22i,Is22i,Rs22o,Is22o,R3,13)
7750 CALL Cmult <R2,12,R3,I3,Rnum2,Inum2>
7760 Rd*Rnuml-Rnum2
7770 Id*Inuml-Inum2
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7760 SI2a:CALL Cdi v<Rsl2m,Isl2m,Rsl2i s21o,Isl2i s21o,Rnum,Inum> 
7790 CALL Cdiv<Rnum,Inum,Rd,Id,Rsl2a,Isl2a)
7800 S21 a:CALL Cdiv<Rs21m,Is21m,Rs21isl2o,Is21is12o ,Rnum,Inum) 
7810 CALL Cdiu(Rnum,Inum,Rd,Id,Rs21a,Is21a)
7820 Slla:Rl=Rs22m-Rsllo 
7830 Il=Is22m-Isllo
7840 CALL Cmult(Rs22o,Is22o,Rl,I1,R2,12)
7850 CALL Cdiv<R2,12,R s 12os21o,Isl2os21o,R3,13)
7860 R4=Rsllm-Rsl1i
7870 I4=Isllm-Isl1i
7880 CALL Cdiv<R4,I4,Rsl2is21i,Isl2is21i,R5,15)
7890 CALL Cmult<l+R3,13,R5,15,Rnuml,Inuml)
7900 CALL Cdiv<Rsl2m,Isl2m,Rsl2is21o,Isl2is21o,Rl,Il>
7910 CALL Cmult<Rs22o,Is22o,Rs21m,Is21m,R2,12)
7920 CALL Cdiv<R2,12,Rs21isl2o,Is21isl2o,R3,13)
7930 CALL Cmult<R1,I1,R3,I3,Rnum2,Inum2)
7940 Rnum=Rnuml-Rnum2
7950 Inum*Inuml-Inum2
7960 CALL Cdiu(Rnum,Inum,Rd,Id,Rslla,Islla)
7970 S22a:Rl=Rsllm-Rslli 
7980 Il*Isllm-Isl1i
7990 CALL CmultCRl,11,Rs22i,Is22i,R2,12)
8000 CALL Cdiv<R2,I2,Rsl2is21i,Isl2is21i,R3,13)
8010 R4=Rs22m-Rsllo
8020 I4 = Is22m-Isl lo
8030 CALL Cdiv<R4,14,Rsl2os21o,Isl2os21o,R5,15)
8040 CALL CmultCRS,15,1+R3,13,Rnuml,Inuml)
8050 CALL Cdiv<Rsl2m,Isl2m,Rsl2is21o,Isl2is21o,Rl,ID
8060 CALL Cdiv<Rs21m,Is21m,Rs21isl2o,Is21isl2o,R2,12)
8070 CALL Cmult<Rs22i,Is22i,R2,12,R3,13)
6080 CALL CmultCRS,13,Rl,Il,Rnum2,Inum2>
8090 Rnum=Rnuml-Rnum2
8100 Inum*Inuml-Inum2
8110 CALL CdivCRnum,Inum.Rd,Id,Rs22a,Is22a>
8120 SUBEND
8130 !
8140 SUB HistCLengthC*),Mode)
8150 INTEGER HC-199:199)
8160 MAT H«<0)
8170 FOR 1*1 TO 500
8180 J*INTCLengthCI)+.5)
8190 IF C J >-200 > AND CJC200) THEN HCJ)*HCJ> + 1
8200 NEXT I
8210 MAT SEARCH HC*),MAX;Hm
8220 MAT SEARCH HC*>,LOCC=Hm>; Mode
8230 DISP "Modal Length « "(Mode;" cm"
8240 SUBEXIT
8250 PLOTTER IS 13,"GRAPHICS"
8260 LINE TYPE 1
8270 SCALE -199,199,0,Hm
8280 MOVE Mode.Hm/2
8290 PEN 3
8300 LORG 5
8310 LABEL USING "K";Mode
8320 PEN 7
8330 FRAME
8340 Range*20
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6350 CLIP Mode-Range,Mode*Range, 0, Hm
8360 PEN 4
8370 FRAME
8380 UNCLIP
8390 PEN 2
8400 FOR 1 —  199 TO 199
8410 IF H (I)*0 THEN 8450
8420 CLIP I-.5,I+.5,0,H(I)
8430 FRAME
8440 UNCLIP
8450 NEXT I
8460 WAIT 3000
8470 SUBEND 
8480 !
8490 SUB Label<X,Y,Long,Ldir,M * >
8500 DEC
8510 LORG Long
8520 LDIR Ldir
8530 MOVE X,Y
8540 LABEL USING "KM;MS
8550 SUBEND
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DESCRIPTION AND LOADING OF SAMPLE HOLDER

REFERENCE COAXIAL AIR LINES
50 OHMS

AIR UNES —  REFERENCE
fOO-lZS Ulfrepieclte ImpwJonte llanrforrf —  5 cm 

Ulfropretlm Standard —  *  cm
Ultropreclse tinpecforwe Standard —  7.5 cm 
Vltfopratlce Impédance Standard —  10 cm

7 0 0 -1 1 6  
$00-1% 7M 
$00-1X10

15 cm) (3 cm)

Can**: Dt

S P E C I F I C A T I O N S
leakage Better thjn 1)0 dB below signal.
Capacitance: 2.000 ±  0.003 pF.
Time Delay: 100 ±  0 10 ps
In tertian le t :  Less than 0.003 VfoH t, dB.
Voltage: 3000 V peak.
Power: 20 kW  up to 1 M Hz; 20 k W /V Îm hÏ above 1 MHz
Dc Contact Petitionee (each end, mated with CP900I: Inner

ronduaor. <  0.5 milliohm , outer, <  0.07 milliohm. 
Dimentiene: Length 1 Vi in (32 m m ); max dia. I ’̂ c  in. 

( 27 mm ).
Electrical length: 2.998 ± 0  002 cm. between end surfaces. 
Net Weight: 2% OZ. (7 $ * ) .

Chat act eristic Impedance: 50 ±  0 0 )2 5  ohms, or ±  0.065'/r • 
VSWt: Less than 1.0005 +  0 0002 x foH».
VSW1 Repeatability: W ithin (0 .010  +  0.003 X foHs)% -

FROM ŒNRAD, 1968
USED WITH PERMISSION

DESCRIPTION
T he Type 900-LZ3 Reference Air Line is a section 
o f precision coaxial transmission line fitted w ith 
G R900 connector coupling hardware at each end. T he  
inner conductor, brass with a layer o f silver approx
imately 0.001 inch thick, is ground to a finished 
diameter o f 0.24425 inch, ±  50 microinches with 
variations less than 25 microinches. The outer con
ductor, also brass with a layer o f silver on the inside 
approximately 0 002 inch thick, has an 0.830-inch 
outer diameter; the inner diameter is finished to
0.5625 inch, + 1 0 0  microinches. Both conductors are 
stress relieved (to  minimize diameter changes due to 
machining) and straightened. Inner-conductor length 
is held to + 0 .0000 , —0.0006 inch o f the outer con
ductor T he projecting inner-conductor insert tips are 
fully retractile for direct contact with the center con
ductor o f the mating GR900 connector. Except for 
the coupling  hardware which threads directly on the 
outer conductor, there are no "connector" parts as 
such on these air lines, hence no discontinuities.

INSTALLATION
T o  install the Reference A ir Line in a GR900 test 

setup, proceed as follows:
0 . Thread the locking nut back off the gear ring 

o f the GR900 connector on the measuring instrument 
and slide the nut to the stop, to expose the threads.

b . Carefully insert the inner conductor o f the air 
line through the outer conductor, so that the critical 
surfaces don 't scratch one another.

t .  G rasp the line at the load end. W ith  the slit o f 
the m ounting tool placed over the insert tip, press 
the tool against the gear ring, with the tip  centered 
in the line.

d . Place the other end o f the line against the in
strument connector, so that the insert tip enters the 
center contact and the gear-ring teeth mesn.

e. Press the line against the instrument, w ith the 
opposing sets o f teeth engaged. Thread the air-line 
looting  nut on the gear ring of the instrum ent con
nector with the free hand.

f .  Switch hands at the load end o f  the line, but 
maintain pressure on the mounting tool.

g. Center the insert tip  in the center contact o f 
the load connector. Move the connectors together 
until they almost touch the mounting tool.

h . Orient the teeth o f the load connector to mesh 
with those of the line and remove the m ounting tool.

1. Complete the installation of the load connector, 
as above. Retain the m ounting tool.
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APPENDIX E CONTINUED

M ATING O F
TYPE 9 0 0 -BT CONNECTORS

Since only one locking nut may be used, one nut must 
be placed in the storage postion.
A.  To store the locking nut, slide it back until the 
threads engage. Then thread it back off the centering 
gear ring and slide it to the ridge at the rear of the 
coupling nut.
B. Move the locking nut o f the other connector back. 
Align the connectors axially and engage the teeth o f 
the centering gear rings in any convenient orientation.
C. Hold the connectors in the joined position, thread 
the active locking nut over the centering gear ring 
o f the mating connector, and hand tighten.

INSPECTION A ND  CLEANING
I f  satisfactory operation is not obtained, inspect the 
GR900 connector for nicks or protrusions (however 
m inor) on the butting surface of the outer conductor, 
and fo r damage to  the inner conductor.
The butt surfaces o f  the connector must be kept dean , 
both at the outer-conductor junction and at the inner- 
contact junction. W hen there is evidence o f  d irt 
packed on these surfaces, or poor make break repeat
ability, cleaning is necessary. Use o f the Type 900- 
TO C  Cleaning K it is recommended. Solvents to be 
used arc Freon TF , denatured alcohol, synthetic 
methanol, grain alcohol, or petroleum ether. Liquid 
cleaning is generally more effective than dry cleaning; 
abrasive cleaning can remove the protective plating 
and is not recommended. Removal of the contact may 
be necessary for adequate inner-conductor dcaning.

C A U T I O N
THE CONTACT SUIFACES OF THE INNE» AND OUTER 
CONDUCTORS MUST S t PROTECTED. AS NICKS OR 
DENTS CAN IMPAIR EiECTRICAl PERFORMANCE.

C*n>l«M, 1**1, Sr O e w i l  RWle €»■»—t .  Wew C w w « . Mmm.. U.S..
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APPENDIX E CONTINUED

C l o s e - u p  of G R - 9 0 0 — LZ3 sample h o l d e r .
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APPENDIX F 
K * AND LOG LOSS TANGENT DATA VS. FREQUENCY

FLINT SAND,3CM DRY, d«l.522,2/20/86

FREQ (MHz) K' FORWARD K' REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN 1
100 2.575 2.579 -.016 .001
200 2.678 2. 708 .014 .007
300 2.637 2.601 -.018 -.010
400 2.694 2.652 -.010 -.002
500 2.718 2.667 .007 .012
600 2.658 2.615 -.012 -.003
700 2.667 2.625 .001 .001
800 2.683 2.621 .026 .016
900 2.676 2.642 .031 .022

1000 2.668 2.622 .034 .018
1100 2.669 2.610 .020 .009

FLINT SAND, 3CM DRY, d*l.550),4/1/86

FREQ (MHz) K ' FORWARD K ' REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN 1
100 2.558 2.635 -.016 -.005
200 2.671 2.736 .020 -.009
300 2.637 2.628 -.023 -.021
400 2.707 2.711 -.006 -.017
500 2.720 2.710 .007 -.001
600 2.671 2.698 -.002 -.021
700 2.701 2.677 .008 -.025
800 2.706 2.682 .030 -.010
900 2.720 2.723 .035 -.010

1000 2.717 2.701 .043 -.019
1100 2.726 2.689 .031 -.031

WIND BLOWN SAND, WEBSTER NY,3 CM, DRY, d*l.417

FREQ (MHz) K' FORWARD K ' REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN 1
100 2.713 2.626 -.014 .013
200 2.805 2.830 .022 .007
300 2.793 2.723 -.012 -.000
400 2.863 2.817 .003 .010
500 2.877 2.832 .018 .023
600 2.823 2.776 -.004 .013
700 2.825 2.767 .012 .018
800 2.825 2.776 .036 .034
900 2.822 2.796 .043 .039

1000 2.815 2.772 .043 .036
1 100 2.816 2.749 .030 .027
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BRICK CLAY,3CM,BRIGHTON,NY,d«.9634,2/6/86,DRY

FREQ (MHz) K' FORWARD K z REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN 1
100 1.831 2. 143 -.001 -.011
200 2. 177 2.369 .023 .010
300 2.249 2.271 -.013 -.010
400 2.291 2.328 .004 -.001
500 2.327 2.352 .022 .012
600 2.333 2.286 -.004 .004
700 2.363 2.292 .008 .000
800 2.345 2.293 .041 .028
900 2.285 2.315 .055 .032

1000 2.281 2.292 .058 .021
1100 2.283 2.277 .044 .009

ADOBE, DEMNING NM.3CM TEFLON,DRY,d«l.,212,2/6/86,TRIAL4

FREQ (MHz) K" FORWARD K '  REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN 1
100 2.727 2.537 -.002 .013
200 2.792 2.782 .017 .023
300 2.740 2.679 -.009 .005
400 2.772 2.745 .006 .015
500 2. 794 2. 760 .016 .026
600 2.747 2.702 .001 .022
700 2.749 2.708 .012 .021
800 2.746 2.701 .036 .040
900 2.744 2.725 .043 .045

1000 2.739 2.707 .042 .042
1100 2.727 2.689 .030 .033

LOESS,KANSAS C ITY,K A ,3CM TEFLON,DRY,d*l.084,2/6/86

FREQ (MHz) K" FORWARD K' REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN 1
100 2.458 2.300 .002 .014
200 2.515 2.508 .026 .025
300 2.462 2.394 -.002 .005
400 2.501 2.464 .006 .016
500 2.514 2.473 .023 .025
600 2.458 2.405 .001 .017
700 2.456 2.419 .010 .018
800 2.453 2.413 .036 .037
900 2.451 2.429 .041 .039

1000 2.444 2.408 .042 .033
1 100 2.434 2.395 .027 .024
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FIRE CLAY, GOLDEN, 3CM TEFLON,DRY, d-1.412,2/6/86

FREQ (MHz) K ' FORWARD K " REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN 1
100 3.222 3.067 .028 .038
200 3.276 3.295 .038 .037
300 3.230 3. 176 .012 .023
400 3.279 3.252 .021 .028
500 3.285 3.262 .030 .038
600 3.232 3. 186 .017 .029
700 3.240 3. 199 .022 .029
800 3.243 3.206 .044 .047
900 3.233 3.230 .045 .054

1000 3.240 3. 192 .047 .047
1100 3.223 3. 195 .035 .040

SANDY SOIL,,3CM,DRY,2/11/86, d«l.463

FREQ (MHz) K' FORWARD K ' REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN 1
100 2.634 2.534 -.003 .008
200 2.798 2.833 .014 .013
300 2.792 2.770 -.018 .002
400 2.872 2.875 -.003 .004
500 2.895 2.898 .017 .014
600 2.861 2.847 -.007 .011
700 2.849 2.863 -.000 .009
800 2. 889 2.859 .031 .027
900 2.879 2. 886 .027 .035

1000 2. 866 2.863 .033 .025
1100 2.858 2.843 .013 .024

GLACIAL SAND, YATES COUNTY, 3CM, 2/4/86, d=l .430,TRIALS,DRY

FREQ (MHz) K" FORWARD K y REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN REVERSE
100 2.208 2.483 -.007 .017
200 2.582 2.659 .028 .010
300 2.590 2.581 -.010 -.005
400 2.674 2.652 .008 .010
500 2.724 2.669 .018 .018
600 2.640 2.628 .003 .011
700 2.705 2.625 .011 .015
800 2.680 2.647 .040 .042
900 2.632 2.669 .058 .048

1000 2.619 2.643 .066 .036
1100 2.642 2.619 .043 .029
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DUNE SAND, AU TRAIN MI, 3 CM SAMPLE, d-1.523,2/4/86

FREQ (MHz) K z FORWARD K' REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN REVERS!
100 2.706 2.598 -.011 .011
200 2.799 2.802 .021 .008
300 2.768 2.706 -.008 -.002
400 2.832 2.780 .007 .008
500 2.844 2.807 .022 .020
600 2.797 2.747 .003 .015
700 2.804 2.752 .014 .012
800 2.810 2.762 .055 .046
900 2.807 2.787 .057 .044

1000 2.802 2.766 .063 .038
1100 2.889 2.737 .048 .031

GLACIAL SOIL,PENN VAN NY, d*1.348, 3CM DRY,2/13/86

FREQ (MHz) K" FORWARD K" REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN REVERSE
100 2.406 2.621 -.005 .017
200 2.783 2.817 .021 .012
300 2.773 2.748 -.009 -.004
400 2. 902 2.834 .003 .012
500 2. 908 2. 828 .016 .022
600 2.870 2.816 .005 .016
700 2.874 2.808 .010 .018
800 2.894 2.809 .050 .030
900 2.914 2. 838 .048 .030

1000 2.907 2.807 .043 .032
1100 2.901 2.783 .027 .022

GRAVELLY SOIL,ROCHESTER NY,DRY 3CM, d-1.496,2/18/86

FREQ (MHz) K ' FORWARD K z REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN REVERSE
100 2.841 2.946 .008 -.001
200 2.993 3. 116 .018 .012
300 2.982 2.989 -.010 -.003
400 3.046 3.079 .000 .009
500 3.056 3. 103 .017 .016
600 3.034 3.042 -.004 .011
700 3.045 3.031 .001 .013
800 3.048 3. 034 .022 .029
900 3.043 3.076 .030 .034

1000 3.018 3.059 .025 .025
1100 3.001 3.040 .008 .022
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SANDY LOAM, 3CM, IRONEQUOIT NY,DRY,d-1.501,2/20/86

FREQ (MHz) K z FORWARD K z REVERSE LOSS TAN FORI
100 2. 885 2.891 -.009
200 2.966 3. 030 .019
300 2.932 2.888 -.013
400 2.993 2.939 -.005
500 2.994 2.955 .013
600 2.940 2.892 -. 008
700 2.953 2.897 -.001
800 2.955 2.879 .025
900 2.960 2.907 .026

1000 2.956 2. 885 .031
1100 2.948 2.864 .014

-.002 
.009 

-.005 
. 008 
.017 
.011 
.012 
.026 
.035 
.033 
.023

HEAVY BLUE LOAM,3 CM DRY,PITTFORD,NY,d-1.010,2/20/86

FREQ (MHz) K z FORWARD K z REVERSE LOSS TAN FORI
100 2.395 2.375 -.018
200 2.514 2.557 .029
300 2.478 2.422 -. 006
400 2.548 2.476 .003
500 2.548 2.500 .014
600 2.493 2.435 -.002
700 2.508 2.441 .016
800 2.515 2.425 .033
900 2.516 2.456 .040

1000 2.503 2.432 .045
1100 2.504 2.417 .027

- . 0 0 1
. 0 1 0

- . 0 1 1
.006
.017
. 0 1 0
.008
.031
.032
.028
.028

PEAT MOSS, 3CM DRY, OKA QUEBEC, d*.131,2/25/86

FREQ (MHz) K z FORWARD K z REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN REVERSE
100 1.313 1.209 -.053 .003
200 1.389 1.406 .017 -.005
300 1.359 1.301 -.034 -.028
400 1.417 1.354 -.026 -.012
500 1.419 1.376 -. 000 -.001
600 1.375 1.300 -.042 -.017
700 1.381 1.311 -.026 -.025
800 1.391 1.305 .007 .003
900 1.381 1.328 .007 .000

1000 1.377 1.310 .005 -.014
1100 1.365 1.062 -.025 .054
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PEAT, 3 CM DRY,SOMMERSET,ENG.,,d=.323,2/25/86

FREQ (MHz) K '  FORWARD K ' REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN 1
100 1.596 1.527 -.018 .008
200 1.681 1.729 .028 -.002
300 1.650 1.600 -.019 -.011
400 1.720 1.654 -.013 -.004
500 1.714 1.681 .006 .006
600 1.675 1.610 -.022 -.008
700 1.680 1.614 -. 008 -.012
800 1.696 1.610 .019 .010
900 1.685 1.632 .018 .009

1000 1.683 1.609 .015 -.004
1100 1.669 1.597 -.002 -.011

MUCK, WAYNE COUNTY NY, 3CM DRY,d*.553, 2/25/86

FREQ (MHz) K z FORWARD K ' REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN 1
100 2.042 1.988 -.015 .017
200 2. 143 2. 185 .034 .014
300 2.098 2.056 — . 006 -.000
400 2. 182 2. 117 .005 .015
500 2. 189 2. 137 .021 .022
600 2. 125 2.059 .001 .015
700 2. 131 2.062 .012 .011
800 2. 140 2.058 .038 .031
900 2. 134 2.079 .042 .035
1000 2. 133 2.060 .045 .027
1100 2. 116 2.034 .027 .023

FOSS ILIFEROUS SOIL,3 CM DRY, ONTARIO NY,d=l.,430,2/27/86

FREQ (MHz) K' FORWARD K' REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN 1
100 3. 157 3. 150 .005 .013
200 3.229 3.343 .038 .014
300 3.200 3. 192 .007 .003
400 3.292 3.276 .018 .011
500 3.268 3.315 .036 .020
600 3.252 3.248 .016 .013
700 3.252 3.246 .029 .015
800 3.272 3.247 .049 .031
900 3.282 3.306 .055 .031

1000 3.275 3.262 .069 .024
1100 3.296 3.274 .058 .013
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GREEN SAND, BIRMINGHAM NJ,,3 CM DRY, d=l .33,2/27/86

FREQ (MHz) K ' FORWARD K ' REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN 1
180 3.667 3.644 . 155 . 165
200 3.547 3. 659 . 171 . 136
300 3.427 3.415 . 127 .111
400 3.450 3.433 . 125 .112
500 3. 400 3.413 . 130 . 107
600 3.340 3.325 .113 .097
700 3.313 3.283 . 127 .091
800 3.313 3. 265 . 140 . 104
900 3.280 3.299 . 147 .093

1000 3.270 3.251 . 149 .089
1100 3.270 3.223

\
. 136 .076

RESIDUAL SOIL HORNBLENDE,, 3CM DRY,d*1. 1735,3/4/86

FREQ (MHz) K ' FORWARD K z REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN 1
100 2.675 2.582 .005 .018
200 2.718 2.783 .025 .020
300 2.677 2. 668 -. 006 .009
400 2.756 2.727 .005 .016
500 2.754 2.775 .024 .026
600 2.726 2.702 . 008 .015
700 2.723 2.709 .019 .019
800 2.745 2.708 .051 .037
900 2.747 2.726 .057 .042

1000 2.736 2.717 .056 .039
1 100 2.726 2.704 .045 .030

RESIDUAL SOIL SILICEOUS OOLITE, 3CM DRY,d=l.194,3/7/86

FREQ (MHz) K" FORWARD K' REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN REVERSE
100 2.596 2.629 -.053 .058
200 2.693 2.774 .006 .039
300 2.619 2.647 -.018 .016
400 2.694 2.724 .002 .018
500 2.710 2.740 .018 .023
600 2.652 2.674 .003 .016
700 2.655 2.655 .013 .014
800 2.669 2.672 .040 .025
900 2.665 2.696 .049 .022

1000 2.656 2.672 .051 .017
1100 2.651 2.649 .035 .006
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SILT LOAM, 3CM DRY, AVON NY,d=l.040,3/6/86

FREQ (MHz) K ' FORWARD K' REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN REVERSE
100 2.203 2.221 .095 -.004
200 2. 333 2.387 .069 -.002
380 2. 303 2.284 .019 -.016
400 2.365 2.335 .017 -.011
500 2.379 2.363 .032 -. 006
600 2.337 2.290 .012 -.017
700 2.335 2.294 .019 -.026
800 2.355 2.289 .048 -.012
900 2. 359 2.380 .038 -.016

1000 2.358 2.284 .047 -.028
1100 2.346 2.261 .032 -.036

FLINT SAND, COMPLETELY SAT., Ud=1.965,3/28/86

FREQ (MHz) K' FORWARD K ' REVERSE LOSS TAN FORt
100 18.948 19.324 .082
200 19.244 19.671 .076
300 19.463 19.613 .061
400 19.783 20.222 .082
500 20.040 20.342 . 101
600 20.550 20.769 .122
700 21.287 21.328 . 165
800 20.568 21.960 .279
900 21.119 26.182 .377

1000 19.731 30.331 .769
1100 4.548 1. 163 2.838

.074 

.058 

.038 

.055 

.060 

.064 

.035 

.045 

.032 
-.284 

-15.114

WIND BLOWN SAND, 3CM COMP SATURATED, Wd»l.747,3/13

FREQ (MHz) K '  FORWARD K' REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN REVERSE
100 22.456 22.631 .233 .224
200 22.433 22.421 . 152 . 124
300 22.489 22.243 .114 .079
400 22.888 22.227 .113 .060
500 23.289 21.799 . 121 .035
600 24.380 21.762 .138 .010
700 24.945 21.490 . 150 -.021
800 27.238 21.235 .245 -.068
900 28.337 22.103 .574 -. 185

1000 15.638 22.881 1.503 -.523
1100 6. 186 2. 129 2.265 8.052
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BRICK CLAY, COMPLETELY SAT, 3CM,Wd=1.486,3/13/86

FREQ (MHz) K ' FORWARD K ' REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN 1
100 19.025 19.236 .537 .519
200 18.105 18.147 .360 .332
300 17.819 17.507 .282 .245
400 18.032 17.579 .260 .207
500 18.225 17.580 .253 . 177
600 18.867 17.838 .273 . 143
700 19.295 18.260 .328 . 123
800 18.721 18.935 .402 .114
900 19.874 19.900 .452 .080

1000 19.818 21.526 .724 -.007
1100 11.088 24.944 1.880 -.270

ADOBE, COMPLETELY SATURATED, 3CM, Wd«l.750,3/13/86
FREQ (MHz) K '  FORWARD K ' REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN 1
100 28.120 29.469 1.268 1. 176
200 25.812 26.566 .817 .718
300 25.836 25.106 .624 .523
400 24.776 24.289 .550 .416
500 24.422 23.380 .529 .337
600 24.691 22.986 .524 .272
700 24.394 22.363 .579 .215
800 22.971 22.214 .736 . 142
900 18.883 23.585 1.013 . 090

1000 11.442 28.503 1.453 . 129
1100 11.827 18.215 .570 .347

LOESS , 3CM COMPLETELY SAT,, Wd=l.589,3/13/86

FREQ (MHz) K z FORWARD K' REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN
100 31.733 31.765 .458 .449
200 29.053 29.222 .327 .322
300 27.898 27.749 .256 .249
400 27.257 27.321 .210 .208
500 26.192 26.866 . 181 . 184
600 26.240 26.374 . 148 . 129
700 25.646 26.670 . 103 . 101
600 25.119 26.753 .041 .044
900 27.471 30.570 -.037 -.071

1000 43.765 30.475 .134 1.304
1100 16.342 13.222 .215 .363
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FIRE CLAY, GOLDEN CO, COMPLETELY SATURATED, Wd»l.855,2/11/86

FREQ (MHz) K' FORWARD K '  REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN 1
100 25.378 25.630 1.332 1.323
200 22.850 23.041 .858 .654
300 21.924 22.049 .645 .643
400 21.482 21.649 .543 .544
500 20.725 21.121 .498 .471
600 20.543 21.280 .454 .428
700 20.404 21.333 .414 .411
800 19.743 21.455 .445 .374
900 19.193 23.147 .500 .345

1000 16.397 28.081 .695 .453
1100 12.905 17.457 .686 .907

SANDY SOIL,COMPLETELY SAT. ,3CM, Wd-1. 834,2/13/86

FREQ (MHz) K" FORWARD K' REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN 1
100 19.357 19.691 .558 .529
200 19.516 19.581 .325 .299
300 19.302 19.552 .207 .211
400 19.546 19.842 . 178 .164
500 19.489 19.962 . 156 . 163
600 19.571 20.556 .141 . 153
700 19.500 20.226 .124 .106
800 19.986 21.124 .120 .086
900 20.295 22.544 .086 .051

1000 22.892 28.275 .033 -.015
1100 66.175 10.026 .860 -4.340

GLACIAL SAND , 3CM COMP SAT, Wd-1.796, 3/13/86

FREQ (MHz) K z FORWARD K ' REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN 1
100 19.132 19.345 .117 .102
200 19.380 19.609 .092 .061
300 19.869 19.652 .081 .035
400 20.502 20.333 . 100 .027
500 20.960 20.871 . 135 .028
600 21.964 21.775 . 169 .015
700 22.910 23.386 .186 .010
800 25.338 26.010 .264 -.030
900 32.019 35.152 .442 -.091

1000 16.144 9.097 2. Ill -5.098
1100 .356 2.467 -53.199 6.501
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DUNE SAND, COMPLETELY SATURATED, 3CM,Wd«l.911,3/7/66

FREQ (MHz) K ' FORWARD K' REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN 1
100 17.415 17.701 .094 .099
200 17.699 17.896 .078 .067
300 17.730 17.722 .058 .043
400 17.632 18.181 .073 .047
500 18.233 18.145 .091 . 039
600 18.082 18.421 .089 .025
700 18.365 18.497 . 108 .017
600 18.820 18.552 .134 -.000
900 19.897 19.370 . 142 -.045

1000 20.710 20.154 .317 -.242
1100 20.955 14.058 .700 -1.141

GLACIAL SOIL ,PENN YAN NY.3CM COMPLETELY SATURATED,Wd«l. 978,2/18/86

FREQ (MHz) K ' FORWARD K' REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN 1
100 19.663 20.099 .362 .343
200 18.997 19.465 .240 .223
300 18.809 19.059 .181 . 168
400 18.893 19.298 . 162 .155
500 18.804 19.585 . 155 . 159
600 18.955 19.597 .152 . 139
700 19.256 19.636 . 153 . 124
800 19.551 20.136 . 179 .114
900 20.442 22.324 . 156 . 108

1000 22.646 25.838 . 130 .026
1100 45.649 16.706 .252 -2.946

GRAVELLY SOIL,COMPLETELY 

FREQ (MHz) K' FORWARD

SATURATED,3CM,Wd=1.988,2/18/86 

K ' REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN 1
100 20.345 20.726 .222 .210
200 20.022 20.724 .149 . 146
300 19.827 20.369 .098 .115
400 19.535 20.687 .100 .110
500 19.296 20.899 .100 . 129
600 18.646 20.729 .083 . 106
700 18.471 20.469 .090 . 108
800 17.931 20.728 .134 .081
900 17.955 22.471 .177 .021

1000 14.683 26.206 .390 -.397
1100 7.092 6.093 .415 2.089
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SANDY LOAM, 3CM COMPLETELY SATURATED, Wd=l.932,2/20/86

FREQ (MHz) K ' FORWARD K' REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN 1
100 19.643 19.769 .542 .530
200 19.407 19.840 .309 .302
300 19.358 19.850 .233 .220
400 19.625 20.223 .208 .188
500 19.471 20.485 . 181 .173
600 20.211 21.095 . 192 . 153
700 20.052 22.021 . 190 . 151
800 20.393 23.020 .216 . 162
900 21.272 26.943 .259 . 161

1000 21.828 43.130 .362 .302
1100 19.991 6.444 .787 3.886

HEAVY BLUE LOAM, 3 CM COMP. SATURATED, Wd=l.83,2/20/86

FREQ (MHz) K z FORWARD K z REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD
100 28.264 28.062 .936
200 26.860 26.685 .525
300 26.554 25.933 .380
400 26.563 25.784 .301
500 26.559 25.577 .265
600 27.708 25.526 .240
700 29.162 25.778 .235
600 32.986 26.051 .308
900 32.416 26.436 .973

1000 8. 825 19.863 2.225
1100 10.779 14.477 .347

LOSS TAN REVERSE 
.941 
.542 
.391 
.330 
.307 
.268 
.280 
.274 
.371 
.795 
.268

PEAT MOSS,COMPLETELY SATURATED,Ud«.979,2/25/86

FREQ (MHz) K ' FORWARD K' REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN REVERSE
100 49.254 49.287 .270 .259
200 50.526 50.423 . 181 . 169
300 53.382 52.370 . 153 . 137
400 58.959 56.214 . 167 . 145
500 67.076 59.818 .246 . 177
600 85.412 86.448 .886 .297
700 4.804 12.041 11.353 6.572
800 10.817 11.469 1.495 1.746
900 17.113 18.366 . 156 .209

1000 17.217 17.977 .084 . 102
1100 14.813 15.661 .064 .849
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PEAT,3 CM COMPLETELY SATURATED,Wd-1.015,2/25/86

FREQ (MHz) K' FORWARD K' REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN
100 34.089 34.624 .536 .528
200 33.747 34.040 .346 .338
300 34.130 34.050 .268 .267
400 35.623 35.099 .256 .254
500 36.210 35.896 .283 .271
600 40.576 39.279 .350 .299
700 43.710 42.918 .519 .418
800 25.380 32.150 1.420 1.097
900 8.753 12.894 2.577 1.967

1000 12.966 14.415 .371 .560
1100 14.153 14.640 .063 .242

MUCK,.COMPLETELY SATURATED,Wd =1.12,2/27/86
FREQ (MHz) K' FORWARD K ' REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN
100 36.966 37.560 .627 .616
200 36.550 36.820 .395 .397
300 36.955 36.916 .315 .314
400 38.353 38.501 .276 .296
500 39.401 40.363 .310 .329
600 40.850 44.640 .451 .387
700 39.046 44.633 .515 .704
800 32.290 22.094 1.094 1.744
900 16.568 15.110 1.052 1.181

1000 15.726 14.385 .210 .410
1100 16.049 14.238 .047 . 189

FOSS ILI FERGUS SOIL, COMPLETELY SATURATED,Wd=l.90,2/27/86 

FREQ (MHz) K z FORWARD K '  REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN 1
100 21.576 21.821 .524 .521
200 21.069 21.424 .323 .326
300 20.925 21.132 .231 .238
400 20.920 21.599 . 194 .218
500 20.819 21.834 . 183 .214
600 21.204 22.578 . 161 .207
700 20.851 23.586 . 145 .219
800 21.763 24.937 . 160 .285
900 22.585 27.742 .137 .471

1000 26.591 18.184 . 100 1.343
1100 12.357 5.349 3.243 2.825
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GREEN SAND, 3CM, COMPLETELY SATURATED, TRIAL 2, Wd=1.83

FREQ (MHz) K ' FORWARD K ' REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN 1
100 37.914 38.256 2.070 2.054
200 33.009 33.042 1.302 1.295
300 31.495 31.423 .961 .952
400 30.711 30.495 .779 .777
500 30.205 30.395 .680 .662
600 30.496 30.825 .602 .578
700 30.097 30.842 .635 .556
800 28.845 32.269 .695 .583
900 22.985 26.830 .899 .826

1000 22.371 25.015 .261 .314
1100 17.924 19.413 .078 . 137

RESIDUAL SOIL HORNBLENDE,COMP SAT. 3CM, Wd=l.747,3/4/86

FREQ (MHz) FORWARD K '  REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN REVERSE
100 27.674 27.949 .230 .213
200 27.801 28.271 . 158 . 153
300 28.163 28.576 . 147 . 127
400 28.711 29.636 . 144 .139
500 29.559 31.089 . 163 . 157
600 31.136 33.730 . 177 . 193
700 32.762 36.463 .228 .310
800 34.554 41.204 .377 .633
900 28.530 9.304 .890 3.358

1000 11.126 3.796 1.905 3.514
1100 12.209 9.602 .309 .044

SILT LOAM, 3CM COMPLETELY SATURATED,Wd«l.617,3/6/86

FREQ (MHz) K ' FORWARD K' REVERSE LOSS TAN FORI
100 29.425 30.576 .722
200 28.913 30.409 .409
300 28.699 30.471 .295
400 28.800 31.411 .249
500 28.188 32.073 .219
600 28.874 33.376 .201
700 28.495 37.674 . 170
800 28.624 48.605 . 133
900 33.007 8.202 .045

1000 30.079 10.616 .658
1100 19.899 13.123 . 178

.678 

.368 

.237 

. 173 

. 144 

.062 
-.010 
-. 130 
5.036 
.998 
.012
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RESIDUAL SOIL SILICEOUS OOLITE, 3CM, COMP SAT.,Wd=l.737,3/7/86

FREQ (MHz) K ' FORWARD K ' REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN 1
100 25.987 26.601 .858 .840
200 24.796 25.512 .508 .474
300 24.416 25.204 . 369 .339
400 24.321 25.609 .326 .284
500 24.219 25.399 .316 .237
600 24.310 26.715 .297 .206
700 24.787 28.753 .338 . 184
800 23.897 31.021 .400 . 159
900 21.742 59.343 .603 .372

1000 15.408 8.278 .864 3.005
1100 12.951 8.011 .286 .900

FLINT SAND, 

FREQ (MHz)

3CM, SATURATED WITH METHANOL,Wd=1.860,4/1/86 

K' FORWARD K '  REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN 1
100 9.714 9.827 .052 .047
200 9.839 10.066 .077 .050
300 9.816 9.960 .081 .051
400 10.014 10.097 . 127 .077
500 9.918 10.276 . 176 .099
600 9.833 10.350 .202 . 122
700 9.799 10.532 .245 . 139
800 9.662 10.777 .310 . 177
900 9.299 10.991 .361 .222

1000 9.234 11.247 .394 .263
1100 9.259 11.400 .409 .293

FLINT SAND, SATURATED WITH METHANOL, T3, d*l.883,4/2/86"

FREQ (MHz) K' FORWARD K ' REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN 1
100 9.688 9.617 .025 .019
200 9.755 9.878 .051 .039
300 9.566 9.704 .044 .062
400 9.698 9.830 .066 .086
500 9.598 9.817 .083 .115
600 9.633 9.761 .097 . 126
700 9.407 9.689 . 123 . 159
800 9.328 9.729 . 152 . 189
900 9. 185 9.830 . 159 .217

1000 9. 105 9.709 . 149 .255
1100 9. 136 9.814 . 133 .265
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FLINT SAND, SATURATED WITH BENZENE, Wd*1.932,4/486

FREQ (MHz) K z FORWARD K z REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN 1
100 3. 141 3.218 -.004 -. 006
200 3.318 3.401 .015 -.003
300 3.303 3. 308 -.012 -.015
400 3. 394 3.386 .005 -. 008
500 3.423 3.410 .015 -.005
600 3. 381 3.330 .011 -.012
700 3.406 3.356 .019 -.017
800 3.412 3.347 .054 -.010
900 3.424 3.394 .061 -.009

1000 3.418 3.429 .095 -.030
1100 3.277 3.575 . 146 -.025

MONTMORILLONITE,d=.310,72% H20 TO 28% MONT. BY WT., 4/4/86

FREQ (MHz) K ' FORWARD K' REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN REVERSE
100 52.252 54.597 1.092 1.049
200 49.507 50.500 .637 .582
300 49.743 48.506 .465 .400
400 51.123 46.235 .393 .286
500 51.206 46.433 .386 . 158
600 56.781 47.802 .555 .068
700 28.749 63.285 1.534 . 162
800 22.971 35.393 .381 . 150
900 18.890 25.663 -.038 -.391

1000 15.833 23.622 -.219 -.595
1100 12.295 21.438 -.381 -.586

MONTMORI LONI TE, d*.4202,MIXED WITH 60% METHANOL BY WT.

FREQ (MHz) K' FORWARD K' REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN REVERSE
100 21.349 21.620 .393 .380
200 20.830 21.144 .271 .248
300 20.719 20.721 .226 .212
400 20.791 20.615 .232 .220
500 20.525 20.709 .260 .216
600 20.811 20.959 .292 .227
700 20.307 20.906 .341 .240
800 19.598 21.289 .407 .244
900 18.858 22.249 .524 .313

1000 16.312 23.342 .638 .482
1100 15.338 17.139 .658 .882
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MONTMORILONITE, MIXED WITH 64% BENZENE,d*.209

FREQ (MHz) K" FORWARD K' REVERSE LOSS TAN FORWARD LOSS TAN 1
100 2.328 2.258 . 134 . 137
200 2.275 2.294 . 120 . 107
300 2. 182 2. 137 .063 .085
400 2.213 2. 157 .062 .073
500 2.205 2. 153 .066 .072
600 2. 144 2.075 .037 .055
700 2. 145 2.073 .040 .047
800 2. 143 2.058 .062 .062
900 2. 133 2.074 .056 .061

1000 2. 123 2.062 .054 .042
1100 2. 103 2.055 .040 .035
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10 ! PLOTTING ROUTINE REAL PERMITTIVITY VS. POROSITY
20 ! BY DOR IA KUTRUBES 3/12/66
30 OPTION BASE 1
40 OVERLAP
50 PRINTER IS 16
60 DEC
70 DIM Name$[80] , Fi le$<
80 DIM Di e l (500,2), T and
90 DIM Kr <50,2),Los st an
100 DIM Porosi ty(50) , Kth
110 DIM Loss__cor <50, 2)
120 DIM Conducti vi ty <50,
130 DIM Rsl2a<50),Is 1 2a<
140 DIM Soi 1type*(22 ) [50
B$t:30],S$t 303
150 DIM Dryvalues(22 ),K1
170 Choose : !
180 PRINTER IS 16
190 EXIT GRAPHICS
200 PRINT PAGE
210 INPUT "(G)ET OLD DATA OR (P)LOT NEW DATA",B«
220 IF B«="G" THEN Get
230 Type*="W"
240 INPUT " ENTER FLUID TYPE— (W)ATER,(A)IR,(B)ENZENE OR <M>ETHANOL",Type#
250 EnterZPRINT PAGE
260 PRINT H AT PROMPT ENTER SAMPLE FILE NAME TO USE DATA IN PLOT, 'CONT' TO ST 
OP INPUT"
270 PRINT DumS
260 PRINT "BEWARE ! YOU MUST ENTER FILES EXACTLY AS THEY APPEAR IN CATALOG."
290 DISP "HIT 'CONT' TO GO ON"
300 PAUSE
310 CAT ":C"
320 FOR D * 1 TO Last-1
330 File*CD)»"N
340 NEXT D
350 Last «0
360 FOR D=1 TO 50
370 INPUT "SAMPLE FILE NAME??",Fi 1eSCD)
380 Last b D
390 IF LENCFi1e*(D))<l THEN Next
400 NEXT D
410 Next : !
420 PRINT PAGE
430 FOR D M  TO Last-1
440 PRINT Dum*
450 PRINT D ; ". ";Fi1e*(D)
460 NEXT D
470 AnS«"N"
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480 EDIT "ANY CORRECTIONS (Y/N)?",An*
490 IF An*<>"Y" THEN Assign
500 INPUT "ENTER THE NUMBER OF THE FILENAME YOU WISH CORRECTED",D
510 INPUT "ENTER THE CORRECT FILENAME",Fi1e*<D)
520 GOTO 430 '
530 Assign: ! SECTION TO ASSIGN SGH VALUES TO SOILTYPES
540 PRINT PAGE
550 MASS STORAGE IS ":C"
560 RESTORE Soi11ype
570 Soi 11ype: DATA GRAVELLY SOIL,GLACIAL SOIL,SANDY SOIL,DUNE SAND,WIND BLOWN 
SAND,GLACIAL SAND,FIRE CLAY,LOESS,ADOBE,BRICK CLAY,SANDY LOAM,HEAVY BLUE LOAM 
580 DATA SILT LOAM, FOSS ILI FERGUS SOIL,GREEN SAND, RESIDUAL SOIL HORNBLENDE 
.RESIDUAL SOIL SILICEOUS OOLITE,PEAT,PEAT MOSS,MUCK, FLINT SAND,MONTMORI LON I TE 
590 MAT READ Soi H y p e *
600 RESTORE Sghvalues
610 Sghvalues:DATA 2. 68, 2. 71, 2. 67, 2. 59, 2.69,2.66,2.66,2.66,2.30,2.75,2.66,2.54, 
2.66,2.74,2.93,2.85,2.61,1.37,1.57,1.66,2.65,2.6 
620 MAT READ Sghvalues 
630 RESTORE Dryvalues
640 Dryvalues:DATA 1.496,1.491,1.458,1.566,1.391,1.422,1.412,1.122,1.243,1.148, 
1.501, 1.010, 1.040, 1.430,1.330, 1.1735, 1. 194,0.323,0.131,0.553, 1.522,.310 
650 MAT READ Dryvalues 
660 Get dat a: !
670 PRINT PAGE
680 DISP " GETTING FILES"
690 FOR D=1 TO Last-1
700 ASSIGN #1 TO File*(D)
710 READ # 1 ; Name*, Sampl en, FreqC* > , Di e 1 <* > , T a n d C O
720 M=POS(Name*,"*")
730 ASSIGN #1 TO *
740 FOR N-l TO 2
750 Kr<D,N)=Diel<35,N)
760 Losstan(D,N)=T and(35,N)
770 NEXT N
780 Densi ty<D)=VAL<Name*[M+l3 >
790 Z=POS<Name*,
800 Ti tle*(D)=Name*[1,2-13
810 FOR 1*1 TO 22 ! SEARCH FOR Soiltype* MATCHING Title*
820 Dum*I
830 IF Ti11e*<D)*Soi11ype*<I ) THEN Setsgh
840 NEXT I
850 PRINT “SGH VALUE NOT FOUND"
860 DISP "HIT CONT TO GO ON"
870 PAUSE
880 GOTO 940
890 Setsgh:Sgh(D)*SghvaluesCDum)
900 Dbd(D>=Dryvalues<Dum>
910 IF Type*< >"A" THEN 940
920 Dbd(D)*Densi ty(D) ! DRY BULK DENSITY VALUES FOR DRY SAMPLES
930 GOTO 980
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940 IF File*<D>«Mmuck3" THEN Dbd<D)*.571
950 IF FileS<D)«"green4" THEN Dbd<D)-l.402
960 IF Fi1**(D)-"M0NTM" THEN Dbd(D)=.4202
970 IF F i 1e«(D)«"MONTB" THEN DbdCD>«.209
980 NEXT D
990 PRINTER IS 16
1000 Plot: ! SECTION TO PLOT
1010 PRINT PAGE
1020 DEC
1030 PLOTTER IS 13,"GRAPHICS"
1040 GRAPHICS
1050 IF Typet O - W "  THEN 1090
1060 M«xt an*1
1070 Mi ntan*-2
1080 GOTO 1110
1090 Mi nt an»-5
1100 Maxt »n«0
1110 RED IM Lgttan<L*$t-l,2)
1120 MAT Kr»ABSCKr)
1130 BS=MPOROSITY AS VOLUME FRACTION"
1140 IF Type$="A" 
LES AT 100 MHZ"

THEN iiwi- K ' AND LOG LOSSTAN VS. POROSITY, DRY SAMP

1150 IF TypeS="W" 
OILS AT 100 MHZ"

THEN TS-" K' AND LOG LOSS TAN FOR WATER SATURATED S

1160 IF Type$ = "B" THEN 
TED SOILS AT 100 MHZ"

T*=" K ' AND LOG LOSS TANGENT FOR BENZENE SATURA

1170 IF Type$="M" THEN TS-" K' AND LOG LOSS TAN FOR METHANOL SATURATE
D SOILS AT 100 MHZ"
1180 PEN 1
1190 LINE TYPE 1
1200 LOCATE 5,97,5, 97
1210 SCALE 0,1,0,1
1220 LORG 5
1230 MOVE .53,1
1240 LABEL USING "K " ; T#
1250 MOVE .53,0
1260 LABEL USING "K ";b s
1270 LOCATE 15,95,15,95
1280 FRAME
1290 SCALE .3,1,0,1
1300 FOR I *.3 TO 1 STEP
1310 MOVE I,-.05
1320 LABEL USING "K"; I
1330 MOVE 1,0
1340 LABEL USING "K"î"
1350 NEXT I
1360 FOR D-l TO L*st-1
1370 PorosityCD>* 1 t» cr a

1380 NEXT D
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1390 LOCATE 15,95,45,95
1400 FRAME
1410 SCALE .3,1,0,1
1420 FOR I*.3 TO 1 STEP .1
1430 MOVE 1,0
1440 LABEL USING "K";" |"
1450 NEXT I
1460 KILOCATE 15,95,45,95 ! CONT HERE TO SUPERIMPOSE PLOTS OF Ktheory
1470 IF Type$< >"W" THEN Not_water
1480 Minkr*10
1490 M&xkr«60
1500 GOTO Sc *1e
1510 Not_water:IF Type»*"MM THEN Methanol
1520 Mi nkr*l
1530 Maxkr*10
1540 GOTO Scale
1550 Met Hanoi : Minkr*8
1560 Maxkr-23
1570 Scale: SCALE .3,1,Mi nkr,Maxkr
1580 PEN 2
1590 LINE TYPE 10
1600 FOR D * 1 TO Last-1
1610 MOVE Porosity<D>,Kr(D, 1)
1620 DRAW Porosity(D),Kr(D,2) ! DRAWS K' VS POROSITY
1630 DRAW Porosity(D>,Kr(D,1)
1640 NEXT D 
1650 PEN 4
1660 ! THEORETICAL SECTION
1670 ! PLOTS THEORETICAL REAL PERMITTIVITY FROM GRAIN PERMITTIVITY AND Kw
1680 R*="B"
1690 EDIT "WHICH MODEL, (B)HS, (S)HEN ",R$
1700 LINE TYPE 1
1710 PEN 4
1720 IF Type$ = "A" THEN K v l
1730 IF Type$="B" THEN Kw«2.287
1740 IF Type«="W" THEN Kw-79.2
1750 IF Type$="M" THEN Kw«33.38
1760 IF R$«"S“ THEN Shen_mode1
1770 DEF FNP(Kg,Kw,Kt)»<Kg-Kt)/<Kg-Kw>#CKu/Kt)AC
1780 ! BASED ON RECURSSIVE FORMULA DERIVED FROM BHS BY G. OLHOEFT
1790 Kg:Kg*4.5 ! GRAIN PERMITTIVITY FOR QUARTZ, 7.2 FOR Loess 
1800 C-l/3
1810 Kmin«MIN<Kg,Kw>
1820 Kmax=MAX(Kg,Kw>
1830 FOR Kt■Kmi n TO Kmax+.l STEP (Kmax-Kmi n>/50 
1840 PLOT FNP(Kg,Kw,Kt ),Kt , - l - ( K f  Kmin)
1850 NEXT Kt
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I860 ! SECTION TO GET VALUE OF DATA POINTS FOR Kt
1870 REDIM Kt(Last-1>,P<L*st-l>,Pointer<L*st-l)
1880 PLOTTER 13 IS OFF
1890 GRAPHICS INPUT IS 13,"LIGHT PEN"
1900 LOCATE 15,95,45,95 
1910 SCALE .3,1,Minkr,Maxkr
1920 PRINT "ENTER POINTS LEFT TO RIGHT,ALL POINTS, ONE AT A TIME, AT PROMPT"
1930 PRINT "TOTAL NUMBER IS DATA POINTS IS";Last-l
1940 WAIT 3000
1950 FOR D*1 TO Last-1
I960 PRINT PAGE
1970 PLOTTER 13 IS ON
1980 PEN 6
1990 LINE TYPE 10
2000 MOVE Porosity(D),Kr(D,1)
2010 DRAW Porosity(D),Kr<D,2)
2020 DRAW Porosity(D),KrCD,1)
2030 PLOTTER 13 IS OFF
2040 PRINT "Porosity* ";Porosi ty(D)
2050 DISP "PUT PEN IN PLACE AND PRESS BUTTON"
2060 BEEP
2070 DIGITIZE X,Y,AS
2080 Kt <D>*Y
2090 P(D)*X
2100 PRINT Kt(D),P(D)
2110 NEXT D
2120 PLOTTER 13 IS ON
2130 GOTO 2270
2140 Shen_model: ! DRAWS THEORETICAL K" VALUES BASED ON RECURSIVE ALGORITHM 
2150 INPUT "ENTER APPROPRIATE Kg VALUE",Kg 
2160 FOR L*.3 TO 1 STEP .005
2170 C-l/3! +L/6 ! RECURSIVE MODEL INCLUDES L/6 TERM, BUT IS MORE UNSTABLE
2180 PEN 4
2190 ON ERROR GOTO 2270
2200 Ktheory(0)=Kg+L*(Kw-Kg)
2210 FOR 1-1 TO 20
2220 Ktheoryd)-Kg+L*(Kw-Kg)*EXP(C*LOG(Ktheory(I-l)/Kw))
2230 NEXT I
2240 MOVE L,Ktheory(20>
2250 PLOT L,Ktheory<20>
2260 NEXT L
2270 CALL Label("REAL PERMITTIVITY",-.15,Maxkr,Minkr,2,90,1) ! LABELS K z PLOT
2280 Losstan: ! PLOT ROUTINE FOR LOSS TANGENT
2290 PEN 2
2300 LOCATE 15,95,15,45 
2310 SCALE .3,1,M i nt an,Maxt an 
2320 L I N F  T V P F
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2330 FOR D-l TO Last-1
2340 MOVE Porosity(D>,LGT<ABSCLosstanCD,!>)>
2350 DRAW Porosity(D>,LGT(ABS<Losstan<D,2>>>
2360 DRAW Porosit y <D),LGT<ABS<Losstan<D,1)>>
2370 NEXT D
2380 PEN 2 
2390 LINE TYPE 1
2400 CALL Label<"LOG LOSS TANGENT",1.2,Maxtan,Mint an,8,-90,0)
2410 Correct: ! SECTION TO CORRECT DATA FOR AIR GAPS
2420 ! BASED ON HUANG AND SHEN, 1983
2430 PRINT PAGE
2440 W-2*PI*1.00E8 I F IN HZ
2450 IF TypeS»“W" THEN Water 
2460 FIui di-0
2470 IF Type$«"A" THEN Fluidr-1 
2480 IF Type$*MB" THEN Fluidr-2.287 
2490 IF TypeS«"M" THEN Fluidr-33.38 
2500 GOTO Gap_ca1c
2510 Water: ! CALCULATES EXACT PERMITTIVITY AND LOSSTAN OF H20
2520 ! BASED ON COLE-DAVIDSON MODEL, OLHOEFT, 1981
2530 K-8.6176E-5 ! BOLTZMANNS CONSTANT IN eV/K
2540 T-294 ! TEMP IN DEGREES KELVIN
2550 Taul-5.62E-15*EXP(.188/(K*T>)
2560 Tau2-4.2E-14
2570 Nsq«1.6
2580 Ks-295.68-1.2283*T*.002094*TA2-1.41E-6*TA3
2590 Kinfinity-4.2 
2600 Alpha*.012
2610 Mag-SQR<lA2+(W*Taul>^2) 'CONVERTING COMPLEX # TO MAC t PHASE
2620 Theta«ATN(W*Taul/l>
2630 Rd»MagA <l-Alpha>*COS<(l-Alpha)«Theta> !ZAn»MagAn<COS nTheta+jSIN nTheta) 
2640 Id=Mag"(l-A1pha)*SIN((l-Alpha)*Theta)
2650 CALL CdivCKs-Kinfinity,0,Rd,Id,Qrl,Qi1>
2660 Produc t-W*Tau2
2670 CALL Cdi v<Ki n f i ni ty-Nsq,0,1,Product,Or2, tM2>
2680 FIui dr-Nsq+Or1+Qr2 1 K '  FOR H20
2690 F1uidi-0il*Qi2 I K" FOR H20
2700 FIui dr-Fluidr 
2710 FIui di «-F1ui di
2720 Gap_calc:A-DR0UND(.24425/2*2.54,4) I RADIUS OF INNER CONDUCTOR
2730 B-DROUND<.5625/2*2.54,4) f RADIUS OF OUTER CONDUCTOR 
2740 DISP " ENTER A' (cm), NOT SMALLER THAN ";A;
2750 INPUT " ",Aprime
2760 DISP "ENTER B z ( c m ) ,  HOT BIGGER THAN ";B;
2770 INPUT " ",Bprime 
2780 GOTO T e s t
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2790 Test: ! SECTION TO DETERMINE Kc2r
2800 FOR D-l TO Last-1
2810 FOR N-l TO 2
2820 Num=LOG<Bprime/Apriine)/LOG<B/A)
2830 K2appr»KrCD,N)
2840 K2appi=Losstan<D,N>*Kr<D,N)
2850 L-(LOG(Aprime/A)+LOG(B/Bprime))/LOG(B/A>
2860 CALL CdivCl,0,Fluidr,F1uidi,R,I)
2670 CALL CmultCR,I,L,0,Rd2,Id2)
2880 CALL Cdiv(l,0,K2appr,K2appi,Rdl,Idl)
2890 Rd=Rdl-Rd2
2900 Id«Idl-Id2
2910 CALL Cdiv<Num,0,Rd,Id,Kc2r,Kc2i >
2920 Kc2r<D,N)«Kc2r
2930 Loss_cor(D,N)«LGT<ABS<-Kc2i/Kc2r)>
2940 NEXT N
2950 NEXT D
2960 PIot_kc2:LOCATE 15,95,45,95
2970 SCALE .3,1,Minkr,Maxkr
2980 PEN 4
2990 LINE TYPE 1
3000 FOR D-l TO Last-1
3010 MOVE Porosity(D),(Kc2r(D,l)+Kc2r(D,2>>/2
3020 POLYGON .01
3030 NEXT D
3040 Plot_losscor:LOCATE 15,95,15,45 
3050 SCALE .3,1,Mi ntan,Maxtan 
3060 FOR D-l TO Last-1
3070 MOVE Porosity(D),<Loss_cor<D,1>+Loss_cor(D,2>>/2
3080 POLYGON .005
3090 NEXT D
3100 Endplot:ALPHA
3110 BEEP
3120 REDIM Densi ty<50>
3130 REDIM Kr <50,2>
3140 An$="N"
3158 EDIT "HARDCOPY(Y/N)?",An*
3160 IF An*<>"Y" THEN 3200 
3170 DUMP GRAPHICS 
3180 OUTPUT 0 
3190 OUTPUT 0 
3200 An*-"N"
3210 EDIT " CARE TO MODEL FOR AIR GAP ERROR CORRECTIONS (Y/N)?",An*
3220 IF An*="N" THEN Save
3230 Model : ! SECTION TO Plot Kr VS K corrected
3240 ! BASED ON HUANG AND SEN, 1983
3250 Input: INPUT " MODEL FOR (A)IR-GAP OR (CONDUCTIVITY- ENTER A, C OR CONT TO G 
0 ON",V*
3260 F-l
3270 IF V*-"C" THEN Cond 
3280 IF V*< >"A “ THEN Save
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3290 Air_g*p:INPUT “ENTER AIR GAP IN CM (ROUNDED TO .1,.01, .001, OR .0001>",Air 
gap
3300 IF TypeS=“W" THEN Conductivity-.1 'AVERAGE CONDUCTIVITY FOR WET SOILS
3310 IF Type*-"A" THEN Conductivity=1.0E-4
3320 IF Type*="M" THEN Conductivity*.01
3330 IF Type*=“B “ THEN Conductivity-1.0E-4
3340 CALL Plot_model("CONDUCTIVITY « “,Conduct ivity,"mhos/m","AIR GAP- ",Ai rgap 
,Ai rgap,Conductivity,A,B,W,Fluidr,F1uidi,F,Type*)
3350 INPUT " ANOTHER AIR-GAP(Y/N>",An*
3360 IF An*< >"Y" THEN Cond 
3370 F-2
3380 GOTO Air_gap
3390 Cond:INPUT "CHANGE CONDUCTIVITY <Y/N)?",C*
3400 F-l
3410 IF C * *"N " THEN Save 
3420 PRINT " AIR GAP*.01"
3430 Ai rgap-.01
3440 Ok:INPUT " ENTER CONDUCTIVITY (MHO/M)",Conductivity
3450 CALL P1ot_mode1("AIR-GAP- ",Airgap,"in cm","CONDUCTIVITY- ",Conduct i vi ty,A 
irgap,Conductivity,A,B,W,Fluidr,Fluidi,F,Type*>
3460 An*="Y"
3470 EDIT "ANOTHER CONDUCTIVITY</N)?",An*
3480 IF An*< >"Y" THEN Save
3490 F-2
3500 GOTO Ok
3510 Save : PR I NT PAGE
3520 An*-"Y"
3530 EDIT "SAVE DATA (Y/N)?",An*
3540 IF An*< >"Y" THEN Tablel
3550 INPUT " ENTER FILENAME (< OR- 6 CHAR)",Samplefi1e*
3560 IF LEN(Samplefile*>>6 THEN 3550 
3570 DISP "STORING ";Samplefile*
3580 CREATE Samp l e d  le*,4 
3590 ASSIGN «1 TO S a m p l e d  le*
3600 PRINT #l;Fi1e * <*),Last,Type*
3610 Tablel: ! TABLE FOR POROSITY, Kg,Sgh,Dbd
3620 PRINT PACE
3630 An*-"Y"
3640 EDIT " SEE SOME TABLES OF PERMITTIVITY DATA <Y/N)",An*
3650 IF An*< >"Y" THEN Choose 
3660 EXIT GRAPHICS 
3670 PRINT PAGE 
3680 RESTORE Grain
3690 Grain: DATA 5. 85,6. 65,5. 15, 4. 64,5. 57,4.51,7.6,7.7,4. 76,5,4.9,7.5,6,8.2, 12.4
,8. 19, 7. 1,4. 92, 8. 2, 6. 3, 4. 5, 7. 8
3700 MAT READ Grain
3710 FOR D-l TO Last-1
3720 FOR 1-1 TO 22
3730 Dum-I
3740 IF Title*(D)*Soi1type*<I) THEN Setgrain
3750 NEXT I
3760 Setgrain: ! SETS Kg VALUES FOR SAMPLES 
3770 G(D)-Grai n(Dum)
3780 IF Fi1e*(D)-"FLINT7" THEN G(D>-4.7 
3790 NEXT D
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3800 AnS«MN M
3810 EDIT "HARDCOPY(Y/N)?",An*
3820 IF An*«"Y" THEN PRINTER IS 0 
3830 IMAGE 20A,X,6(7A,X)
3840 PRINT USING 3830;"SAMPLE", "Kz FOR","Kz REV","Kz FOR","Kz REV"," K z ","PO 
ROSITY"
3850 PRINT USING 3830;“ "," MEAS"," MEAS",“CORRECT","CORRECT" , "THEORY" , "

3860 Dum*«"
3870 PRINT Dum*
3880 IMAGE 20A,X,6(2D.3D,2X>
3890 FOR D-l TO Last-1
3900 PRINT USING 3880;T i11e* (D ),K r (D,1),Kr(D,2),Kc2r(D,1),Kc2r(D,2),Kt(D),Por
os ity(D)
3910 NEXT D
3920 PRINTER IS 16
3930 DISP "CONT TO GO ON"
3940 IF An*="Y" THEN PRINTER IS 0
3950 PRINT Dum*
3960 PAUSE
3970 IMAGE 20A,X,4(13A,X)
3980 PRINT USING 3970;"SAMPLE","LOG LOSS TAN","LOG LOSS TAN", "LOG LOSS TAN","LO 
G LOSS TAN"
3990 PRINT USING 3970;" ","FORWARD","REVERSE","F- CORRECTED","R- CORRECTED

4000 FOR D-l TO Last-1
4010 IMAGE 24A,X,4(2D.3D,7X)
4020 PRINT USING 4010;Ti11« * (D ),LOG(ABS(Losstan(D ,1))>,LOG(ABS(Losstan(D , 2)))
,Loss_cor(D,1),Loss_cor(D,2)
4030 NEXT D
4040 PRINT Dum*
4050 PRINTER IS 16
4060 GOTO Choose
4070 Ge t : ! RETRIEVES DATA FOR PLOTTING 
4080 MASS STORAGE IS ":C"
4090 CAT
4108 INPUT " ENTER FILENAME WHERE DATA IS STORED",Samplefile*
4110 DISP " RETRIEVING "(Sampled1e*
4120 ASSIGN #1 TO Samp l e d  le*
4130 READ #l;File*(*>,Last,Type*
4140 ASSIGN #1 TO *
4150 GOTO Assign 
4160 END
4170 Labe 1 : SUB Label(S*,X,Max,Min,Lorg, Ldir ,X I )
4180 PEN 1
4190 DEC
4200 LINE TYPE 1
4210 SCALE 0,1,0,1
4220 LORG 5
4230 LDIR Ldir
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4240 MOVE X-SGN(X)*.025,.5
4250 LABEL USING "K";S$
4260 LDIR 0
4270 LORG Lorg
4280 MOVE Xl-SGNCX)*.05,1
4290 LABEL USING "K";DROUNDCMax,2)
4300 MOVE X1-SGN(X)*.05,0
4310 LABEL USING "K";DROUND(Min,2)
4320 LDIR 0
4330 SCALE .3,1,Min,Max
4340 FOR I=Min TO Max STEP 1*( l + 9*<Min=10>>
4350 IF S*< >"LOG LOSS TANGENT" THEN Klabel
4360 MOVE .3,1
4370 GOTO 4390
4380 K1abel: MOVE 1,I
4390 LABEL USING "K";
4400 NEXT I
4410 SUBEND
4420 SUB CmuH(A,B,C,D,X,Y)
4430 X«A*C-B*D
4440 Y«A*D*B*C
4450 SUBEXIT
4460 SUB Cdiv(A,B,C,D,X,Y)
4470 Q=C*C*D*D
4480 IF 0=0 THEN 0-1E-8
4490 X*<A*C+B*D)/Q
4500 Y«<B*C-A*D)/Q
4510 SUBEXIT
4520 SUB Csqroot(A,B,X,Y)
4530 DEC
4540 S=SQR<AA2+BA2>
4550 Theta=SGN<B>*90
4560 IF A< >0 THEN Theta=ATN<B/A) + 180*<A<0)
4570 X=SQR(S>*COS(That a/2>
4580 Y=SQR<S)*SIN<Theta/2)
4590 SUBEXIT
4600 SUB C1og(A,B,X,Y>
4610 RAD
4620 X=L0G(SQRCAa 2*Ba 2))
4630 Y=SGN(B)*PI/2
4640 IF A< >0 THEN Y=ATN<B/A>+SGN<B>*PI*<A<0)
4650 DEC
4660 SUBEXIT
4670 SUB Calc(Rsl1 a,I si 1 a,Rs21a,Is21a,Samplen,Klr, Kli,Zcr, Zci>
4680 DEC
4690 Zo«50
4700 Rnl«RslIa+Rs21a+1
4710 Inl*IslIa+Is21a
4720 Rn2=Rs11a-Rs21a+1
4730 In2=Islla-Is2la
4740 Rn3«Rslla+Rs21a-l
4750 In3=IslIa+Is21a
4760 Rn4«RslIa-Rs21a-1
4770 In4-Islla-Is21a
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4780 CALL CmuUCRnl, Inl,Rn2, In2,Plr,Pli >
4790 CALL Cmult <Rn3,In3,Rn4,In4,P2r,P2i)
4800 CALL Cmult<Plr,Pli,P2r,P2i,R,I>
4810 A: CALL Csqroot(R,I,Ar,Ai )
4820 CALL CmultCRslla,Islla.Rslla,Islla,Rsqlla,Isqlla)
4830 CALL CmuH<Rs21a, Is21a,Rs21a, I s 2 1 a, Rsq21 a, Isq21a)
4840 Rnum=Rsq21a-Rsqlla+l-Ar
4850 Inum=Isq21a-Isqlla-Ai
4860 Rd=2*Rs21a
4870 Id=2*Is21a
4880 Q: CALL Cdi v(Rnum,Inum,Rd,Id,Rq,Iq)
4890 Rnum=Rsqlla-Rsq2la+l-Ar
4900 Inum=Isqlla-Isq21a-Ai
4910 Rd=2*Rslla
4920 Id=2*Islla
4930 Cam:CALL CdivCRnum, Inum,Rd,Id.Rgam,Igam)
4940 CALL ClogCRq,Iq,Rlnq,Ilnq)
4950 CALL Cmult(0,1,RInq,11nq,R,I>
4960 K 1 : CALL CdivCR,I,Samplen,0,Klr,K l i )
4970 CALL Cdiv<1+Rgam,Igam,1-Rgam,Igam,Qr,Qi)
4980 Zc: CALL Cmult<Zo,0,Q r ,Qi,Zcr,Zci>
4990 SUBEND
5000 P_r: SUB P_r(Mag,Phase,X,Y)
5010 DEC
5020 X=Mag*C0S<Phase>
5030 Y=Mag*SIN<Phase>
5040 SUBEXIT
5050 R_p:SUB R_p(X,Y,Mag,Phase)
5060 DEC
5070 Mag=SQR<X^2+YA2>
5080 Y=SGN<Y)*90
5090 IF X< >0 THEN Phase = ATN<Y/X)+SGN<Y)*180*<X<0)
5100 SUBEXIT
5110 Plot_model: SUB PIot_model(Y*,Q,U*,P*,E,Airgap,Conductivity,A,B,W,Fluidr,Flu 
i d i ,F ,Type*)
5120 DEC
5130 ! SECTION TO PLOT Kr VS K CORRECTED
5140 I BASED ON HUANG AND SHEN, 1983
5150 IF F O I  THEN 5280
5160 PLOTTER IS 13,"GRAPHICS"
5170 GRAPHICS
5180 LOCATE 15,95,15,95
5190 FRAME
5200 SCALE 0,1,0,1
5210 LORG 5
5220 LDIR 0
5230 MOVE .53,1.05
5240 LABEL USING "K";"APPARENT K'"
5250 MOVE -.05,.5
5260 LDIR 90
5270 LABEL USING "K";" CORRECTED K'"
5280 LDIR 0
5290 PEN 1
5300 LORG 2
5310 IF Type*<>"U" THEN 5350
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5320 Mi n*10
5330 M*x»100
5340 GOTO Sc *1*2
5350 ! SCALE FOR AIR AND BENZENE
5360 Mi n»l
5370 M*x«10
5380 IF Type*< >"M" THEN Sc*1e2
5390 M i n*8
5400 M*x*23
5410 Scale2:SCALE Min,Max,Min,Max
5420 FOR I«Min TO Max STEP 1 *<1+9*<M in*10))
5430 MOVE Max,I
5440 LABEL USING " K " ; I
5450 NEXT I
5460 LORG 5
5470 FOR I=Min TO Max STEP l*(l+9$(Min«10>>
5480 MOVE I,Min-(Max-Min)/20
5490 LABEL USING "K";I
5500 MOVE I,Min
5510 LABEL USING
5520 NEXT I
5530 MOVE 18,10
5540 IF TyprS< >"M" THEN MOVE 7*(1*9*(Min=10)),2*<1+9*<Min«10>)
5550 LABEL USING "K";Y$;Q
5568 MOVE 70,15
5570 LABEL USING "K";U*
5580 Aprime=A+Airgap
5590 Bpr i me=B-A i rgap
5600 Num=LOG < Bpr ime/Apr i m e )/LOG(B/A)
5610 L=(LOG<Aprime/A)+LOG<B/Bprime))/LOG(B/A)
5620 CALL Cdiv(l,0,Fluidr,Fluidi,R,I>
5630 CALL CmultCR,I,L,0,Rd2,Id2)
5640 Ki“Conductivity/W/8.854E-12
5650 PEN 3
5660 FOR Kr*Mi n TO Max STEP (Max-Mi n>/2O0
5670 CALL Cdiv<l,0,Kr,Ki,Rdl,Idl>
5680 Rd=Rdl-Rd2
5690 Id=Idl-Id2
5700 CALL CdivCNum,0,Rd,Id,Kc2r,Kc2i )
5710 IF Kr< >Min+150*((Max-Min)/200) THEN Skip
5720 XI=Mi n+ 150*((Max-Min)/200)
5730 Yl«Kc2r
5740 Skip: IF K r O M i n  + 180*( (Max-Mi n)/200) THEN Skip2 
5750 X2=Min+180*((Max-Min)/200>
5760 Y2«Kc2r
5770 Sk i p2:MOVE Kr,Kc2r 
5780 PLOT Kr,Kc2r
5790 NEXT Kr
5800 Slope*ATN((Y2-Yl>/(X2-Xl> >
5810 LDIR Slope
5820 MOVE (X2+X1)/2-(Max-Min)/50,(Y2+Y1)/2
5830 IF Kc2r>Max+(Max-Mi n)*.15 THEN LDIR Slope-10
5840 IF Kc2r>Max+(Max-Min>*.15 THEN MOVE (X2*X1)/2-(Max-Min>/2.5,.75*(Max-Min
>
5850 LABEL USING "Kw; PS;DROUND(E,3>
5860 LDIR 0
5870 GS«MN"
5880 EDIT "HARDCOPY(Y/N>?"iG$
5890 IF GS<>MY W THEN SUBEXIT
5900 DUMP GRAPHICS
5910 OUTPUT 0
5920 OUTPUT 0
5930 SUBEXIT
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1 ! KgTest PROGRAM
10 ! PROGRAM TO GRAPHICALLY FIND A VALUE FOR kg
20 ! BY GARY OLHOEFT, MODIFIED BY DOR IA KUTRUBES
30 ! DESIGNED TO FIND Kg FOR KPLOT PROGRAM
40 OPTION BASE 1
50 PLOTTER IS 13,"GRAPHICS"
60 INPUT "ENTER KMEASURED",Km
70 INPUT "ENTER POROSITY",Por
80 DIM E(0:20>
90 SCALE 0,1,1,5
100 SCALE Por-.1,Por+.1,Km-.1,Km+.1
110 GRAPHICS
120 PEN 2
130 LORG 5
140 MOVE Por,Km
150 LABEL USING "K";
160 Kc w  1
170 PEN 1
180 INPUT "ENTER STARTING AND STORING Kg VALUE",Start,Stop
190 INPUT ■ ENTER DESIRED INCRIMENT OF MEASURE",Inc
200 FOR Kg = St art TO Stop STEP Inc
210 FOR P*0 TO 1 STEP .1
220 ON ERROR GOTO 290
230 C-l/3
240 E(0)-Kg+P*(Kcw-Kg)
250 FOR 1-1 TO 10
260 EC I)=Kg+P*(Kcw-Kg)*EXP(C*LOG(E(1-1>/Kcw)>
270 NEXT I
280 PLOT P,E(10),-(l+(P-0)>
290 NEXT P
300 LABEL USING "K"; Kg
310 NEXT Kg
311 AnS-"Y"
320 EDIT “ANOTHER GO (Y/N>",An*
330 IF A n S O " Y "  THEN 340
331 GCLEAR
332 GOTO 60
340 END
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10 ! DIELECTRIC PLOTTING ROUTINE FOR 8505A PROGRAM
20 ! FOR USE ON HP 9645B OR C
30 ! PLOTS LINEAR FREQUENCY VS. REAL PERMITTIVITY AND LOG LOSS TANGENT
40 ! FINAL VERSION 4/17/86
50 PRINT PAGE
60 PRINT "DIELECTRIC PLOTTING ROUTINE BY DORIA KUTRUBES"
70 WAIT 3000
80 OPTION BASE 1
90 OVERLAP
100 DEC
110 DIM Die!<500,2),Ki <500,2),Tand<500,2),Freq<500),T&nm<500, 2) , Rmu<500, 2) , R s < 
500,2,2),Is<500,2,2),Idiel<500,2)
120 DIM Smplfile$[6 3,CalfileS[6 3,Name$C80 3,F$[7 3,RSt7],Z«[103,YS[10], W$C10 3,QS 
C103,TSC25 3,Avk<2>,Avt<2>
130 Printer*16
140 Hardpri nter«0
150 Softpri nter«16
160 Get : !
170 PRINT PAGE
180 MASS STORAGE IS ":C"
190 CAT ! CATALOG OF DISK DRIVE C
200 INPUT "ENTER FILENAME WHERE DIELECTRIC DATA STORED",Smplfi1e$
210 DISP "RETRIEVING ";Smplfile$
220 ASSIGN #1 TO Smplfile*
230 READ #i;Name$,Samplen,Freq<*),Diel<*),Tand<*>,Rmu<*>,Tanm($),Calfi 1eS,Rs<* 
),Is<*>
240 ASSIGN #1 TO *
250 MASS STORAGE IS ":T15"
260 Choose:!
270 EXIT GRAPHICS
280 ALPHA
290 PRINT PAGE
300 D*="P"
310 EDIT "< L >I ST, <P)LOT, <G)ET OLD DATA, <E)ND",D$
320 IF U P C $ ( D $ [ 1,13 >*"P" THEN Doriaplot
330 IF UPC$<D$[1,13)«"L" THEN Die! list
340 IF UPC$<D*[1,13)«"G" THEN Get
350 IF UPC$<D$C1,13>="E" THEN End
360 Di el 1ist: !
370 AnS«"N"
380 EDIT " HARDCOPY(Y/N)?",An*
390 PRINT PAGE
400 IF <AnS = "Y") OR <AnS*"y"> THEN Pr i nter«Hardpri nter 
410 PRINTER IS Printer
420 PRINT Name*
430 IMAGE K,X,K,3X,K
440 PRINT USING 430;“FREQUENCY","*****»**** FORWARD **********","et****** R 
EVERSE ********"
450 PRINT Dum*
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460 IMAGE K,X,K,7(4X,K>
470 PRINT USING 460; H (MHZ) ", "K' ", " K "  ", "LOSSTAN", "Rmu ", "Kz " , " K "
", "LOSSTAN","Rmu"
480 PRINT DumS
490 FOR F * 1 TO 500
500 Idiel(F,1)*-Tand(F,1)*Di el(F,1)
510 Idiel(F,2)=-T*nd(F,2)*Diel(F,2)
520 PRINT USING "4D.D,8<4DZ.3D)";Freq(F),Diel(F,l),Idiel(F,1),Tand(F,1),Rmu(
F , 1),Diel(F,2),Idiel(F,2),Tand(F,2),Rmu(F,2)
530 NEXT F
540 IF Printer<>Softprinter THEN 580 
550 BEEP
560 DISP "PRESS CONTINUE TO EXIT"
570 PAUSE
580 PRINTER IS 16
590 GOTO Choose
600 Doriaplot: ! PLOTTING ROUTINE
610 PRINT PAGE
620 StatusS*"D"
630 EDIT " SAMPLE— (W)ET OR (D)RY??", Status*
640 DEC
650 MAT Di el*ABS(Di el >
660 FOR N* 1 TO 2
670 Maxkr(N)=Maxloss(N)*Totalk«Totalt*0
680 Minkr(N)=Minloss(N)*lE99
690 FOR F*3 TO 500
700 IF Maxkr(NXDiel (F,N> THEN Maxkr(N)*Di el (F, N)
710 IF Minkr(N)>Diel(F,N> THEN Minkr(N)»Diel(F,N)
720 IF Maxloss(NXLGT(ABS(Tand(F,N))> THEN Maxi oss(N)=LGT(ABS<Tand(F, N) ) )
730 IF Minioss(N)>LGT(ABS(Tand(F,N))) THEN Minloss(N)=LGT(ABS(Tand<F,N)))
740 Totalk»Totalk+Diel(F,N>
750 Tot alt«Totalt+Tand(F,N)
760 NEXT F
770 Avk(N>«Totalk/(500-3)
780 Avt(N)«Tota1t/(500-3)
790 NEXT N
800 MAT SEARCH Maxkr(*>,MAX;Maxkr
810 IF Minkr(lXMinkr(2) THEN 840
820 Minkr*Minkr(2)
630 GOTO 850
840 Minkr*Minkr(1>
850 MAT SEARCH Max 1oss(*),MAX;Max loss
860 MAT SEARCH M inloss(*),MIN;Minioss
870 Avk*(Avk(l)+Avk(2>>/2
880 Avt*(Avt(1 X-Avt(2)>/2
890 PLOTTER IS 13,"GRAPHICS"
900 GRAPHICS
910 EXIT ALPHA
920 LINE TYPE 1
930 PEN 1
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940 LOCATE 5,97,5,97
950 SCALE 0,1,0,1
960 LORG 5
970 MOVE .53,1
980 LABEL USING "KH;NameS
990 MOVE .53,0
1000 LABEL USING “K";"FREQUENCY IN MHZ"
1010 LOCATE 15,95,15,95 
1020 FRAME
1030 FOR I*0 TO 1 STEP 1/13
1040 LOCATE 15-1,96-1,15-1,96-1
1050 SCALE 0,1,0,1
1060 MOVE 1,0
1070 LABEL USING "K"; " | "
1080 NEXT I
1090 MOVE 0,-.05
1100 LABEL USING "K";"0"
1110 MOVE 1,-.05 
1120 LABEL USING "K";"1300"
1130 LOCATE 15,95,45,95 
1140 FRAME 
1150 LDIR 0
1160 ! PLOT ROUTINE FOR DIELECTRIC PERMITTIVITY
1170 Minkr*2.55 ! ADJUSTS SCALE TO EVEN I NCR I MENT
1180 Maxkr«2.8 ! DITTO
1190 SCALE 3,500,Mi nkr,Maxkr
1200 PEN 2
1210 FOR N*1 TO 2
1220 MOVE O.Diel(3,N)
1230 FOR F*3 TO 500
1240 DRAW F.Diel(F,N)
1250 NEXT F
1260 PEN 3
1270 LINE TYPE 3
1280 NEXT N
1290 IF StatusSO-'D" THEN 1450 
1300 MOVE 35,Dial(3,1>
1310 Densi ty»0 
1320 M=POSCNameS,"■">
1330 IF M*0 THEN 1350
1340 Densi ty»VAL<Name$[M+l3>
1350 Ideal»1.92AD*nsity 
1360 LINE TYPE 1 
1370 MOVE 3,Ideal 
1380 FOR F«3 TO 500 
1390 DRAW F,Ideal
1400 NEXT F 
1410 MOVE 500,Ideal 
1420 LORG 2
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1430 LABEL USING "K";" DROUND<Ideal,3>
1440 LORG 5
1450 CALL Label<-.15,"K'",Avk,Maxkr,Minkr,8,90,1,498,2,7)
1460 ! PLOT ROUTINE FOR LOSS TANGENT
1470 LOCATE 15,95,15,45 
1480 Minioss=-4 
1490 Maxloss*-!
1500 SCALE 3,500,Mi nioss,Maxloss
1510 PEN 2
1520 FOR N«1 TO 2
1530 MOVE 0,LGT(ABS(Tand(35,N))>
1540 FOR F«3 TO 500
1550 DRAW F,LGT(ABS(Tand(F,N)>)
1560 NEXT F
1570 PEN 3
1580 LINE TYPE 3
1590 NEXT N
1600 Avt»LGT(ABS<Avt))
1610 CALL Label(1.2,"LOG LOSS TANGENT",Avt,Maxloss,Mi nioss,2,-90,0,7,8,498) 
1620 An*="N"
1630 EDIT "HARDCOPY<Y/N>?",AnS
1640 IF AnS< >"Y" THEN Choose
1650 DUMP GRAPHICS
1660 OUTPUT 0
1670 OUTPUT 0
1680 GOTO Choose
1690 End:END
1700 Label: !
1710 SUB Label(X,TS,Ave,Max,Min,Long,Ldir,XI,Pos,Lorg2,Pos2>
1720 DEC
1730 LINE TYPE 1
1740 LDIR 0
1750 LORG Lorg2
1760 MOVE Pos,Ave
1770 IF T$*"K'" THEN LABEL USING "A,DZ.DD“; Ave ! AVE K'
1780 IF TS="LOG LOSS TANGENT" THEN LABEL USING "DZ.DD,A";Ave;" -"
1790 LORG Long
1800 IF TS="LOG LOSS TANGENT" THEN Skip
1810 FOR I»Min TO Max STEP (Max-Min)/5
1820 r.nTn 1 A 4 A
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1830 Sk i p:FOR I*Min TO Max STEP <Max-Min>/3 
1848 MOVE Pos2,I
1850 IF T*="K'" THEN LABEL USING "DZ.DD,A"; I ;
I860 IF TS»"LOG LOSS TANGENT" THEN LABEL USING " A A , S D " ; I
1870 NEXT I
1880 SCALE 0,1,0,1
1890 LORG 5
1900 LDIR Ldir
1910 MOVE X+SGN<X>#.025,.5
1920 LABEL USING "K";T$ ! LABELS PARAMETERS
1930 MOVE X-SGN(X)*.01,.23
1940 PEN 2
1950 LABEL USING "K";"FORWARD"
I960 PEN 3
1970 MOVE X-SGN(X>*.01,.73
1980 LINE TYPE 3
1990 LABEL USING "K";"REVERSE"
2000 LINE TYPE 1
2010 LDIR 0
2020 LORG 5
2030 SUBEXIT
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10 OPTION BASE 1 ! RE-STORE "ALLPLT"
20 ! BY GARY OLHOEFT
30 ! MODIFIED BY DORIA KUTRUBES
40 OVERLAP
50 DEC
60 DIM Freq<500>,Die!(500,2),Tand<500,2)
70 DIM Cat« < 1000)[80],Name*C 160 3,A$ [803,B$C801
80 MASS STORAGE IS ":C "
90 CAT TO Cat$<*>
100 GRAPHICS
110 PRINTER IS 0
120 PRINT
130 FOR Cat«l TO 1000
140 IF POS(Cat$<Cat>,"285")=0 THEN Nextcat
150 ASSIGN #1 TO CatS<Cat>Cl,63
160 READ #l;Name$,Samplen,Freq<*>,Die1<*>,Tand<*>
170 ASSIGN #1 TO *
180 P 1ot: PLOTTER IS 13,"GRAPHICS"
190 SCALE 0,100*RATIO,0,100
200 PEN 1
210 LORG 5
220 LINE TYPE 1
230 M = P 0 S < N a m e « , >
240 IF M*0 THEN 260
250 Density=VAL<Name*[M+13>
260 IF POS(Name*,"SAT"><>0 THEN 310
270 MOVE 100*RATIO/2,62
280 IF M=0 THEN Density»©
290 Ideal : Ideal *1. 92,'Densi ty
300 LABEL USING "K";"1.92^d IS ";DROUNDCIdeal,2)
310 LDIR -90
320 LORG 8
330 MOVE 100*RATIO-1,0
340 LABEL USING "K";TRIM*(Cat*(Cat)[1,63)&" "
350 MOVE 100*RATIO-5,0
360 LABEL USING "K";DROUND(Density,5)
370 St art*2
380 MAT SEARCH Freq(*>,LOC(>999.9); Stop
390 FOR N * 1 TO 2
400 FOR F*Start TO Stop
410 ON ERROR GOTO 460
420 W=2*PI*Freq(F)*lE6
430 Al pha=W*SQR(PI*4E-7*Diel (F, N)«8. 854185E-12/2*(SQR( l+Tand(F, N)‘'2) + l > >
440 Lambda=2*PI/'Al pha
450 IF Lambda<.04*Samplen THEN Newstop ! Calc sample holder resonance
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460 NEXT F
470 GOTO 490
480 Newstop:Stop*F
490 NEXT N
500 OFF ERROR
510 MAT Diel=ABS<Diel>
520 MAT Tand=ABS(Tand>
530 MAT SEARCH Freq<*),LOC<>99.5>;L
540 D**<Diel<L,1>+Diel<L,2>>/2
550 Kmi n«lE32
560 Dmax*Kinax»-lE32
570 FOR F*Start TO Stop
580 Kmin=MIN(Die1(F,1>,Diel(F,2),Kmin)
590 Kmax»MAX(Diel(F,1>,Di el(F,2>,Krnax)
600 Dmax=MAX(Tand(F,1>,Tand(F ,2>, Dmax>
610 NEXT F
620 Kmin-MAX<0,INTCKmin-.5>>
630 Kstep=PROUND< <Kmax-Kmin>/4,-l + INT<LGT<Da>>>
640 Kmax*Kmin+5»Kstep
650 Dmax = I NT<LGT<MAX<Dmax,.1))) + 1
660 Dmax*l
670 Fmi n«l
680 Fmax*3
690 LOCATE 15,90,0,19
700 SCALE Fmi n,Fmax,0,19
710 LORG 5
720 LDIR 0
730 FOR 1=1 TO 3
740 MOVE 1,20
750 LABEL USING "K";" |"
760 MOVE 1,16
770 LABEL USING "K";I
780 NEXT I
790 MOVE <Fmin+Fmax>/2,13
800 LABEL USING "K";"LOG Frequency/MHz"
810 S=12
820 AS=NameS
830 Lab1p:P=POS(A$,",">
840 IF P*0 THEN Endlab
850 BS=ASC1,P-1]
860 A$=A*[P+13
670 GOTO 890
880 Endlab:B*=A$
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890 8-8-3
900 MOVE (Fmin+Fmax)/2,S
910 LABEL USING "K";B*
920 IF <S>3> AND <AS< >B$) THEN Lab Ip
930 LOCATE 15,90,59,99
940 SCALE Fmi n,Fmax,Kmi n,Kmax
950 PEN 1
960 LINE TYPE 1
970 FRAME
980 FOR N-l TO 2
990 PEN N+l
1000 LINE TYPE 1 + 2*<N-2)
1010 FOR F-Start TO Stop
1020 PLOT LGT(Freq<F)),Diel<F,N>,-1-<F=Start>
1030 NEXT F
1040 NEXT N
1050 LORG 5
1060 LINE TYPE 1
1070 PEN 1
1080 MOVE LGT<Freq<L>>,Da
1090 LABEL USING "K ";"+"
1100 LOCATE 90,100,59,99
1110 SCALE 0,10,Kmi n,Krnax
1120 LORG 2
1130 LDIR 0
1140 MOVE -.6,Da
1150 LABEL USING "A,DZ.DD";"-";Da
1160 LOCATE 0,15,59,99
1170 SCALE 0,10,Kmin,Krnax
1180 LORG 8
1190 FOR I-Kmi n TO Krnax STEP Kstep
1200 MOVE 10,I
1210 LABEL USING "DZ.D,A";I;
1220 NEXT I
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1230 LDIR 90
1240 LORG 5
1250 MOVE 1,<Kmin*Km*x)/2
1260 LABEL USING "K";"Relative Permittivity"
1270 LOCATE 15,90,19,59
1280 !
1290 SCALE Fmi n,Fmax,Dmax-3,Dmax
1300 PEN 1
1310 LINE TYPE 1
1320 FRAME
1330 FOR N=1 TO 2
1340 PEN N+l
1350 LINE TYPE 1+2*(N«2)
1360 FOR F*Start TO Stop
1370 PLOT LGT<Freq<F>>,LGT<Tand<F,N)),-l-<F»Start)
1380 NEXT F
1390 NEXT N
1400 LOCATE 90,100,19,59
1410 SCALE 0,10,Dmax-3,Dmax
1420 LINE TYPE 1
1430 PEN 1
1440 LORG 2
1450 LDIR 0
1460 FOR I-Dmax TO Dmax-3 STEP -1
1470 MOVE -.6,I
1480 LABEL USING "AA,SD";"- I
1490 NEXT I
1500 LORG 5
1510 LDIR -90
1520 MOVE 9,Dmax-1.5
1530 LABEL USING "K";"LOG Loss Tangent"
1540 SERIAL
1550 DUMP GRAPHICS
1560 PRINT
1570 OVERLAP
1580 NextcatINEXT Cat
1590 END
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C O R R E C T E D  A N D  T H E O R E T I C A L  V A L U E S  OF

K ' AND LOG LOSS TANGENT

DRY SOI LS, A l R G A P ii b o 1 CM
SAMPLE K " FOR K " REV K y FOR Ky REV K " POROSI

MEAS MEAS CORRECT CORRECT THEORY
FLINT SAND 2. 575 2.579 2.597 2. 602 2. 546 . 426
FLINT SAND 2.615 2. 638 2. 638 2. 663 2. 546 . 420
WIND BLOWN SAND 2.713 2. 626 2. 740 2.650 2. 467 . 473
WIND BLOWN SAND 2.819 2. 623 2. 848 2.647 2. 467 . 473
BRICK CLAY 1. 831 2. 143 1 . 839 2. 157 1 . 952 . 650
BRICK CLAY 2. 354 2. 155 2. 372 2. 169 1 . 952 . 650
ADOBE 2. 383 2. 544 2. 402 2. 566 2. 427 . 473
ADOBE 2. 340 2. 554 2. 357 2. 576 2. 467 . 473
ADOBE 2. 338 2. 508 2. 356 2. 529 2. 467 . 473
ADOBE 2. 727 2.537 2. 753 2.559 2. 467 . 473
LOESS 2. 458 2. 300 2. 479 2.317 1.952 . 592
FIRE CLAY 3. 222 3. 067 3. 263 3. 103 2.427 . 469
SANDY SOIL 2. 634 2. 534 2. 659 2. 556 2.427 . 452
SANDY SOIL 2. 173 2. 663 2. 187 2. 688 2. 427 . 454
GLACIAL SAND 2. 203 2. 479 2.218 2. 500 2. 467 . 482
GLACIAL SAND 2. 221 2. 446 2. 236 2. 466 2. 467 . 482
GLACIAL SAND 2. 208 2. 483 2. 223 2. 504 2. 467 . 462
DUNE SAND 2. 706 2. 598 2.732 2. 621 2. 626 .412
DUNE SAND 2.672 2.599 2. 697 2. 623 2. 626 .412
SANDY SOIL 2. 634 2.534 2. 659 2. 556 2. 467 . 452
SANDY SOIL 2. 173 2. 663 2. 187 2. 688 2. 467 . 454
GLACIAL SOIL 2. 406 2. 621 2. 425 2.645 2. 348 .503
GRAVELLY SOIL 2. 841 2. 946 2.870 2.979 2. 427 . 442
GLACIAL SOIL 2. 977 3. 077 3.010 3. 113 2. 427 . 450
SANDY LOAM 2. 885 2.891 2.916 2. 922 2. 507 . 436
HEAVY BLUE LOAM 2. 395 2. 375 2.413 2. 393 2. 110 . 602
PEAT MOSS 1.313 1 . 209 1.315 1 .210 1. 159 .917
PEAT 1 .596 1. 527 1. 601 1 . 531 1. 317 .764
MUCK 2. 042 1. 988 2.054 1. 999 1.872 .667
FÜSSILIFEROUS SOIL 3. 157 3. 150 3. 196 3. 188 2. 427 . 478
GREEN SAND 3.667 3.644 3. 720 3.697 2. 070 .546
RESIDUAL SOIL HORNBL 2. 675 2. 582 2.701 2. 605 2. 110 .588
RESIDUAL SOIL SILICE 2. 596 2. 629 2.619 2. 653 2. 110 . 543
SILT LOAM 2. 203 2. 221 2.217 2. 236 2. 031 .609
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SAMPLE LOG LOSS TAN LOG LOSS TAN LOG LOSS TAN LOG LOSS
FORWARD REVERSE F- CORRECTED R- CORR

FLINT SAND —4.166 —6.926 -1.777 -3.001
FLINT SAND -4.473 -4.582 -1.936 -1.984
WIND BLOWN SAND -4.274 -4.317 -1.849 -1.868
WIND BLOWN SAND -5.262 -6.026 -2.278 -2.611
BRICK CLAY -6.877 -4.523 -2.982 -1.959
BRICK CLAY -4.507 -4.618 -1.952 -2.000
ADOBE -4.536 -4.667 -1.964 -2.021
ADOBE -5.131 -4.701 -2.223 -2.035
ADOBE -5.353 -4.548 -2.319 -1.969
ADOBE -6.019 -4.378 -2.608 -1.895
LOESS -6.312 -4.272 -2.735 -1.850
FIRE CLAY -3.572 -3.280 -1.544 -1.417
SANDY SOIL -5.854 -4.889 -2.536 -2.117
SANDY SOIL -3.057 -3.785 -1.322 -1.637
GLACIAL SAND -5.315 -4.083 -2.303 -1.767
GLACIAL SAND —5.637 -3.861 -2.443 -1.671
GLACIAL SAND -4.917 -4.055 -2.130 -1.755
DUNE SAND -4.469 -4.548 -1.934 -1.969
DUNE SAND -4.079 -4.711 -1.765 -2.040
SANDY SOIL -5.854 -4.889 -2.536 -2.117
SANDY SOIL -3.057 —3.785 -1.322 -1.637
GLACIAL SOIL -5.399 -4.050 -2.339 -1.753
GRAVELLY SOIL -4.878 -6.587 -2. 112 -2.854
GLACIAL SOIL -4.631 -5.369 -2.004 -2.324
SANDY LOAM -4.659 -6.029 -2.016 -2.611
HEAVY BLUE LOAM -4.006 -7.353 -1.734 -3.188
PEAT MOSS -2.939 -5.961 -1.273 -2.586
PEAT -4.041 -4.826 -1.751 -2.092
MUCK -4.231 -4.051 -1.832 -1.754
FOSS ILI FERGUS SOIL -5.393 -4.326 -2.334 -1.871
GREEN SAND -1.867 -1.804 -.802 -.775
RESIDUAL SOIL HORNBLENDE -5.235 -4.041 -2.267 -1.749
RESIDUAL SOIL SILICEOUS -2.945 -2.852 -1.273 -1.232
SILT LOAM -2.350 -5.552 -1.015 -2.406
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DRY SOI LS y AIR GAP = .01 c m -
SAMPLE LOG LOSS TAN LOG LOSS TAN LOG LOSS TAN LOG LOSS

FORWARD REVERSE F- CORRECTED R- CORR
FLINT SAND -4.106 -6.926 -1.717 -2.941
FLINT SAND -4.473 -4.582 -1.875 -1.922
WIND BLOWN SAND -4.274 -4.317 -1.786 -1.807
WIND BLOWN SAND -5.262 -6.026 -2.212 -2.550
BRICK CLAY -6.877 -4.523 -2.941 -1.910
BRICK CLAY -4.587 -4.618 -1.897 -1.951
ADOBE -4.536 -4.667 -1 .909 -1.961
ADOBE -5.131 -4.701 -2.169 -1.976
ADOBE -5.353 -4.548 -2.265 -1.911
ADOBE -6.019 -4.378 -2.544 -1.836
LOESS -6.312 -4.272 -2.678 -1.797
FIRE CLAY -3.572 -3.280 -1.467 -1 .344
SANDY SOIL -5.854 -4.889 -2.474 -2.058
SANDY SOIL -3.057 -3.785 -1.272 -1 .575
GLACIAL SAND -5.315 -4.083 -2.252 -1.709
GLACIAL SAND -5.637 -3.861 -2.392 -1.614
GLACIAL SAND -4.917 -4.055 -2.079 -1.697
DUNE SAND -4.469 -4.548 -1.871 -1.908
DUNE SAND -4.079 -4.711 -1.702 -1.979
SANDY SOIL -5.854 -4.889 -2.474 -2.058
SANDY SOIL -3.057 -3.785 -1.272 -1.575
GLACIAL SOIL -5.399 —4.050 -2.283 -1.691
GRAVELLY SOIL -4.878 -6.587 -2.045 -2.784
GLACIAL SOIL -4.631 -5.369 -1.934 -2.251
SANDY LOAM -4.659 -6.029 -1.948 -2.543
HEAVY BLUE LOAM -4.006 -7.353 -1.678 -3.133
PEAT MOSS -2.939 -5.961 -1.244 -2.559
PEAT -4.041 -4.826 -1.715 -2.058
MUCK -4.231 -4.051 -1.786 -1.709
FOSS IL IFEROUS SOIL -5.393 —4.326 -2.259 -1.796
GREEN SAND — 1.867 -1.804 -.710 -.684
RESIDUAL SOIL HORNBLENDE -5.235 -4.041 -2.204 -1.688
RESIDUAL SOIL SILICEOUS -2.945 -2.852 -1.212 -1.170
SILT LOAM -2.350 -5.552 -.964 -2.355
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SAMPLE K / FOR K' REV
MEAS MEAS

FLINT SAND 2. 575 2. 579
FLINT SAND 2.615 2. 638
WIND BLOWN SAND 2.713 2. 626
WIND BLOWN SAND 2.819 2. 623
BRICK CLAY 1. 831 2. 143
BRICK CLAY 2. 354 2. 155
ADOBE 2. 383 2. 544
ADOBE 2. 340 2. 554
ADOBE 2.338 2. 508
ADOBE 2. 727 2. 537
LOESS 2.458 2. 300
FIRE CLAY 3. 222 3. 067
SANDY SOIL 2.634 2. 534
SANDY SOIL 2. 173 2. 663
GLACIAL SAND 2. 203 2. 479
GLACIAL SAND 2. 221 2. 446
GLACIAL SAND 2. 208 2. 483
DUNE SAND 2. 706 2. 598
DUNE SAND 2. 672 2. 599
SANDY SOIL 2.634 2. 534
SANDY SOIL 2. 173 2. 663
GLACIAL SOIL 2. 406 2. 621
GRAVELLY SOIL 2. 841 2. 946
GLACIAL SOIL 2.977 3. 077
SANDY LOAM 2. 885 2. 891
HEAVY BLUE LOAM 2. 395 2. 375
PEAT MOSS 1.313 1 . 209
PEAT 1. 596 1 . 527
MUCK 2. 042 1. 988
FOSSILIFEROUS SOIL 3. 157 3. 150
GREEN SAND 3. 667 3. 644
RESIDUAL SOIL HORNBL 2. 675 2. 582
RESIDUAL SOIL SILICE 2. 596 2. 629
SILT LOAM 2. 203 2. 221

K ' FOR K ' REV K z POROSITY
CORRECT CORRECT THEORY
2. 834 2. 840 2. 507 . 426
2. 885 2.916 2. 546 . 420
3.013 2. 900 2. 427 . 473
3. 152 2. 896 2. 427 . 473
1 . 923 2. 296 1. 952 . 650
2. 555 2.310 1 . 952 . 650
2. 592 2. 794 2. 427 . 473
2. 537 2. 807 2. 507 . 473
2.535 2.748 2. 467 . 473
3. 031 2. 786 2. 507 . 473
2. 686 2. 488 2. 110 . 592
3. 700 3. 485 2. 467 . 469
2.911 2. 782 2. 427 . 452
2.331 2. 948 2. 427 . 454
2. 368 2.712 2. 467 . 482
2. 390 2. 671 2. 467 . 482
2. 375 2.717 2. 467 . 462
3. 003 2. 863 2. 586 .412
2. 959 2. 866 2. 586 .412
2.911 2. 782 2. 427 . 452
2. 331 2.948 2. 427 . 454
2. 620 2. 893 2. 388 . 503
3. 181 3. 322 2. 427 . 442
3. 364 3. 499 2. 427 . 450
3. 240 3. 248 2. 427 . 436
2.606 2. 581 2. 070 . 602
1. 337 1. 224 1. 159 .917
1. 653 1.575 1.317 . 764
2. 174 2. 109 1.912 . 667
3.610 3. 599 2. 507 . 478
4. 306 4. 270 2. 070 .546
2. 964 2. 844 2. 110 .588
2. 859 2. 902 2. 110 . 543
2. 365 2. 390 2. 031 . 609
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WATER SATURATED SOILS A.G.= .01 c m
SAMPLE K' FOR K" REV K / FOR K' REV K ' POROSI

MEAS MEAS CORRECT CORRECT THEORY
SANDY SOIL 19.357 19.691 18.463 18.793 28.502 . 454
GRAVELLY SOIL 20.345 20.726 19.488 19.859 27.841 . 442
GLACIAL SOIL 19.663 20.099 18.805 19.231 27.181 . 450
FIRE CLAY 25.378 25.630 23.633 23.874 29.824 . 469
HEAVY BLUE LOAM 28.264 28.062 26.764 26.568 39.956 . 602
PEAT MOSS 49.254 49.287 48.061 48.104 49.207 .917
PEAT 34.089 34.624 32.762 33.293 54.714 . 764
MUCK 37.722 49.046 36.143 44.614 46.344 . 667
FOSSILIFEROUS SOIL 21.576 21.821 20.613 20.851 30.485 . 478
MUCK 36.966 37.560 35.477 36.070 40.837 . 656
GREEN SAND 36.965 38.201 31.723 32.925 35.991 . 546
GREEN SAND 37.914 38.256 32.484 32.813 35.991 . 546
GREEN SAND 39.121 40.617 32.424 33.972 34.009 .522
RESIDUAL SOIL HORNBL 27.674 27.949 26.635 26.909 38.855 . 588
RESIDUAL SOIL HORNBL 27.674 27.949 26.635 26.909 38.855 . 588
SILT LOAM 29.425 30.576 28.076 29.225 40.396 .609
RESIDUAL SOIL SILICE 25.987 26.601 24.670 25.270 34.449 . 543
DUNE SAND 17.415 17.701 16.657 16.934 24.317 . 395
ADOBE 28.120 29.469 26.231 27.604 27.401 .460
WIND BLOWN SAND 22.456 22.631 21.539 21.710 28.722 . 483
BRICK CLAY 19.025 19.236 18.149 18.358 37.093 . 583
GLACIAL SAND 19.132 19.345 18.320 18.526 28.502 . 465
LOESS 31.733 31.765 30.517 30.553 35.551 . 578
SANDY LOAM 19.643 19.769 18.743 18.868 26.079 . 436
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SAMPLE LOG LOSS TAN LOG LOSS TAN LOG LOSS TAN LOG LOSS
FORWARD REVERSE F- CORRECTED R- CORR

SANDY SOIL -.584 -.636 -.253 -.275
GRAVELLY SOIL -1.506 -1.563 -. 653 -.678
GLACIAL SOIL -1.017 -1.071 -.441 -.464
FIRE CLAY . 287 . 280 . 127 . 124
HEAVY BLUE LOAM -. 066 -.061 -.027 -.025
PEAT MOSS -1.308 -1.350 -.566 -.585
PEAT -.623 -.639 -.269 -.276
MUCK -.383 . 327 -. 165 . 147
FOSSILIFEROUS SOIL — . 646 -.652 -.280 -.282
MUCK -.467 -. 485 -.201 -.209
GREEN SAND . 732 . 701 .324 .310
GREEN SAND . 728 .720 . 322 .319
GREEN SAND . 824 . 780 ■ 365 . 346
RESIDUAL SOIL HORNBLENDE -1.468 -1.547 -.637 -.671
RESIDUAL SOIL HORNBLENDE -1.468 -1.547 -.637 -.671
SILT LOAM -.325 -.389 -. 140 -.168
RESIDUAL SOIL SILICEOUS -. 154 -. 174 -. 065 -.074
DUNE SAND -2.366 -2.315 -1.027 -1.005
ADOBE . 237 . 162 . 105 . 073
WIND BLOWN SAND -1.458 -1.495 -.632 -.649
BRICK CLAY -.622 -. 656 -.269 -.284
GLACIAL SAND -2.141 -2.284 -.929 -.991
LOESS -.781 — . 800 -.338 -.346
SANDY LOAM -.613 -.635 -.265 -.275
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WATER SA TUR ATED SOILS A-G--OOISAMPLE K ' FOR K' REV K " FOR K" REV K' POROSITY
MEAS MEAS CORRECT CORRECT THEORY

SANDY SOIL 19.357 19.691 19.268 19.602 28.502 . 454
GRAVELLY SOIL 20.345 20.726 20.260 20.640 27.841 . 442
GLACIAL SOIL 19.663 20.099 19.578 20.013 27.181 . 450
FIRE CLAY 25.378 25.630 25.203 25.454 29.824 . 469
HEAVY BLUE LOAM 28.264 28.062 28.115 27.913 39.956 . 602
PEAT MOSS 49.254 49.287 49.137 49.171 49.207 .917
PEAT 34.089 34.624 33.958 34.493 54.714 . 764
MUCK 37.722 49.046 37.566 48.616 46.344 . 667
FOSSILIFEROUS SOIL 21.576 21.821 21.480 21.724 30.485 . 478
MUCK 36.966 37.560 36.819 37.413 40.837 .656
GREEN SAND 36.965 38.201 36.446 37.679 35.991 . 546
GREEN SAND 37.914 38.256 37.377 37.719 35.991 . 546
GREEN SAND 39.121 40.617 38.460 39.962 34.009 . 522
RESIDUAL SOIL HORNBL 27.674 27.949 27.571 27.846 38.855 . 588
RESIDUAL SOIL HORNBL 27.674 27.949 27.571 27.846 38.855 . 588
SILT LOAM 29.425 30.576 29.291 30.442 40.396 . 609
RESIDUAL SOIL SILICE 25.987 26.601 25.855 26.468 34.449 . 543
DUNE SAND 17.415 17.701 17.339 17.625 24.317 . 395
ADOBE 28.120 29.469 27.931 29.283 27.401 . 460
WIND BLOWN SAND 22.456 22.631 22.365 22.539 28.722 . 483
BRICK CLAY 19.025 19.236 18.937 19.149 37.093 . 583
GLACIAL SAND 19.132 19.345 19.051 19.263 28.502 .465
LOESS 31.733 31.765 31.612 31.645 35.551 . 578
SANDY LOAM 19.643 19.769 19.553 19.679 26.079 . 436
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SAMPLE LOG LOSS TAN LOG LOSS TAN LOG LOSS TAN LOG LOSS
FORWARD REVERSE F- CORRECTED R- CORR.

SANDY SOIL -.584 -. 636 -.246 -.269
GRAVELLY SOIL -1.506 -1.563 -. 648 -.672
GLACIAL SOIL -1.017 -1.071 -.435 -.458
FIRE CLAY .287 .280 . 146 . 143
HEAVY BLUE LOAM -. 066 -.061 -.012 -.010
PEAT MOSS -1.308 -1.350 -.552 -.571
PEAT -.623 -. 639 -.258 -.264
MUCK -.383 . 327 -. 150 . 188
FOSSILIFEROUS SOIL -. 646 -.652 -.273 -.275
MUCK -.467 -.485 -. 187 -. 195
GREEN SAND . 732 . 701 . 381 . 367
GREEN SAND . 728 . 720 .380 . 377
GREEN SAND . 824 . 780 . 437 .415
RESIDUAL SOIL HORNBLENDE -1.468 -1.547 -.629 -. 663
RESIDUAL SOIL HORNBLENDE -1 .468 -1.547 -.629 -. 663
SILT LOAM -.325 -.389 -. 128 -. 156
RESIDUAL SOIL SILICEOUS -. 154 -. 174 -.053 -.062
DUNE SAND -2.366 -2.315 -1 .022 — 1 . 000
ADOBE . 237 . 162 . 125 . 092
WIND BLOWN SAND -1.458 -1.495 -. 626 -.642
BRICK CLAY -.622 -. 656 -.263 -.278
GLACIAL SAND -2.141 -2.284 -.924 -.986
LOESS -.781 -.800 -.328 -.336
SANDY LOAM -.613 -.635 -.259 -.268
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SOILS SATURATED WITH METHANOL
SAMPLE K ' FOR K' REV K z FOR K z REV K' POROSIT/

MEAS MEAS CORRECT CORRECT THEORY
FLINT SAND 9.714 9.827 9.675 9.789 13.551 .426
MONTMORI LONI TE 21.349 21.620 21.294 21.567 23.330 .838

SAMPLE LOG LOSS TAN LOG LOSS TAN LOG LOSS TAN LOG LOSS
FORWARD REVERSE F- CORRECTED R- CORR

FLINT SAND -2.949 -3.060 -1.280 -1.328
MONTMORILONITE -.935 -.967 -.404 -.418

BENZENE SATURATED SOILS (BHS, A.G.-.OOM
SAMPLE K' FOR K' REV K' FOR K' REV K ' POROSITY

MEAS MEAS CORRECT CORRECT THEORY
FLINT SAND 3. 141 3.218 3. 148 3. 225 3.300 . 426
MONTMORILONITE 2. 328 2. 258 2. 328 2. 258 2. 388 . 920


